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VIEWMASTER
LONDON - MIDLAND - HOLME MOSS
KIRK O'SHOTTS AND WENVOE
Thousands are building he most popular home constructed
T.V. receiver. A complete constructional envelope is
available
with 34 page, fully illustrated " How to make it " Manual,
eight
full -size working drawings, alignment and operating
details. If
you can solder you can make it. Model " A " London, " B and E "
Sutton Coldfield and Wenvoe, " C and D " Holme Moss
and
Kirk o' Shotts.
7/6 each.
Revised price list of Viewmaster components giving details
of the

7 easy stages,

2)d. post free.

" VIEWMASTER "

KITS IN STAGES. -Holme Moss, Kirk
: (I) E3.2.3, (2) E2.2.9, (3) E5.1.10, (4)8/I11,(5)E10.8.3,
(6) E7.5.3, (7) E2.13.11. Sutton Coldfield : (I) E3.3.0, (2) 62.2.9,
(3) 65.1.4, (4) 8 /I1
stages 5 -7 as for Holme Moss.
:
(I) £3.3.0, (2) £I.190, (3) E5.1.4, (4) 8/111, stages 5 -7 Wenvoe
as Holme
Moss.
London : (I) £3.3.6, (2) £2.1.10, (3) E4.8.3, (4) 6/71,
stages 5 -7 as Holme Moss. Kit of coloured sleeving and screened
sleeving, 5/-. Kit of unspecified bolts and nuts, 5/ -.

o' Shorts

-

SEPARATE VIEWMASTER COMPONENTS
Whiteley : -WB200 Video Chassis 18/6, WB101 Video Chassis
Support 6/ -, WB102 T.B. and power pack chassis 18/6. WB103
Mains Transformer 42/-, WB104 Choke 15/6, WB105 Special
Loudspeaker 32/6. WB106 Frame Transformer 25/6, WB107 32/6,
W8110 Width Control 10 / -,
Wearite Set of Coils and L9 R.F. Choke
London 22/ -, Midland
30/-, Holme Moss 30/ -, Kirk o' Shotts 30/-, Wenvoe 28/-.
Please includi postage on orders under £2.
CATALOGUE No. 8-54 pages, illustrated on fine art paper,

:-

containing over 2,000 radio and television lines, 9d. post free.

Southern Radio
8S,

Electrical Supplies

&

FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS.

ELEMENTS- constructed

in light high Tensile duralumin
fully heat treated and tempered. These elements are filled to
prevent humming and processed to prevent corrosion ; of large
diameter to ensure strength and the electrical characteristic of
broad bandwidth.
INSULATORS
robust construction and streamlined shape
to reduce windage. The insulator is fully waterproofed at the
element and boom entry points. Fixing of elements and boom is
quick and positive and connections of the coaxial or twin feeder
can be visually inspected by removal of the cap.
MAST
high tensile duralumin combining great strength
with lightness. Specially treated to prevent corrosion and of
tin. o.d. and adequate gauge. Tested to withstand winds of 100

-of

-of

The solder
HOME

for all

TELEVISION

CONSTRUCTOR

BRACKETS-of light aluminium alloy of special design to provide
a strong fitting which will distribute stresses over a wide area
of

SETS

brickwork. The mast is rubber mounted in the brackets to
eliminate any tendency of humming and to absorb vibrations.

Designers of television constructor
sets know that the efficiency of
widespread H aerial their equipment
depends on the
with a forward gain of 3.8 dB.
Broad Bandwidth -large diameter tubes ensure a broad band- solder used by the constructor
width and provide a picture with better definition.
that's why they recommend Ersin
Front /Back Ratio -the ratio is 11.0 dB giving the aerial valuable Multicore for trouble-free,
waste directional characteristics which
enables interference to be mini - free soldering. Ersin Multicore, the
only
solder
containing
three cores
mised, or eliminated completely.
Acceptance Angle
180° which of extra-active, non-corrosive Ersin
allows a useful degree rotation of Flux, is obtainable from all leading
h
' I
the aerial
f
before
b
the signal is radio shops.
Ask for Cat. Ref.
reduced.
d
d
111
Rangedependent
on
the location C.16018, 18 S.W.G. 6040 High
IIIIIII j t's
and can exceed 70 miles from Tin Television and Radio Alloy.
the transmitter.
The size 1 Carton contains 37 feet
M.
lam
of solder, costs 5/ -.

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE

High Gain -the model 55 (illustrated)

-

is a

-

"`

-of

tirf

-

_wpm o

Aerialite

AERIALITE LTD., STALYBRIDGE, CHESHIRE

AERIALS

Ersin Multicore Solder

In case of difficulty in obtaining supplies, please write to :
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS
AVE., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. 0 Boxmoar 3636 (3 lines).
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A SUPER MODERN MINIATURE TRANSPORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER USING
LATEST IIIGR PEItFORMANCE MIIII.IsT VALVES AND COMPONENTS

SIZE ONLY : 6in. long, Min.
high, 2.jin. wide
AC /DC SUPERHET WITHOUT
LINE CORD
LARGE MAINS DROPPERS
EXTERNAL AERIAL OR
EARTH
CORD DRIVES, etc.

FULL PLANS (includdetailed point to
/J
point wiring) printed on rosi'
art paper.
ing

FRF:P:

-

This Recciset is a three valve superhet plus rectifier, of very small dimensions using the latest improved
post -war midget components, giving

GREAT SENSITIVITY
e GOOD SELECTIVITY O HIGH STABILITY O FOWERFUL OUTPUT
Can be carried in a car or coat pocket and plugged into any mains supply from 100 v. to 250 v, A.C. /D.0
with immediate reception. It has been designed for easy construction, good quality (using a full 31in.
speaker) and rigid assembly. It has a medium range coverage of 150 -560 metres.

REMEMBER

ALSO:

a complete range of new and surplus components and over 10,000 valves.
HUNTS, T.C'.C., WEYMOUTH, JACKSON, WESTINGHOUSE, W.B., WHARFEDALE.
HAYNES. COLVERN, ELSTONE, MORGANITE, ERIE, BULGIN, etc., etc.
ALL VIEWMASTER PARTS STOCKED FOR IMMEDIATE DISPATCH.
" YOU CAN RELY ON US "

We stock

RADIO SERVICING CO.
Our No. 11 Catalogue, price 6d., Post Free. Postage
Over £2 free, below 10 / -, 6d.
£I, 9d. £2, I; -.
;

;

TALLON
CABINETS
for the
VIEW MASTER
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING &
PRACTICAL TELEVISION SETS
ARGUS
MINI -FOUR
P.W. 3 -SPEED AUTOGRAM

:

WANSWO
S.W.S. TH eROAD,MACAPIy

4155,

S.R. Station : Wandsworth
o'clock Wed iesd.y.
6.30 p.m.

77, 77A, 168, 169 Buses.

Road.

Open

till

1

B.P.L. UNIVERSAL TEST

20,000 olv instrument

A

at a low price.

LI

I
(SUBJECT

10:
TO

O

TRADE

including
Test Leads
DISCOUNT.)

swe

Captive h ea d
connectors for all
ranges.

carrying handle
Leather

kits or assembled cabinets.
Radiogram, Radio and Television or
combination cabinets made to suit
customer's requirements, in quantities
Tape Recorder Cabinets.
or singly.
Prices and literature on application
In pack -flat

Mini -four Cabinet, Blue Leather_loth, complete with
f4 /- incl. postage
grille and plastic handle
...

Mirror

terminal

-

scale.

20,003
oh:n,
volt for
per
D.C. and A.C.

MANOR

(Dept. P.T.I)
WORKS . MANOR
RUGBY
Teh phone

:

RUGBY 2070

ROAD

Easy

to read
2- colour dial.

Two ohms

ranges operated

JAMES TALLON & SONS LTD.

SET

Now Available

from

'

large

internal

b a

tery.
Z
setting h

ol d s

e

e

r

Rotary
selects

switch
ranges

clearly marked.

o

Solid
bakelite
moulded case.

over long
periods.

BRITISH PHYS
HOUSEBOAT W
Telephone:

"';

ORATORIES
LETT
5674.5.6

DERTS

'-94

,
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Your set deserves a Mullard Tube

If you are building

a television receiver, leave nothing to chance; choose a Mollard Tube.
Mullard Television Tubes owe their high reputation for performance, reliability and LONG LIFE te
the unrivalled facilities for research possessed by Mollard; to the complete control of manufacture from
the production of raw materials to the completed product; and, in particular, to the ion -trap, which
safeguards the screen from damage by heavy negative ions produced in the region of the cathode.
Tubes available for home construction include:
MW22-16
9 inch screen
MW36 -24 14 inch rectangular screen
MW31 -16 12 inch screen
MW4I -I 16 inch screen (metal cone)

-

Mullard

T/V TUBES

MULLARD LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
>

CONDENSERS
The abbreviated ranges of two
popular types given here are representative of the wide variety of T.C.C.
Condensers available.

4111B11

Hi -K 'PEARL' CERAMICS
Capacity

'

Wkg. Voltage

pF'*

D.C.

A.C.

I0

500
500
500
500
500
500

250
250
250
250
250
250

10.0

33'0
150

330
470

Dimensions
Length

Type.

Dia.

3.5
1

m rQ.

mm.

t°
tO

CO

) 7mm.

mm..

No.
SPG
SPG
SPG
SPG
SPG
SPG

1

I
I
I
I
I

Hi -K MULTIPLE TUBULAR CERAMICS
Capacity

2x
2x

500
1000

x 1500
2x2200
3 x 500
3 x 1000
2

3

x 2200

Dimensions

Voltage
D.C. A.C.
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

250
250
250
250
250
250

250

Length

Type

Dia.

mm.
mm.
mm.

45 mm.
45 mm.
45 mm.

mm.
mm.
22 mm.

45 mm.

10
10
15

22mm.

`Guaranteed not

15
15

2CTH 310!W
2CTH 310'W
2CTH 315, W

4-5 mm.

2CTH422¡W
3CTH 315iW

mm.

-3CTH 315)W
3CTH 422 W

6

6

mm.

less than stated va ues at 25 -C.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER
Radio Division: North Acton, London, W.3.

CO.

LTD.

Tel: Acorn 0061

t

SI

,;

?TAM

l'hUTIVI
"TELEVISION
&

TIMES"

F. J. CAMM
Editorial and Advertisement Offices: " Practical Television," George Newnel.
Ltd., Tower house, Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 4388,
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.

Editor

:

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission bu Canadian Magazine Post.
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Televiews

The National Radio Show
THE National Radio Show at Earls Court took
place during a period of greater depression
than it did last year, and it is all the more
pleasing to be abl4e to record that, in spite of this,
attendances were higher every day. It would be
equally pleasant to be able to record that the business
done was commensurately greater, but such did not
prove to be the case. Whilst the public evinced
great interest in the exhibits, there was not that
spontaneous buying which has characterised earlier
shows, no doubt due to lower spending power of the
public, who are now giving longer consideration to
their purchases than hitherto. It would not, therefore, be true to say that the show has not brought
results, and we must await the results of any delayed
action due to this public caution.
Television, of course, was the main attraction
among the manufacturers' exhibits, but we wonder
whether attendances would have been so high had
there not been the BBC and other side -shows.
'There were complaints that it was these counter attractions which brought the public to the show and
then spirited then away into the side -shows and
thus away from the stands, which after all are the
raison d'être of the exhibition. We think this is a
mistaken argument. Everything should be done to
present under one roof every facet of the industry
both on the manufacturing and the entertainment
side. There would equally be complaints if the sideshows were abolished and, as a result, the public did
not turn up in sufficiently large numbers.
The publicity arrangements, as usual, were
excellent, and the national newspapers, as well as
the periodical press, devoted considerable space to
the exhibition both before and during the run of the
show.
This was surprising in view of the fact that there
was an almost complete lack of novelty among the
exhibits, and certainly no surprises. There was a
noticeable and welcome drop in prices, and one
,manufacturer was able to exhibit a nine-inch receiver
at the price of £45 tax paid. This, perhaps, received
more publicity in the daily papers than it deserved.
Another feature of the show which impressed us
was the tendency of manufacturers to concentrate
on tubes of twelves inches and over, and our enquiries

gave us the impression that within a short time the
nine -inch tube will be obsolete. The new wide -angle
tubes of correspondingly shorter length, enabling the
receiver to be housed in a more compact cabinet is
now used by practically all manufacturers. Trade
orders were poor, but this is understandable' because
the trade has been passing through a slump period
and shops are well stocked ; but now that about
70 per cent. of the population are covered by the
BBC TV service the slump cannot be of long duration
and, indeed, there are distinct signs of change towards
improved sales. As eventually there will be, in this
country, at least twelve million owners of television
sets and over ten million people, therefore, are
waiting the time when they can afford it, it is plain
that any slump during the next ten years will be of
but a temporary nature.
The Wenvoe station is in operation and now
we have the biggest television public of any nation
in the world. Technical developments during the
next five years will be rapid, although we think it
will be at least that time before colour television
is with us. We do not think the present colour
television systems will provide the solution to the
problem and any such system which makes use of
rotating discs is doomed to the failure which
attended the attempts to market the Nipkow disc as a
television receiver. Colour television must inevitably
be provided by a combined optical and prismatic
system. It was noted this year that there was no
demonstration of colour television and that another
novelty demonstration in the 'form of the TV
telephone took its place. This, however, was merely
intended to indicate a vague possibility of the dim
It is by no means a practical possibility.
future.
In general, we do not favour the public demonstration
of imperfect scientific developments of which nothing
more may be heard. It may achieve its intended
result of providing publicity, but the public tends to
grow tired when they hear nothing further about it.
This may harm some future development which has
greater practical possibilities.
The air conditioning of Earls Court leaves much
to be desired and it certainly does not maintain the
air at that comfortable temperature which will keep
J. C.
people walking round the stands.

-F.
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Transmission Lines -1
PRINCIPLES AND
By

B.

L.

AN expensive television receiver costing up to £100
can have its performance ruined by incorrect

choice and installation of the transmission line
connecting the aerial to the televisor ; this part of the
installation is too often taken for granted, yet the quality
of the received picture is very dependent upon it and every
constructor should make himself acquainted with its
theoretical and practical characteristics.
Transmission lines used for television work fall into
two categories :
(a) Balanced twin cable.
(b) Coaxial cable.
X

Y

PRACTICE

Morley
Characteristic Resistance
It will be appreciated that every line has a certain
amount of resistance ; it also has a certain amount of
" leakance " between the conductors. If we have a long
line between two points "X " and " Y " (Fig. la), the
total current at " Y "_ will be restricted by the series
resistance of the line Rl and the leakance R2, and this
can be represesnted in the equivalent circuit in Fig. lb.
(The series resistance is shown in one side of the line
merely for convenience.)
Suppose we had a line which was similar in every
respect but which was twice as long, then we could represent it as in Fig. 2a, because the series and shunt resistances
are progressive along the line. A line three times as long
could be represented as in Fig. 2b. Continuing -this
reasoning, a line extended to infinity could be represented
as a number of series and shunt resistances RI R2R3R4- R5R6 -R7R8
RnRn.
Coming hack to Fig. lb, let us assume that R1 is
100 and R2 is 1000. If a battery of 50 v. is applied
to the line we shall have a certain amount of current
flowing from the battery (Fig. 3). This current will be
E
50
= 454 mA
R
R1 + R2
110
and the overall resistance looking at it from " X " end
(i.e., across TU, is 110.0).
If the line is doubled in length then we shall have the
condition shown in Fig. 4. To find the current flowing we
must first find theE(rective Resistance across TU. An easy
method of doing this is to take point PQ on the line.

...

X

Y

(b)

Fig:

I.-Diagram

(a)

Fig.

illustrating characteristic resistance
of lines.

(b)

2.- Rearrangement of line characteristic resistances.

Whatever its type, the fundamental principles underlying its functions are the same.
Now a conductor which carries current from an aerial
to the receiver will radiate power. In other words the
energy picked up by the aerial is partially lost by
re- radiation from the conductor, so that the power
injected into the receiver will be less than the power picked
up by the aerial.
,These losses increase with increasing frequency, and
while the effect may not be very noticeable at 30 kc /s, it
begins to become serious at 30 Mc /s.
Radiation losses can be prevented by so arranging the
conductors between aerial and receiver that the electromagnetic field generated by one is balanced by an equal
and opposite field generated by the other. This is accomplished by running the two wires parallel with each other
and separated by only a small fraction of the wavelength
tithe current in the line. The maximum distance between
the wires should not exceed 1 per cent. of the wavelength
and while the external fields do not fully cancel each other
the resultant field is of negligible value.
The currents in the two lines, therefore, balance each
other, and this type of line is referred to as Balanced

Effective Resistance RE = //D f)

Effective Resistance across TI)

=

62 n

Twin.

The same effect is produced in coaxial cables. RF
currents tend to flow in the " skin " of the conductor
and in coaxial cable the burrents in the outer skin of the
inner conductor are balanced by the currents in the
inner skin of the outside conductor.

Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6.- Circuits showing the effect of
various resistances, and the voltage and current
distribution round the network.
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" Y " we have a
R4 -10 +100=110 D. This resistance
is directly across R2 (i.e., across RS), therefore, across
RS we shall have a resistance of
From this point looking towards

of

resistance

R3

110 x 100

-I

11C00

-

52 t9

(approx.)

210
The resistance across TU will, therefore be R1 _ 52
62 Q. (Note we shall take all calculations to the nearest
110

100

-I-

-

:

whole number for ease of illustration.)
Let us now take a line 3 times as long. This is shown in
Fig. 5. By working out the resistances across xy, vw.
PQ and back to TU we shall find that the effective
resistance across TU is 4811.
A line 4 times as long will give us an effective resistance
of 42 Q. Do you notice how the difference in values across
TU is becoming less ? The stages have been 110, 62,
48, 42. The jumps between successive calculations is
being continually reduced.
Let us pursue this point a little further. Another
section of line will give us an effective resistance of 38.9,
the next addition will give us 37.5 u, and a further stage
gives us 3719 across TU. Adding yet another stage gives
us 3719

!

At this point we could add on stages without making
any difference to the resistance across TU. Furthermore
we could.short- circuit the" Y " end and still the resistance
across TU world remain 37 D.
You can prove this yourself by -continuing the calculations.
We have now errived at a point
where short- circuiting or disconnecting
the far end of the very long line makes

TELEVISION
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characteristic resistance at the input terminals, and it
does not matter if the far end of the line is short -circuited
or left open, the input resistance across the line remains
unchanged. In other words if a line is extended towards
infinity there will be a certain critical length beyond which
no additional lengthening will alter the input resistance.
There is, therefore, a certain maximum amoaant of
current which will flow in the line, and as power is the
product of resistance times current squared (W ==R x f),
there is a limit to the maximum amount of power which
the line can handle.
Now maximum power is transferred from one circuit
to another when the resistances of the two circuits are
equaLv for example, the maximum power is obtained
from a battery when the load resistance is equal to the
internal resistance of the battery. The same principle
holds good for a D.C. generator.
If it is desired to transfer the maximum amount of
power from a D.C. generator to a line, then the clitracteristic resistance of the line should equal the internal
resistance of the generator. If the line is not infinitely
long it should be made to appear so by making the
load across the output terminals equal the characteristic
resistance of the line, and this, as we have seen, makes the
characteristic resistance appear across the input terminals
of the line.

no difference to Cie effective resistance across TU or t':re input end. This
resistance value ne have obtained
is

termed the characteristic resistance

of the line.
In the particular Vine which we have
under discussion the characteristic resistance is 37 s9.
Here
Now have a look at Fig. 6.
we have disconnected the line at
" x y ", and inserted a load resistance
the same value as- the characteristic
resistance. Let us now calculate the
value of the resistance which will
appear across TU.
Across " v w " (ignoring the rest of
the circuit hack to the battery), we
shall have a value of
100 x 37
R4 x 37
27 Q.
R4 -1-37
100 37
Therefore, across PQ we have a resistance of
R3 127 -10 -I -27 37 Q.
Therefore, across R S we shall have a
resistance of
100 x37
R2 r 37
27 D.
R2 37
100 37
Therefore, across TU we have a re1

-

1

sistance

of

RI + 27 -- 10 -I 27 37 sa.
This means that if we disconnect
the line at any point and insert across
it at that point its characteristic resistance, the characteristic resistance will
appear at the input end.
It will be remembered that an
infinitely long line will produce its

A modern braiding

tushine.

October, 1952
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Characteristic Impedance
When dealing with A.C., several other factors have to
be considered. The line contains series inductance and
resistance, with parallel capacitance and leakance.
Fig. 7a shows the effect.
In practice the leakance is so small that it can be
neglected and to simplify the diagram the constants
are
(inductance, series resistance and capacitance)
shown in one side of the line (Fig. 7b).
It will be observed that at the input end we have A.C.
resistance (or impedance), instead of pure resistance.
However, the same principles obtain in this case and a
line extended to infinity will have a certain characteristic
impedance.
It must be remembered that the constants which
determine the characteristic impedance, are themselves
determined by the physical make -up of the line.
A line which is not infinitely long can be made to
simulate infinity conditions by terminating it with
its characteristic impedance, as in the D.C. case.
Fig. 8 shows the scheme where we have an A.C. genera-

tor (A) with its internal impedance (Zi), feeding into a
line which is terminated with its characteristic impedance
(Zo). Under these conditions, maximum power will be
transferred from the generator into the load.

but it will also transform impedance. The voltage ratio
of a transformer is equal to the turns ratio.
The impedance ratio of a transformer is equal to the
square of the turns ratio.
A transformer which has a turns ratio of I : 2 will,
therefore, have an impedance ratio of I : 22=1 ; 4.
The condition is shown in Fig. IO. Zb is an impedance
of 400 ohms ;. Za is an impedance of 100 ohms. Now.
if we look intó the input circuit of Zb (i.e., towards CD)
we shall see an impedance of 100 ohms stepped up four
times, i.e., 400 ohms.
If we look into the circuit from Za (via AB) we see an
impedance of 400 ohms stepped down four times, i.e.,
100 ohms. Za is therefore exactly matched to Zb and
vice -versa.
In practice we use a simple transformer in the input

Fig.

8.- Diagram illustrating

the effect of the impedance
on the load.
Receiver

If

the load is any other value than Zo maximum,
transference of power will not take place. Zo can take
any form such as a pure resistance, or lumped inductance
and capacitance.
In television we make use of a matched transmission
line to obtain the transfer of the maximum amount of
power from the aerial into the receiver. The aerial has
A.C: induced into it by the incoming signal and can,
therefore, be likened to a generator. It has its own
internal impedance (about 72 ohms at thé centre of a
normal dipole). Therefore, a cable having this value as its
characteristic impedance, is used to obtain the maximum
transfer of power from dipole to the cable. Fig. 9
shows the scheme.
At the receiver end we must terminate the line with its
characteristic impedance and here is a snag. The input
impedance of the first stage is somewhat larger than the
impedance of the line.
How then can we effect a match ?
The answer lies in the transformer. it is well known
that a transformer will convert low voltages into higher
voltages. This is accomplished by making the secondary
winding have more turns than the primary winding:
If the ratio of primary to secondary turns is I 2, then
double the voltage that is put into the primary will be
obtained from the secondary. If 100 v. is applied to the
primary then 200 v. will appear at the secondary.
Not only does the transformer transform voltage,
:

Receiver

Line

Line

Dipo/e

Zu

z,
I

Dipole

(a)
Fig.

Line

(b)

(equivalent of (a))

9.- Normal television aerial

feed and its equivalent

circuit.

circuit of the televisor, either by tapping Lie tuning coil
or by using a separate winding.
We have now a matched dipole to line, and line to
load, and maximum transference of power will take
placo from the aerial to the televisor.
Standing Waves
Having dealt with the maximum transference of
power, there is another very important reason for
correctly matching the aerial, line and receiver input.
It is that if a line is not terminated with its characteristic
impedance, reflections will occur and standing wares
will exist along the length of the line.
The net result is the appearance of " ghost " pictures.
There are three cases to cónsider : (a) a line which is
open -circuited at its distant end ; (b) a line which is
short -circuited at its distant end ; (c) aline which is
terminated with an impedance other than its characteristic impedance.
Case (a)

i
Fig.

(b)
illustrating the characteristic
impedance of lines.

7.-Circuits

Imagine energy applied at the generator end of a line
which is open -circuited at the far end. A certain
amount of time will elapse before the energy applied at
one end appears at the other. The voltage and current
travel down the line together, but when they come to
the open circuit the current will collapse to zero, as there
is no path for it.
Now energy cannot just disappear ; the collapsing
current and consequent collapsing field generates fresh
currents and voltages which immediately begin to travel
back to the beginning of the line. In other words, the

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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current and voltage are reflected back to their source,
and return like an echo. The current at the distant end,
due to the open circuit, is at zero ; the voltage, however,
is at maximum and the reflected voltages and currents
will therefore be 90 deg. out of phase with each other
(90 deg. equals one- quarter of a wavelength). Fig. 11
shows the conditions.
When current and voltage are reflected back to the
load the result is the appearance of standing waves of
current and voltage displaced from each other by

4

along the whole length of the line. At points where the
standing voltage wave is at zero it is termed a voltage

/: 2 (turns

Fig. 10. -Effect of

a

ratio)

1:4 (Z ratio)
transformer on the total impe tanca
of a circuit.

Reflected voltage and current from open circuited line
Note, Current anp' voltage waves shown in one line
only for clarity
Fig. 11,- Voltage and current distribution on a line.

it is at maximum it is termed a voltage
antipode.
The same terminology is applied to standing waves of
current, though in this case the points are termed current
nodes and antinodes (Fig. 12).
node, and where

Case (b)

When the line at the distant end is short -circuited,
then when the voltage and current wave, travelling from
the generator, meet the short -circuit the voltage will
collapse to zero and the current will be at a maximum.
The result is similar to that in case (a), i.e., current and
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voltage waves are reflected back to the source, and
standing waves will exist along the line.
There is, however, an important difference the phase
relationship between voltage and current will be reversed.
This time the voltage starts the return journey at zero
and the current at maximum. This condition is shown
in Fig. 13.
It should be noted that at the generator end the phase
relationship between reflected voltage and current for
open- circuited lines is opposite to that for short -circuited
:

lines.
Case (c)

Where the line is neither open -circuited nor short circuited and yet is not terminated with its characteristic
impedance. a certain amount of current and voltage will
be reflected according to the value of the terminating
impedance, and the' phase relationship between the two
will also be determined by this value.
The reflected currents and voltages arriving back at
the generator can be reflected once again and travel back
to the load. If' both generator and load are badly
matched to line (such is can be caused by a high- resistance
joint at some critical point), then a series of reflections
will take place, each reflection being attenuated to some
degree on each journey.
The practical result of these reflections is the appearance or" ghost " images on the picture tube. A " ghost "
image is a second picture on the tube slightly displaced
to the right of the main picture.
It is important not to confuse ghost images caused
by aerial reflection with those due to mismatched transmission line. Aerial reflections can occur when the
signal is " bounced " back on to the aerial by some
nearby object such as a hill or large metal surface such
as a gasometer. The cure for this trouble is to re-orient
the aerial.
The importance of the production of ghost images
cannot be over -emphasised where first -quality pictures
It is quite easy to have slight reflection where
is the aim.
the reflected image comes almost on top of the existing
image. The result is an out-of-focus effect which cannot
be overcome by adjustment of the focus control.

Standing Wave Ratio (SWR)
The " goodness" of a line can be measured by taking
the ratio of maximum to minimum current at both ends
of the line. This is called the Standing Ware Ratio
(SWR).
If the line is perfectly matched, then the current
absorbed by the load (the televisor) will be equal to the
current transmitted by the generator (the aerial), and the
ratio will therefore be unity. (" Aerial Matching," by
E. R. G., PRACTICAL TELEVISION, April, 1952.)
(To be continued)
Antincdes

Nodes

Fig.

13.- Reflected

voltage and current from short circuited line.

71.7

Antmodes

Fig. 12. -Nodes and antinodes in a standing wave.
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ATIO AL RADIO SH

A REVIEW OF SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL EXHIBITS AT THIS YEAR'S
EARLS COURT EXHIBITION.
was to be expected, there were no startling surprises
at this year's show. With one or two small
exceptions in the way of " novelties " design
followed more or less standard lines. The old battle
between " projection or direct " was fought again,
and it was interesting to hear the views of the nontechnical visitors who were viewing in the demonstration
avenue. Very strong views were expressed here and
there concerning one or the other system, and it is clear
that as yet the public in general have not made a definite
decision as to which is going eventually to be the most
popular. Some of the projection models demonstrated
were certainly very bright, but the aluminised direct view tube end is certainly brighter, but again, arguments
were heard that they Here too bright. However, it is
how certain that in general the I'_in. tube is regarded
as the minimum by the majority and, although there
Were two or three 9in. models on view, the majority
of manufacturers do not now make a 9in. model. In
view of the economic position this is rather difficult
to understand, as the magnifier seems to have a big
popularity and one would have thought that many
viewers would have preferred a small tube with magnifier
where the cost of replacement was a consideration.
S

L

1

The small cabinet has been rendered possible by
the use of the wide -angle deflection used on the modern
tube, plus the fact that the tubes are now being manufactured in the rectangular shape, which not only avoids
wasted space on the tube end, with a consequent reduc-

Table Models
Cabinet size was an important point, and a number
of table models incorporating the new all -metal 16in.

McMichael Model TM52

tubes were seen.

tion in the area of cabinet which is wasted, but also
permits of a very much simpler mounting system.
The round-ended tube is not simple to mount, and in
the all -metal type there are a number of technical difficulties in the mounting. One particular table model
using the large tube was found, in fact, to be smaller
in overall dimensions than a cabinet seen at last gar's
show with a 10in. tube. A rurther point concerning the
large tubes is the flatter surface which is now obtained.
Visitors to previous shows will remember that the
G.E.C. used to make a big feature of the " flat- ended "
tube, a feature which they obtained by having the tube
end made separately and welded to the main " funnel."
The all -metal tube, by permitting the end plate also to
be made separately, carries on with.this idea, and as a
result the majority of to -day's big tubes are reasonably
flat. This means that a larger number of people may
view a receiver without the awkward bending of uprights
which was so noticeable on some of the earlier small
tubes.

Tube Protection
The difficulties

Ambassador Model TV5 which can be placed out in
the centre of the room.

of masking

the tube end, and

of pro-

viding some protection against damage, have been
overcome in various ways. Some makers still employ
the plate -glass or armoured glass plate mounted behind
the Cabinet with a plastic mask between it and the tube
face, whilst others utilise a specially manufactured
plastic protective cover and mask, all moulded in one.
These combined protectors are neat and available
in different colours to provide " daylight " viewing
and avoid awkward reflections, whilst at the same- time,
by darkening the actual white of the tube face, they
increase the apparent contrast.
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There were
few
merely as aerials.
apparent
New Protective Fñter
In connection with these protective colours the Triplex accessories for the viewer and, of course, viewing
company were showing a new laminated filter -glass does not lend itself to " gadgets " as does ordinary
sound radio. Aerials were to be seers of all kinds, and
screen, for which claims of sharper pictures were made.
The glass, produced in a neutral tint, has light -filtering some interesting developments were noted. Many
properties and in addition it is scratchproof and non - local councils have regulations prohibiting the use o
electrostatic, a very important point. As a matter of outside aerials and on enquiries it is generally found
that the prohibition is not on aesthetic grounds, but
from the point of view of damage to the property or
danger to the public. In the past it is true some aerial
arrays have been immense and supported very flimsily
on thin wooden posts, but the majority of commercial
aerials to -day appear to be sound engineering jobs
with modern lightweight metals and the overall dimensions kept down in the case of multiple arrays by the
use of folded elements. There were some new ideas
for the indoor aerial, one of the most novel probably
being the Wolsey " Switched All- Ways." This consists
of a horizontal element mounted with a central bakelite
housing from which projects a vertical element. The
three arms may be clamped in any desired position
to make a T, L, V or dipole, and the bakelite housing
is mounted on a metal plate so that it may be fixed to a
loft rafter or on a roof, floor or wall, and then rotated
and adjusted to find the best arrangement and position

or direction.
This is

a

Pilot table model with 14in. tube.

interest it has been found that by placing the back

of the hand close to the protective cover of some of
the sets utilising large tubes, the hairs on the hand are
attracted to the tube and stand erect, and this electrostatic effect also results in dust and fine hairs floating
about in a room (from carpet sweeping, etc.) being
attracted to the screen. Although some models have the
tube face so mounted that it is totally enclosed and
thus claimed to be dust -proof, we would have liked
to see more receivers with provision for opening the
front or removing the cover so that the inside of the
glass and the tube face could be dusted. So far as we
could see no single firm made a feature of this particular
idea, and one has only to remove the glass from a receiver
which has been in service for a month or two to see what
a thick film actually does form between the tube and
cover.

The same firm also showed a very old idea in new
form, namely, the " invisible " lead -in. Hitherto it has
been necessary to drill a hole in the window frame
or glass through which to take the aerial feeder, and
to meet the wishes of certain landlords who object to
this damaging of property, and also for those who are
afraid of lightning Wolsey have produced a split unit
the two halves of which are attached to opposite sides
of the glass window by means of suction cups, the
aerial going to one side and the receiver to the other.
Older experimenters will recall the use of two sheets
of meta! foil used in a similar way many years ago,
but this use for television is a new development.

For the Deal'
One development which has been a long time in
arriving on the market although featured in the past in
articles in this and other technical papers, is the separate
amplifier or hearing aid device for the use of those who
are hard of hearing. Masteradio were showing such a
device which in their case could be used with either
the radio or television receiver, and it provided the
individual listener with a separate control so that he
could adjust the volume to suit his own particular needs
without in any way affecting the volume from the main
receiver, and in this way the set could be kept turned
down to a suitable level for normal listening without
depriving the hard of hearing of their pleasure also.
Incidentally, why do not more manufacturers provide a
small socket strip on the rear of the chassis so that
'phones could be used ? In the case of the A.C./D.C.
receiver there is, of course, the complication of the
" live " chassis, but this can be overcome without
much difficulty, and we would have thought that such a
provision would have made quite a good selling point.
Accessories
So

far as accessories were concerned these were

The use of eliptical speaker and rectangular tube enah es
the overall size of the receiver to be kept down.
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Contrast Adjustment
CIRCUIT DETAILS OF VARIOUS TYPES FOR PICTURE BALANCE
By Gorden J.

IT

common knowledge that the picture contrast
ratio between' peak- white and black is rendered
'
adjustable by embodying a means of controlling
the video drive to the modulation electrode of the picture tube. Such a device 'usually takes the form of a gain
control suitably positioned somewhere in the video
channel of the television receiver.' 'This control may be
considered analogous to the volume control of the sound channel as both controls perform the similar function
of providing variable attenuation to the vision or sound
modulation.
At one time, in vintage broadcast receiver design,
control of volume was invariably achieved by including
a variable resistor in series with the cathode circuit
-thereby creating a form of: variable bias control
the valves controlled were usually associated with the
is

-

-6

S

-4

-3

-2

-t

-0-- Bias
shows the change of control -grid
capacitance and curve B the change of input resistance
with bias. Curve C- shows how the change in capacitance is reduced when both control and suppressor
grids are biased.

Fig.

1.-Curve

A

King, A.M.I.P.R.E.
the studio and not only from the effect of signal fading
-would tend to increase the gain of the controlled
stages and so counteract the desired studio effect.
It should be mentioned here, however, that in America
A.G.C. of the video channel is frequently employed.
This is made possible by the fact that the American
signal is broughtto a constant hundred per cent. level to
form the synchronising pulses, whereas peak-white is
represented by zero carrier
reverse of qur system.'
Although from time to time various designs have been
suggested for A.G.C. of the British system, they all
need the employment of complex circuitry, coupled with
the additional expense of four or five extra valves. TO
date in this country the added expense is hardly justified
for in any case we are able only to receive just the one
programme, whereas in America the extra advantage is
gained by not having to reset the manual contrast control
when changing to another 'channel.
Furthermore, if 'we ignore the A.G.C. network and
employ a contrast control in the vision detector circúit
-the same as the sound counterpart, our wiring capacitances become very important owing, of course, to the
very much higher modulation frequencies employed.
In any case a form of R.F. gain control would be needed
also to prevent the pre-detector stages from being grossly
overloaded should the receiver be operated. in a location
of high signal strength. Nevertheless, as we shall see
later, such a design is in use commercially.

-a

Special Precautions
The usual method, however, is to make use of valve
biasing arrangements, With vision, more than medium frequency sound, special precautions must be taken when
employing this style of gain (contrast) control, for a
variation in control grid potential results also in a
variation of input capacitance and resistance. These
two effects must be taken into consideration in the design
of the contrast circuit. The input capacitance of an

R.F. and /or I.F. stages, so that an increase in cathode
resistance resulted in reduced gain. The evolution of the
variable-mu type valve assisted such a scheme by making
the control of volume less erratic and by also extending
the control ratio.
When the variable-mu valve became more popular,
however, such a method of volume control was
abandoned in favour of automatic R.F. /I.F. gain
control (A.G.C.), while the addition of a manual audio frequency control allowed adjustment of the rectified
signal so that any desired percentage of it could be
tapped off and fed to the output valve. This is, in fact,
the present mode of volume control and it is extremely
efficient, but unfortunately effective only for sound
reception.
From the Vision Aspect
It must be remembered that owing to the unsteady
state of the D.C. component of the vision carrier the
we know it from sound
application of A.G.C.
broadcast practice-- would be useless, for obviously a
reduction in mean picture 'brightness otigintiting'from

-as

-

Fig. 2. -A typical contrast control circuit.

R.F. or I.F. amplifier valve, for instance, represents a
large proportion of the grid-circuit tuning capacitance,
which, if altered while making adjustments to picture
contrast, would obviously present a very undesirable
feature.
The same reasoning applies to the valve's input
resistance, which is usually a contributory factor to the
tuned-circuit damping and controls the band -width
of the circuit associated with the valve. The curves of
Fig. I illustrate this effect. At A the change of input
capacitance is seen to be very sharp up to about minus
four volts, while curve B shows how the input resistance
increases very rapidly with bias.
One way of reducing these undesirable effects to
negligible proportions is to arrange the contrast control
so that it biases negative both the control and suppressor
grids. This will rot modify extensively the desirable
change in mutual conductance, but it will reduce drastically the change in input capacitance as shown by curve
C (Fig. 1). The ratio of bias between control and
suppressor grids depends, of course, to a large extent on
the type of valve employed, but as a rough guide it can
generally be considered that the suppressor grid bias
is approximately 12 times that of the control grid.

A Typical Contrast Circuit
The way in which the bias ratio is held constant
over the entire range of contrast control is shown by the
typical contrast circuit of Fig. 2. Here RI in the cathode
circuit constitutes the gain /contrast control, and since
the suppressor grid is in direct connection with the earth,
line, it follows that the full potential between points
(a) and (b), as determined by the setting of RI, exists on
this grid at a polarity negative to cathode.
Now the control grid, instead of being returned to the
earth line direct, is taken to the junction of two resistors
R2 and R3, acting as a fixed potentiometer across the
actual contrast control. This means that the control
grid is less negative than the suppressor grid by an

amount depending on the ratio of R3, or the control grid
R3 X Ec
R3 x R2'
developed across Rl.
bias

equals
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where Ec equals

the voltage
H T+

Output

Fig. 3. 1 circuit by G.E.C. showing how two stages
can be controlled ,ty a single potentiometer. The valves
used are Z77's.

The control of contrast is sometimes lineariscd by the
inclusion of a resistor from the cathode to the H.T.
line, although, in any case, it will be appreciated that the
effect is the same.
The Attenuation Factor
Because television valves -the type employed in the
video circuits -are not variable -mu they do not permit
a very wide range of contrast control to be effected if it is
desired to maintain a fairly steady input reactance,
and for this reason it is often necessary to control more
than a single stage. Usually two, or sometimes three,
stages are controlled, but even then the attenuation
factor from maximum to minimum contrast is not very
large -not normally any more than about 25 times. Thus,
in locations of high signal strength it may be found that
even at minimum contrast setting, the first stages are
To /F Mansfr.

Detector
Valve

To

Video

Amps

-A

rather unusual
Fig. 4.
contrast control circuit by
G.E.C. This resembles the
volume
A.F.
ordinary
control.

RFC

severely overloaded. It is, therefore. necessary to provide
facilities for the inclusion of fixed attenuators between the
aerial and the aerial input terminals, although an additional sensitivity control associated with the first valve

may be employed for this purpose.
An Alternative Method
An alternative method of preventing a large change
of input reactance with grid bias is by including a fixed
resistor in series with the cathode circuit of the controlled
valve. This resistor should be unbypassed and possess
a value of between 33 to 100 ohms. Being unbypassed
it means, therefore, that the stage is subject to negative
feed-back, but although this reduces slightly the stage
gain-the lower the resistor value the smaller the feedis more than compensated for by the
back factor
resulting constant input reactance over a wide range
of contrast settings.
This idea is illustrated by the circuit of Fig. 3, which
depicts two stages controllable by a single variable
potentiometer. Actually, this circuit is employed in
certain G.E.C. receivers and the control is not primarily
for contrast, but for adjustment of overall sensitivity.

-it

An Unusual Contrast Control
The contrast control in the same receiver follows very
closely a normal sound volume control system and is
depicted by Fig. 4. A valve diode is shown as the
detector valve, although more frequently a crystal diode
is used. The detector load resistor is formed by the
whole of the variable potentiometer (R1), which
constitutes the contrast control. Thus, any desired
portion of the rectified video signal, as determined by
the setting of RI, may be tapped off and conveyed to the
control grid 'of the video output valve.
Because it is necessary to retain the very high video
frequencies the value of RI is much lower than the value
of its sound counterpart. Furthermore, stray capacities
are very important in this part of the circuit, for even
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very small values will tend to attenuate the higher
frequency video components with a consequent loss of
picture definition. For this reason, therefore, it is usual
to include peaking inductors in the -detector circuit, and
it should be ensured that the contrast control potentiometer has a very low self capacitance to the chassis.
(See " The Video Detector," PRACTICAL TELEVISION,
February, 1952.)

External Contrast Control

October, :1952

Although such an arrangement reduces the overall
contrast resistance by 50 per cent., it is of no consequence,
for in fringe areas it is usually necessary to set the
contrast control to, at least, two- thirds of its maximum
rotation anyway. Should, however, the lower resulting
resistance have any adverse effect, a switched jack- socket
can be employed, and so wired that on inserting the plug
the main contrast control is automatically taken out
of circuit.

It is sometimes desirable to have the contrast control
external from the receiver and within comfortable reach
of the favourite armchair. This is especially so on the
fringe areas where the signal is frequently. subject to
slow fading. The writer has, on one or two occasions,
successfully modified the receiver to take such an
external control, although really very little modification is necessary. A jack- socket wired directly across
the contrast control has been mounted on the back of
the receiver, making sure that the outer connection of the
socket is connected to the chassis side of the contrast
control. A variable resistor of similar value to the main
contrast control has been installed in a small box with
facilities to mount it on the arm of the chair used for
viewing. This control has been connected to a suitable
length of co-axial cable terminated by a jack -plug,
which in use is plugged into the jack- socket, and the
main contrast control fully retarded.

In Conclusion
Faults developing in the contrast stage are usually
very few-for in any case there is not a lot to go wrong !
Any decoupling capacitors becoming open circuit will
result, as is usual, in a loss of gain, or the development
of varying degrees of instability in both sound and
vision channels as the contrast control is rotated.. An
open circuited control will be immediately apparent,
while an open circuit in the resistor between the cathode
and the H.T. line will affect the control of contrast, as
it will not be possible to reduce it to a minimum setting ;
the control will, therefore, lose its linear effect and will
become very sharp in operation.
Although the contrast circuit is only a diminutive
portion of a complete receiver the role it plays is very
inportant, and it is therefore hoped that this article
will enlighten experimenters as to the design problems of
a section which is so often just taken for granted.

Demonstrations at Earls Court

assembly, high power- factor and leakage currents, finally
graduating capacity values to pre-set- standards.
Other machines demonstrated on this stand included
an automatic electronic paper condenser tester which
tests for over -voltage proofing, insulation -resistance on
the internal element and between terminals and case.
In the event of a condenser failure in any of these tests
a coloured signal flag is thrown up to indicate the type
of fault to the operator at the unloading end.
Yet another large machine which visitors saw was a
fully automatic and electronic tester designed for testing
Ceramic condensers at the rate of 2,000 per hour,
rejecting any condenser failing to comply with the overvoltage and insulation- resistance requirements and grad ing the remainder to appropriate capacity tolerances.

THERE

were a number of interesting demonstrations

on certain stands which attracted considerable
interest. For the television enthusiast there was the
underwater demonstration, for instance, on Stand No.
31.

This was the first time ever that underwater television
had been demonstrated to the public in this country.
The stand was built in the form of a tunnel in which
was a water -filled tank, seven monitors and a control
room. As they entered visitors saw, through the glass
windows of the tank (lift. 1 }in. long x 6ft. Bin. wide x
8ft. 6in. high), a model of the stern of a sunken ship
amid weed, gravel and fish, approximating as near as
possible conditions on the ocean bed.
Two working model divers, quarter size, ascended and descended, and the

Eight
camera recorded operations.
lights were fitted to the camera casing,
which was without gantry, and there
underwater, lighting
were further
arrangements.
The interior of the tunnel was
darkened, the only illumination being
from the tank windows, monitors
displaying the picture from the camera,
and a bright light over the control desk.
The desk was visible both from inside
and outside the stand.
Demonstrations were given four
times each day, and appeared to be

greatly appreciated.
On the T.C.C. stand was a machine
known to T.C.C. operatives as the
" Cake -Walk," because of its unique
feeding action which removes all personal risk from the individual. The
machine tests condensers by remote The underwater camera seen photographing the
at the Radio Show.
control for all possible errors in

" doll"

divers in the tank.

October, 19" 2
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Aerials for Wenvoe
DETAILS

OF TYPES REQUIRED

IN THE AREA COVERED

"
ALTHOUGH the details given in this article are
mainly for those who now come within the range
of the new station at Wenvoe, the principles are
applicable to all channels now used by the BBC.
The complete range of the transmitter will not be
known until it is working on full power and the field
strengths have actually been measured. However, it
is possible to make a close estimate of the type of aerial
required in certain localities from experience gained of
the capabilities of the other stations.
It should be borne in mind that the station is, at
the moment, transmitting on low power and while it
does not mean that when the station is working at 10

times its present strength the received signal will be
10 times as strong, some improvement in the present
reception conditions will naturally follow.
The position of our new Welsh viewers will be particularly problematical due to the reflections which are
liable to occur from their mountains, and no accurate
forecast can be made of reception conditions.
While many viewers who have been relying upon
fringe reception of Sutton Coldfield will be in the happy
position of at last coming within the normal service
area, there will be many new fringe viewers to take
their place. Reports are already coming in from as
far south-west. as Falmouth and it is known that there
are quite a few potential *Irish viewers who have been
waiting for Wenvoe to open.
The map in Fig. 1 shows the various areas served
by Wenvoe. The broad line shows the boundary
where anticipated signal strength at full power is 500
microvolts per metre. Good quality pictures should
be obtained within this area.

THE

BY

NEW STATION

"
The second dotted
the signal strength is
per metre. Fading is
outward and will be
Wenvoe is increased.

line shows the boundary where
anticipated to be 100 micro -volts
liable to occur from this boundary
more severe as the distance from

3-7
Wooden
i

batten

Coax to Televisor

(a)

L aerial

Televisor

(b) 'boorod'or

Äeraobnr'type

Fig. 2. -Two very simple forms of indoor aerial for
areas close to the transmitter.

It will be noted that the boundaries do not form a
perfect circle around the central point -the transmitter.
This is due to the varying contours of the country.
In the following paragraphs the country served by
the new station has been divided into five parts, using
Wenvoe as the centre of a circle. The
actual boundaries of the areas will not,
in actual practice, be truly circular but
will follow approximately the outlines
given in Fig. 1. The reader should bear
this in mind when judging the type of
aerial most suited for his district.
Area 1. (Up to 15 miles from the
transmitter.)
The potential viewer in this area
should not be led astray by his close
proximity to the transmitter and be
content with a makeshift aerial.
One
of correct design is necessary in order
to obtain the greatest benefit from the
nearness of the station and to maintain
the widest bandwidth necessary for first class reception.

It may, of course,
Fig. 1. -The Service area as plotted by the ABC.
subsequently be found that results will differ slightly in certain districts,
but the map may le taken as a reliable guide in planning the type of
aerial which may be required.

Unless one is unduly bothered by
nearby traffic an aerial of the " Doorod "
or " Aeradoor " should be perfectly
satisfactory (Fig. 2b).
The enthusiast who
requires to
obtain the widest bandwidth possible
for absolute quality reception could
make himself a cage dipole. This is
quite easy to construct and can be
mounted in an attic or even suspended
from wall brackets provided it is kept
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well clear of surrounding objects. Fig. 3 shows this
aerial.
Where the televisor is situated in a locality which
suffers from severe interference then it would be better
to use an aerial of the type for Area 2, fitted with attenuators to prevent overloading of the receives. Fig. 4
shows the circuit of a simple attenuator. For further
information, see PRACTICAL TELEVISION, Jan., 1952,

Insulators

" Aerial Attenuators."
It is quite easy to make
aerials of this type and
details of an " L " shaped
aerial are given in Fig. 2a.
It is made from duralumin
rod, tin. minimum diameter and can be mounted
in any convenient position.
Area 2. (15 -25 miles

3

from the transmitter.)
It will be found pos-

4 rings

metal
sible 'n many cases to use
or wood
aerial of the type
4 :6 "dia an
recommended for
1,

Area
but better results may be
obtained by using a simple
form r) dipole. The dipole can be
cage
fixed to an outside wall,
or, if there is room, in
the attic.
The inverted
" V " is very convenient
3- 7`
for attic fitting. (Fig. 5).
In this area it will be
possible in certain cases to
use the cage -type aerial ;
it is certainly worth experimenting with.
One point to bear in
mind is that it will be
insulators
found in some cases that
To Televisor
an horizontally -mounted
dipole will produce a
better signal than one
home -made aerial
Fig. 3.
in the usual vertical
which may be used indoors or placed
position. This has been
outdoors.
proved by actual experiment. A good idea is to test this while watching the
televisor and to swing the dipole both in the vertical
and' horizontal direction until the best position is found.
It will be noted that if the aerial is moved only a few
feet in the' same room a difference can be seen in the
strength of the picture.
If it is found that pictures of equal strength are obtained
8 wires

(heavy

-

-A
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with the dipole horizontal or vertical, then leave it in
the horizontal position because such an aerial will be
found to be less susceptible to ignition interference than
the vertically mounted dipole.
Where the receiving point is masked from the transmitter by high hills then an aerial of the type required
in Area 3 will be of value, and if this position is accompanied by traffic interference then an " X " aerial is
recommended.
For those who wish to make their own dipole, Fig..6
gives the details.
The material should be duralumin
tubing of tin. minimum diameter.
-

Note: For use
with coaxial cable
gives 6db

attenuation

Fig. 4.

-A simple attenuator circuit which may be made
up with ordinary

If

is

TELEVISION.
It will be

found that the signal strength from an " H "
atrial- varies very little over an arc of about plus or
minus '30 deg. This makes it eminently suitable for
counteracting interference by placing it so that the
reflector points towards the interference source.
It
is often better to lose some of the signal if the interference can be reduced, as it is not so much the strength
of the signal, as the strength of the signal compared with
the strength of the interference which counts.
Area 4. (40 to 60 miles from the transmitter.)

Glass marble insulat

Wooden base

to hold elements

Fig. 5.

"V

-A simple outdoor

half -watt resistors.

reception
spoiled by " ghost " pictures, i.e.,
where a second image is seen on the screen close to the
main image, then'it will be found that the actual position
of the dipole will materially affect the ghost and a point
can usually be found where the ghost can be eliminated.
Eighty ohm coaxial cable is recommended in each
case; where constructional details are given, for
connecting aerial to televisor.
'Area 3. (25 to 40 miles from the transmitter.)
Generally speaking an " H " -type of aerial will be
required in this arca. (Fig. 7.) On the higher ground
it may be possible to erect an aerial of a simpler type,
while in difficult localities an aerial of the type used in
Area 4 may be required.
The home constructor will be well advised to -try
one of the simpler type first, and then alter it by the
addition of a reflector so as to form an " H " aerial, if
found necessary. Constructional details .of " H " aerials
were given in the June, 1952, issue of PRACTICAL

I

Simple Dipole

To

Aerial

o

3.

thick
Note Elements held
by saddles

aerial for mounting under roof
aerial and

a

loft -type aer :al.

Fig.

,

6.-Constructional

details of a

dipole.
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In these areas something more elaborate than an " H "
will be required. Generally, except where conditions
are really favourable, an " H " aerial with an added
director should be used.
To

Transmitter

--

Reflector
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For difficult districts in this area an aerial of the type
used in Area 5 may be required.
Area 5. (60 miles and over from the transmitter.)
In this area we begin to come up against real difficulties.
It is possible that the increased power which will eventually be radiated from Wenvoe will help to overcome them,
but the main point to bear in mind is that a really good
aerial is a necessity.
Up to about 80 miles it may be possible to use the
simple director, dipole, reflector array as for the previous
area. There is much to be said for an aerial of this type
as it is not unduly costly and is fairly light in weight.
Such aerials are being used very successfully at this
distance from Sutton Coldfield.
Places like Torquay and possibly Pembroke will find
such an aerial quite suitable but when we come to real

Dipole

To

Transmitter

--a-

'X' Aerial

F/' Aerie/

"

" "

"

H
and the
X
type aerial.
7. -The simple
4te latter having very good anti- interference properties.
Such an array is quite light and can be fitted to a
This
chimney -stack with every degree of confidence.
aerial is more direcional than the simple " H," and the
arc over which it can be rotated without losing signal
strength is consequently smaller (about plus or minus
ltd degs.). However, the same principle applies here as
for the " H " and it is better to sacrifice some signal
strength in order to reduce interference (Fig. 8).
An aerial of this type is also useful in reducing ghosts
which may be found in the very hilly districts, the aerial
being rotated until the interfering reflections are elimin-

ated from the screen.
Some of the towns in this area are receiving quite good
signals from Sutton Coldfield and will not, therefore,
desire to make any change.
When using directors and reflectors the centre
impedance of t'he dipole becomes very low, and to avoid
losses some form of matching device must be employed
to match the aerial to the transmission line. The three
types in general use are the matching stub (a' Ti. section
of cable inserted between the dipole and the transmission line), the folded dipole, and the " T " match.

Examples are given in Fig. 8.
To

Transmitter

-0-

\/1

Directors

Directors
Reflector

Dipole

4 Element with stub
matchino

Reflector

Triple -folded
Dipole

4 Element with Folded
Dipole

Fig. 9. -For fringe area reception aerials of this type
are necessary.

long- distance reception such as at Plymouth and Falmouth, then a more elaborate array must be erected.
Unfortunately. it is not merely signal gain which
must be considered, but also the weight of the array
and the strength of its attachment point. A four -element
array, consisting of two directors, dipole and reflector
is about as much as the average chimney can handle
under gale conditions, and it is a
wise precaution to stay the array
against the prevailing winds.
(Note, if this is done then care
should be taken to avoid lengths
of staywire which would resonate
at the same frequency as the
aerial. Insulators should be used
to split the staywire into short
lengths of about 6ft.)
Fig. 9 shows four element
arrays.
It is in these areas that the
use of low -loss coaxial feeders
are of real benefit especially
v, here the aerial has been erected
at a good height in order to
obtain as much signal strength as

Fig 8. -Three different forms of multi -array aerial for remoter districts.

possible.
Those who are attempting real
television DX, are advised to
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instal a double array. This consists of two complete
arrays comprising one sor two directors, dipole and
reflector, both arrays mounted quarter wavelength
from each other at the same height. Two coaxial cables
can be run from each aerial to the televisor, both cables
being exactly the same length. (Fig. 10.)
Preamplifiers will be found very useful in Area 5,
but there is a limit to the amount of amplification which
can be gained in this way. A one -valve amplifier will
be found useful in Area 4, but in Area 5 a two -valve
unit is about the maximum which can be used. The
reason for this is that trouble with valve noise is experienced when the amplification is it too high a level ; this
shows itself on the screen as " snow " and as a hissing
sound on the loudspeaker.
In very remote arcas the use of grounded grid preamplifiers employing 'triodes should be considered, as
although the overall gain may not be so high as with
normal pentodes, the signal -to -noise ratio is improved.
If you are purchasing an aerial and there is some
doubt as to which Area you are in then it is best to buy
an aerial for the next area away from the transmitter.
Although the cost is a little higher, it is better to have the
possibility of more gain than is required, rather than to
find your-aerial is giving too little a gain.

October, 1952

Fig. 10. -For arcas of very weak signal strength an
elaborate array of this type is not only desirable, but
in many cases essential.

NEW AMERICAN VALVES
FOUR new valve types have recently been announced
from the U.S.A., three being of R.C.A. manufacture and the fourth a Silvania product. All are

applicable to television, three of them actually being
produced specifically for television receivers, although,
of course, they may be used in other circuits. The
R.C.A. valves are a Hydrogen thyratron (3C45), a
Video Power Pentode (6CL6) and a half wave rectifier
(12AX4 -GT).
The 3C45 is a hot -cathode, three electrode, hydrogen
thyratron designed for pulsing service involving high
repetition rates, high peak currents, and low average
currents in low- impedance circuits. It is especially useful
for pulsing magnetron oscillators and other oscillators
having a power output up to 50 kW.
Features of the 3C45 include its very short deionisation
time, low voltage drop, high peak anode current capability, ambient temperature operating range of 50 deg.
to ± 90 deg. C., and positive control characteristic which
permits zero -bias operation utilising positive triggering
pulses. In addition, the 3C45 is constructed and processed to meet rigid military requirements.
The 6CL6 is a 9 -pin miniature type designed especially
for use in- the final video amplifier stage of a television
receiver. Designed as the equivalent of the metal type
6AG7, the 6CL6 has very high transconductance, low
interelectrode capacitances, and high output- current capa-

-

for

damper tube in horizontal deflection circuits
series -heater strings.
Designed to withstand negative peal pulses between
heater and cathode of as much as 4,000 volts with a
D.C. component up to 900 volts the 12AX4-GT provides
flexibility in choice of deflection circuits.
The 6X8, by Silvania, is a miniature 9 -pin medium -mu
triode and sharp cut -off pentode contained in one
envelope.
The tube is designed as a combined mixer and oscillator
in television receivers using an intermediate frequency of
approximately 40 M!cs. Characteristics of the pentode
section of the 6X8 are similar to the Type 6AG5. The
triode section is comparable to one section of the Type
616. Except for a common cathode, applicatión of the
6X8 is similar to the 6U8.
The pentode mixer section of the 6X8 provides low
grid No. -to -plate capacitance as comps ed with a triode
mixer. This low grid No. I -to -plate capacitance reduces
feedback problems often encountered in mixers when
using an -F in the vicinity of 40 Mc/s. The low output
capacitance enables the tube to work into a high -impedance plate circuit resulting in higher mixer gain.
The type 6X8 is also well suited for use as a mixer
in A.M. -F.M. receivers. The pentode may be used
as a pentode or triode connected mixer depending on the
desired signal to noise ratio.
use as a

of television receivers utilising

1

1

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

bility. These features make possible the design of wide -

band video circuits having a voltage gain of 40 to 45.
Providing high plate current at low plate voltages, the
6CL6 can supply sufficient peak -to -peak output voltage
to drive large picture tubes with high efficiency and low

amplitude distortion.
Separate base -pin connections for grid No. 3 and
cathode permit the use of an unbypassed cathode resistor
to provide degeneration without encountering parasitic
oscillations which would otherwise occur if grid No. 3
were connected to the cathode within the tube.
The 12AX4-GT is a half-wave vacuum rectifier tube
of the heater -cathode type. It is intended particularly

Triode Section

-

Plate Voltage

100

Suppressor...
Screen Voltage

..

Cathode
Bias
...
Resistor ...

100

...

40

Amplification
Factor

Plate

.

Pentode Section
250 volts

Connected to
to Cathode
at Socket
150 volts
200 ohms

Resistance

(approx.)

6,900

750,000 ohms
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AVC.. AND TEL
By

SOME CIRCUITS FOR OVERCOMING FADING

lì NUMBER of
A

queries in the past have asked, why

A.V.C., or to eiNe it its correct name. A.G.S.
(automatic gain ,Labili.at on). fitted to British sets
when it is sò popular in the U.S.A. The reason is, in the
majority of cases, it is quite unnecessary, as we have only
one programme, and it is only on the fringe areas where
fading is experienced. In the U.S.A. automatic gain
stabilisation is very necessary owing to the different
is not

signal strength of rach station received and the distances
involved make fading a problem. It is the fringe area
viewers and the connoisseurs who try to combat
aircraft flutter, that the following will interest.
The first requirement is a receiver capable of ample
signal strength even on weakest received signals (this
may necessitate pre -amplifiers), for no receiver can be
stabilised on maximum gain a loss of 30 to 50 per cent.
can be expected. With normal A.V.C. in radio it is the
practice to tap off part of the R.F. carrier through a
diode to give a D.C. bias to the R.F. and I.F. valves
dependent on the signal strength of the carrier. We
cannot do this with television for the carrier varies with
brightness of the scene being transmitted ; therefore
we must us for our bias part of the signal that does not
vary with the picture content. The only part that satisfies
this condition is the sync pulse ; we can then tap off our
A.G.S. bias from the sync separator or any part of the
circuit that draws is energy from the sync pulses such as
D.C. restorers.
;

E.

W. Holt

R.F. amplifiers, which is dependent on signal strength
and not signal content. C2 is the smoothing condenser
to remove any ripple in the bias.
Fig. 2 shows how the saturated pentode sync separator
can be modified to give A.G.S. bias. Here diode action
N.Tt
Negative signal
C,RT
cathode

Video

amplifier
To RE
grids

VIII

/0Kfl

Sync.

AGS.

separator

V2

Sync

V3

etc

,4T T00,uP
\T !

HT-

0O/NF

1.-Conventional diode sync separator.

Fig.

between grid and cathode causes CI to become charged
a negative bias on the grid, which is tapped off
the same way as was the diode anode. Fig. 3 and Fig. 5
show how an A.G.S. bias can be derived from a negative
or positive D.C. restorer diode, and it will be noticed that
the procedure is a little different on a positive D.C.

Typical Circuit

giving

Fig. I shows a conventional circuit for a diode sync
separator. The signal is passed through the .l,.F condenser to the diode anode, where the negative signal
cuts off diode current but the positive -going sync pulses
bring the diode into conduction, causing the right -hand
plate of CI to become negatively charged, the size of this
charge being dependent on the size of the received sync
pulses, which in turn is dependent on the signal strength
received. Thus, by tapping a I00K/2 resistor to the
diode anode we have derived a source of bias for our

restorer.
Concluding, I would add the amount of A.G.S. bias
developed is dependent on from which part of the circuit
the sync separator or D.C. restorer is being driven. If
driven from the output of the signal diode the resultant
bias will be much less than if driven from the video
,

H1*
Negative

sign/
To

C.RZ
cathode

-`-é

AGS

Negative

C/

bias

D.C.

//.iF

restorer

/00
KC2

AGS Gne
T!HrNF

-A

Fig.

2.- Modified saturated pentode sync separator.

Fig. 3. -One method of obtaining
A.V.C. from a restorer diode.

Fig. 4.
potential
to give

bias.

fixed
divider
correct
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amplifier. In using steep -slope high -gain R.F.'valves in
the receiver, only a small change of bias is necessary
to make a large change in gain ; it will probably be
necessary, therefore, to use only part of the bias developed
to supply the R.F. valves. In this case a simple potential
divider can be included, viz., Fig. 4, where the ratio of
RI to R2 is adjusted to give correct amount of bias ; this
can be in the form of a potentiometer which will act like a

contrast control.
Application
Although the details given in this article are for the
provision of a suitable D.C. voltage which may be used
as an automatic gain voltage- for the control of H.F.
stages, there are a number of points which must be
considered in the circuits of thé actual controlled valves.
The question of the variation of the valve's input impedance changing with change of applied bias and
consequent variation in frequency respoire with resultant
picture distortion must be borne in mind, and the reader
is referred to the article on " Contrast Adjustment," on
page 202 of this issue.

THE WENVOE

TRANSMITTING

STATION

THE new Wenvoe station is situated on a site of
approximately 30 acres close to the Cardiff- Swansea
road some five miles to the west of Cardiff. It is 400ft.
above sea -level, and the transmitting aerials are located
on the top of a 750ft. mast which brings the total height
to over 1,100ft. This is an important factor in securing
the greatest possible service area, particularly in the hilly
country of South Wales.
The vision transmitter operates on a frequency of
66.75 Mc/s (4.495 metres) and the sound transmitter on
63.25 Mc/s (4.745 metres). The medium -power transmitters, built to BBC specification by Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., will ultimately be held in reserve in
case of a breakdown of the high -power transmitters.
They are housed in the annexe building and form a
completely separate installation. A description of the
high -power vision and sound transmitters built by
Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd., and Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., respectively, will be given later
when they are brought into service.
The medium-power vision transmitter is of the lowlevel modulated type with a peak white output power of
Modulation is carried out at the 500 -watt
5 kW.
level and the signals are then amplified by two class
" B " wide-band linear R.F. amplifiers each using a pair
of English Electric Co. type BR.191 forced -aircooled
triodes. The appropriate shaping of vestigial side -band
signals radiated by the vision transmitter is carried out
in its own circuits, and not by a separate vestigial
side -band filter as in the case of the high -power
transmitter. The valve filaments are A.C. heated, with
the exception of those in the modulated amplifier and
the linear amplifiers which derive their supply from metal
rectifiers. The transmitter H.V. supplies are obtained
from hot- cathode mercury-vapour rectifiers which
provide a maximum of 3,000 volts for the anodes of
the linear class " B " amplifier stages.
The sound transmitter has an output power of 2 kW
and is of the conventional class " B " modulated
type. All valve filaments are A.C. heated. As in the
case of the vision transmitter, the crystal controlled drive
and the power conversion equipment are built as an
integral part of the transmitter.
-

:;.-

..,..

CRT

grid

AG.S. line

4

Fig.

5.-Another

method of using the restorer diode.

Both transmitters are contained in similar sheet steel
cubicles mounted side by side and so present a single
continuous front in the transmitter hall.
The air blast cooling equipment and combining filter
are mounted behind the transmitter cubicles, which are
built into a soundproof partition wall, so as to isolate
the noise of the air blowers from the control desk situated
immediately in front of the transmitters.
The two transmitters are controlled and monitored
from this desk which incorporates a built -in waveform
monitor and two picture monitors in addition to the
conventional controls and meters. The provision of the
two picture monitors enables the incoming signals to be
compared with those radiated. Programme switching
for both sound and vision circuits is accomplished at
this desk. The controls of each transmitter are sequenceinterlocked to ensure that the various supplies are applied
in the correct order and, where necessary, with the
appropriate time interval between each. Adjacent to
the control desk are the vision and sound programme
input equipment bays and the test waveform generating
equipment.
The Wenvoc station will ultimately receive its vision
programme over a coaxial cable from London via
Bristol and Cardiff, which is rented from the G.P.O. as
part of their national distribution system for television.
Until this cable is completed programmes will leave
London on a cable circuit as far as the G.P.O. research
station at Dollis Hill. From there to Cardiff they will
travel over an experimental radio link installed by the
Post Office, completing their journey to Wenvoe by
cable. The sound programme will reach Wenvoe over
specially equalised G.P.O. telephone circuits similar to
those used for other BBC transmitting stations.
The mast, which is built to the BBC's detailed
specification of structural requirements, carries an aerial
system designed to accept the full power from the main
transmitters. Both the mast and aerial system are
.generally similar to those already in use at Sutton Coldfield, Holme Moss and Kirk o' Shotts. The supporting
lattice -steel mast is 600ft. high and is triangul4r in
section, each face being 9ft. across. This is surmounted
by a cylindrical section, I10ft. high, having slots -cut
in its surface which may eventually form a V.H.F.
aerial for sound broadcasting.
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THE

THE VIEWMASTEII
The television set you
can build at home from
standard parts.
Wenvoe, Kirk o' Shotts,
Holme Moss, Sutton
Coldfield and Alexandra
Palace operation. Brilliant high definition
black and white picture.
Superb reproduction.
Uses gin. or tzin.
Cathode Ray Tube.
Table
or
Console

TEL7E-

KIl\ ,
INTRODUCING
THE TELE -KING.
laboratory developed, 5 channel.
06in. television receiver for the home
constructor.
17
Valve, superhet
circuit.
Construction envelope
contains
full - size
wiring diagrams and
working drawings together with .32 -page
instruction book.
A

Model.

Incorporates all the
latest developments.

Television for the
home constructer at
its finest.
Send to -day

for

the

ENVELOPE,

a

32-
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CONSTRUCTION
page booklet crammed

with top -rate infermation and all the necessary data, also 8 full -size working
drawings and stage by stage wiring instructions. Model " A "
for use in London and Home Counties. Model " B " for
use in Sutton Coldfield
Area. Model "C" for
ALL COMPONENTS IN STOCK AND SOLD SEPARATELY.
Holme Moss. Model
" D " for Kirl, o'
Shotts. Model " E " for
Wenvoe.
LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD\ LTD.,
PADDINGTON. LONDON. W.9.
370, HARROW ROAD.
PRICE PER COPY
PRICE PER COPY
Tel)phonec : CUNningham 1979-7214.

LASKY'S RADIO.

495 -467.
ORDER AND DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS :
Telephone :
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON. LONDON, W.10.

MAIL.

7/6

LADbroke 4075.
Hours Mon.. to Sat. 9.20 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs., half day. 1 p.m.
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated) on orders
extra
£9
-2.s. Od. extra £10 -23. 6d. extra over
value ti -ls. Od.
:
All goods fully insured in transit.
£10 carriage free.

POST FREE

;

:

;

6/e
POST FREE

;

faithfiul reproduction
miles
200
at
Te/ecision
from so c/s to to Kc/s at 71 in /sec using
CHANNELS
MODEL
SC23 TV PRE -AMPS. ALL
High gain and 15w noise.
Customs built co the highest standards.
Ample bandwidth for good definition.
Ideal for the " difficult " fringe and ultra fringe areas.
Each pre -amp. supplied guaranteed to have been " air
both vision and sound at
tested " and to have received
200 miles using a standard commercial superhet receiver.
Models SC22 and SC3 have self- contained metal rectifier
v.
A.C.
power supply, 200250

NEW

months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.
12

RETAIL PRICE LIST
(Trade enquiries invited)
SC23. new model, 55.5.0.
SC22 two -stage, 58.10.0.
SC21, two- stage, 56.8.0.
requires power supply.
SCI?,

TV

I

Sig. Gen.,
v. it. Pact.
Gen.,

High - quality recorder reproducers demand
high -quality tape to produce results that will
satisfy the discriminating listener.
"SCOTCH BOY" MAGNETIC TAPE HAS:

High, uniform sensitivity
High fidelity at low speeds
High signal /noise ratio
Medium coercivity, easy erasure
Low distortion and transfer
Special cellulose acetate base giving
strength and durability.

TELEVISION SIGNAL GENERATOR
Frequence range
Calibration chart for all Television Channels.
Modulation on sound and vision optional.
Sensitive meter fitted for use as grid dip oscillator.
Ideal for service engineer and experimenter.
Measures coil, aerial frequencies. etc.
The only one if its kind on the market.
Self -contained power supply. 200 /250 v. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.
40/70 Mecs.

I.

25,

WILLIAM STREET,
PLYMOUTH.

V. RADIO CO.
Manufacturers of Television Equipment.

Tel. 4797

two', 600', 300' reels and other sizes.
If you want advice on any tape -recording problem,
in

our entire technical knowledge is at your disposal.
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING Co. Ltd
067 Strand, London, W.C.z.
Telephone: TEMple Bar 6363
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OPEN TILL 6 PM SATURDAYS

TECEPNON.S: AMOASSAOOA

LEMIER
(REGO)
THIS IS
OA[Y AIWA Eaa

BALANCED
LOW
ARMATURE
RESISTANCE HEADPHONES. Type 1,
5'11 Pair. Type 2. 8(11 pair.
HIGH RESISTANCE HEADPHONES,
12,8 pair.
LIGHT -WEIGHT HIGH
RESISTANCE HEADPHONES, 14/8 pair.
BRAND NEW R1155 RECEIVERS,
in original cases, complete with 10 valves,
£11,19/8. 10/6 Packing and Carriage.
(BATTERY CHARGER KITS.
All
incorporate metal rectifiers. Transformers are suitable for 200/250 v. A.C.
50 cycle Mains.
Cat. No.
2002 Charges 6 volt accumulator
at I amp. Resistance supplied to charge 2 v. accumulator
..
...
.. £1/2/6
2003 Charges 12 volt accumulator
at i amp.
. £11718
TII It EIì PIECE AERIALS: Brand
New. 12ft.-3 Oft. screw -in- sections of
,topper- plated steel, highly flexible with
non-stick scrtw its., tapering tin. to
;in. Brand new in container, 6/9. Also
plug -1n type. 4 9. Packing and carriage
1 6.
Insulated Base. 8 -.
I:X- U.S.A. U.H.F. AERIAL, with
untuned detector stage consisting of
V R92 valve, etc. Brand new in carton, 5/ -.
METAL RECTIFIERS-FULL WAVE,
6 n. 1 amp.. 4 -; 12 v. 1 amp., 8 -. E.H.C.
Pencil Type-Output: 650 v. 1 mA.,
4 7 each; 5,000 v. I mA., 6/- each.

á

CO

(

4033

RADIO
E5T.40y

RADIO) LID.

PT) 207 EDGWARE

LONDON

ROAD

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

ground noise. really natural tone. The
ideal Mike for tape, wire and disc recording and sound projectors. Price 22/8.
MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR KIT.
Two specially designed chokes with three
smoothing condensers, with circuit
diagram. Cuts out all mains noise. Can
be assembled inside existing receiver, 6/complete.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES,
wire ends, midget size. The ideal Crystal
Detector. G.E.C. or B.T.H. 46 each.
AVAILABLE ONCE AGAIN I
(DIRECT
REPLACEMENT
FOR
A.C.R.2X.) Data Sheet Supplied.
A.C.R. 1 C.R. TUBES. 51in.
Screen. 4 Volt Heater. This Electrostatic Tube is recommended as
eminently suitable for television.
Pkg. /Carr. and Ins.
15'- plus
V.C.R. 97 C.R. TUBES. -We are once
again able to offer this famous tube
with the usual PREMIER guarantee
of a full screen picture, free from cutoff. Every tube is television picture
tested before despatch.
ì2/5l0.

-

2.

/

Post Paid.

a PADD/N65TON 5271/2

Comita,
W2

MI5

15 OUR

1ONLY ADDRESS

T.V. WHITE RUBBER MASKS
(CORRECT ASPECT). We can supply a
specially designed White Rubber Mask for
bin. C.R. tubes at 8i8 each. 91n. White,
Masks, 9/8. 12ín. White Masks, 18/11.
For Round or Flat Faced Tube.
NEW BABY ALARM KIT
A tremendously improved and re- designed
version of the famous Premier Baby
Alarm Kit, consisting of a Kit of Parts
in Plastic Cabinet to construct a device
to enable Baby's cries, or even breathing
to be heard in any selected room in the
house. Consists of a 2 -valve amplifier
(A.C. mains -operated 200 /250 volts), with
a Midget Telephone used as a Microphone.
A 31in. Loudspeaker is now incorporated
in the kit .which together with other
improvements in the design have resulted
in tremendously improved sensitivity
and quality of reproduction. May be left
permanently connected. Extra Micròphones in different rooms may be used
without impairing the efficiency of the
Unit.
The lead from Microphone to-the Unit
may be up to 60 ft. to length. Complete
with Valves, Circuit and Instructions,
69/8. Already built and tested. 79/8.
plus 2/6 pkg.lcarr.
PREMIER SUPERHET COILS. 16-50.
180-550, 800 -2,000 metres: Set, with. circuit,
'

10'6.
a

-CASH WITH

ORDER OR C.O.D. OVER E1. Please add II- for Post Orders under I0l-,
under 401 -, unless otherwise stated.
Write for details of the NEW Premier Magnetic Tape Recorders (Table and Portable Models).

TERMS OF BUSINESS

NOTE:

B. H. MORRIS

An entirely insulated crystal microphone
which can be safely used on A.C. /D.C.
amplifiers. High impedance. No back-

/

/

(Dept.
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ç YOUR knowledge
o and
THOSE who wish to supplement their
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Economical Television
CHOOSIVG A

RECEIVER

DESIGN, AND DETAILS OF
By W.

J.

LOW -COST CONVERSIONS

Delaney (G2FMY)

MANY readers and potential viewers are seriously
concerned with the financial aspect of television,
and although interested in the subject have
refrained from commencing construction in view of the
possible expense. We are often asked whether such and -such a receiver could be built with a view to it
being modified at a later date ; whether sets using exService tubes may one day be changed to utilise standard
tubes ; what is the cheapest set which can be built to
provide family entertainment, etc. It is often difficult
to make direct answers to some of these questions, as so
many factors have to be considered. For instance, the
cheapest receiver we have described, which may be said
to provide family entertainment, costs only £9. But
some viewers will say that such a receiver is not suitable
for domestic use, but only for experimental use, because
the picture is so small and is green in colour. But
there are hundreds of such receivers in use, and a magnifier is available to make the picture comparable with
that provided wittt a normal 9in. tube. However, let
us take the points stage by stage and see what can be
done by those who are not in a position to make considerable outlays.
Ex- Service Conversions
First, there are the conversions of ex- Service equipment. Certain items may be used complete with the
tubes which are fitted, or normal short -wave receivers
of Service design may be converted into vision and
sound receivers, and separate ex -radar units converted
into the timebase and tube units, the combination then
providing a complete receiver. But in all these cases
the tube will generally be of the 6in. green type. The
unit may not be found too cheap, and there are probably
many who will be unable to afford such outlays, and for
them probably the most inexpensive way
of tackling the job is to build by sect-

any type of tube, so again the prospective builder may
prepare his design. In this connection expense may be
saved by making the sound section only as far as the
detector, arranging for the signal at this point to be fed
into the normal domestic broadcast receiver-usually
carried out by plugging-in to the pick -up sockets and

fitting

a suitable switch.
Experience shows that probably it is best to start
with the sound section. In this way one is able to listen
to some of the programmes and this will provide the
necessary incentive to proceed with the rest of the work
Use a small chassis, and the
as quickly as possible.
number of stages will depend upon the locality and the
type of aerial which is to be used. Enquiry among local
amateurs or viewers will elicit the type of signal received
in the locality and assist in making the choice of circuit.
Make the sound unit complete, as this may be permanent
and will not require alteration, no matter what type of
complete receiver is eventually made.
Similarly, the vision section may be made once and
for all. The only point to consider here is the method
of taking out the sync. pulses, and it' it is considered
that the ultimate aim is a really good receiver, it will
be preferable to arrange that the sync. may be taken
out at the detector stage so that it may be kept quite
separate from the vision signal, and in this way a vision
stage may be arranged which will suffice with small
tubes but which may later be improved to give a signal
suitable for the largest tubes without modifying the sync.
arrangements.

Timehases

From what has been said it is obvious that the best
method of approach is to make the receiver in unit form,
and there remain now only the timebases and power

ions, using ex- government components
as distinct from complete units, and
making the equipment in such a way
that as time goes on sections may be
replaced by those employing standard
components ; but there are certain points
which must be borne in mind in this
connection.

Vision Section
No matter what type of tube is used,
the vision section of the receiver will be
of a " standard " type. Therefore the
potential constructor may put down his
choice of this particular type with a view
to making this a permanency. There is,
of course, the choice of straight or
superhet. circuit., the former being
slightly cheaper on account of the valve
types which are employed, but both may
be built round surplus valves, and again
it is desirable to use those which may later
be replaced by standard valves without
having to change valveholders
The
sound section also will be the same for
.

A typical converted ex- service unit complete with tube.
£9 televisor using a Type 62 unit.

This is the
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supply, in addition to the tube, and it is here where the
question of expense is most important. For the ex- Service
small tubes the timebase requirements are much simpler
than with modern electro- magnetic picture tubes.
Similarly, the H.T. voltage required is much less, and
therefore if one starts with this type of tube and eventually
changes to the standard type of tube, practically everything but the vision and sound sections will have to be
rebuilt. It is therefore necessary to consider carefully
the total outlay. Many eit- Service items may, of course,
be used in the construction of the electrostatic or small
tube equipment, and still are serving in many
homes. Unfortunately, it is not possible to use standard
eleCtro- mágnetic circuits with the small tube, 'so there
is little which may be built to start with and eventually
rebuilt for the standard type of tube. It is a case of
being prepared at a later date to build fresh timebases
and power pack.
For those, however, who arc prepared to start with
the standard type of picture tube, but may later wish to
use the large metal tubes which are now 'growing in
pópularity, there is also a question of expense. A's most
readers know, the big tubes have a different deflection
angle, and consequently scanning coils, focus units and
timebase circuits designed for these differ from those
used in standard equipment. Here, however, the prospective viewer is on fairly safe ground, for the components so far available to him for wide -angle equipment
may be used with normal tubes -but not vice versa.
Therefore, in the case of a reader who wishes to start
on construction but has an eye to the future, the wide angle scanning coils and timebase components should
be-obtained and although only a 9in. tube may be
purchased for the time being, it will not be difficult to
change a{' a later date to the big tube, with very tittle
alteration to the timebases-and then usually only insofar
as concerns small items like resistors and fixed con densers. When using the small tubes the difference in,

diameter may be taken up by wrapping ordinary paper
round the tube until the larger diameter scanning
coils fit.

News from the Trade

of

New G.E.C. Tube

ANEW cathode -ray tube manufactured by The General
Electric Co., Ltd., has a 16in. diameter circular allglass tube with a virtually flat face, and an aluminised
screen. It incorporates a triode gun. The recommended

E.H.T. voltage is 12 kV, the heater being rated at 6.3
volts 0.3 amp. The tube, which is designed for wide angle scanning, has a neck diameter of 38 mm. and an
overall length of 460 mm. A B12A duo-decal base is
used, the anode connection being made by flush side contact.
The new tube, catalogue number 6901A, is priced at
£16 15s., plus £8:14s. 3d. purchase tax.

" Tyana "

Soldering Iron

ANOVEL new soldering iron is announced by Kenroy,
Ltd., of 152/297, Upper Street, London, N.I.
Known as the " Tyana " this is a very lightweight small
iron, utilising paxolin tubing for the handle, and a
wrapped strip idea for the main body, thus resulting in a
very light overall structure with adequate strength. The
bit, which is adjustable for length, is very small, approximately 3/16in. in diameter and lin. long. The total

weight is approximately 4oz. and the iron'reaches maximum temperature in about 3 minutes;; with.a loading of
40 watts. Replacement elements and bits are available
and a standard 3-core cable' is titled. Welittsle had One

Power Packs
The final point concerns the power pack. For ordinary
types of receiver it is found that an initial H.T. rail of
about 350 volts is customary, mainly because it enables
standard Octal types of valve to be used, with adequate
decoupling values -still permitting the valves to receive
200 volts or so at the anode. This means that a mains
transformer with adequate current rating (150 mA and
upwards) is fairly expensive. If a standard transformer
with combined heater winding is employed any modification to the number of valves will have to be carefully
considered. in order to keep within the current rating
of the heater winding. If the receiver is to be used on
A.C. only, however, there is an alternative in which
the heaters may be operated from a separate heater
transformer (which will only cost a small sum), and the
H.T. may be provided by an auto -transformer with
associated metal half-wave rectifier. This will be cheaper
and by suitable choice of rectifier will cover any possible
improvements and increased current loading, using the
miniature type valves which operate at lower voltages.
For initial work, and to keep down expense, the mains,
transformer may be dispensed with, the rectifier .being
connected direct to the mains, but in such a case the
usual precautions must be taken to avoid risk of shocks
as with standard A.C. /D.C. apparatus. It is not advised
that expense be saved by trying series -fed heaters, as
changes in the network which may take place will lead
to all kinds of trouble in changing dropping resistors, etc.,
and the complications are hardly worth while. it is hoped'
that sufficient data has been given to enable readers to
decide what steps to take to commence construction
where expense is an important point.
.

these irons in use for some time in our laboratory
and found it extremely useful for radio and television
receiver construction.

Black Screen Conversion
ANOVEL black screen conversion kit has bee ts
introduced by Douglas Storric, Ltd., of 19, Queen
Street, Blackpool. It consists of a sheet of plastic
material which is self-adhesive, enabling it to be used
without screws, suckers, etc. It is merely placed against
the-tube protective glass and.rubbed into contact where
it adheres perfectly by means of the vacuum caused
between the two surfaces. The material is darkly tinted
and thus reduces glare, improves contrast and enables a
receiver to be used without unduly reducing the normal
room lighting. It may be cut easily with scissors or
knife and thereby cut to fit exactly in the front of the tube
opening without having to interfere with the receiver in
any way, and the appearance of the set is not spoiled
by any unsightly attachments. At the moment there are
two sizes of these " Kits," one for tubes 12in. and
smaller (measuring 13in. by 12in.), priced at 9s. 6d.,
and one for 16in. tubes (17in. by 14in.), priced at 12s. 8d.
We have tested the material and it functions very well,
but when attaching it to the glass it should be fixed at
one corner first and then very carefully rubbed down,
working from the corner outwards' to ensure that it is
stuck evenly all over; as any imprisoned air, will -leave a
a bright
slightly lighter patch which will show 'up
pit Ure.
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The "View Master" With
Wide -angle Tubes
DETAILS

OF MODIFICATION

are at present available several types of
large screen cathode ray tubes, viz., 14in., 16in..
17in.. round and rectangular, whose overall
length is not appreciably greater than the 12in. and 15in.
tubes, which have so far been used. This increase in
screen diameter, without at the same time a proportionate increase is tube length, has brought about an
increase in the &fiection angle, this being illustrated
in Fig. 1, the purpose being to increase picture size
without also increasing the cabinet area and, of course,
its cost.
Very many enquiries have been received asking for
information as to- the use of these tubes in the " View
Master," but it has not previously been possible to
publish details as suitable scanning components were
not available, but with the release of components especially designed for wide -angle deflection. experiments
have been carried out and instructions are now given
for the necessary modifications to be made to the " View

THERE

FOR

VARIOUS LARGE TUBES

Line Transformer
In the first place, as has already been explained in
these pages, the losses in the line transformer and scanning coils have been reduced to an extremely low figure`
by the use of a Ferroxcube core and yoke instead cf
Stalloy laminations. The saving of power in the case
of the line timebase alone is approximately 6 watts.
Ferroxcube is a Mullard trade name for a Ferro- ceramic
material having exceptionally low -loss characteristics
when used as a core material. In the case of the line
timebase it has also been found possible to improve the
efficiency of the line transformer by using it as an auto coupled transformer instead of having separate primary
and secondary windings, the result of this arrangement
being to increase the coupling efficiency behLeen primary
and secondary since, of course, in an auto- transformer
the secondary is a part of the primary winding and,
furthermore, since one winding is omitted, the losses
normally encountered in the extra winding are elimi-

Master."

nated.
This arrangement requires that the efficiency diode
Before proceeding further, it will be of interest to
components
must operate at a peak voltage considerably greater
appreciate why changes involving new
it
and
these
tubes,
than when it is connected to a secondary winding such
have become necessary when using
will, therefore, be necessary to consider the differences as the scanning coil winding and, furthermore, it must
i.e.,
having
a
scanning
tubes,
wide
-angle
also operate at a higher voltage above chassis. With
between scanning
angle 'of 70 deg. and the current types with a scanning the losses in the transformer reduced, and a higher peak
voltage available, the boost voltage is now around 150
angle of only 50 deg. to 55 deg.
it will be seen that due to the increased to 170 as against the old figure of 38 volts, permitFrom Fig.
ting the line output valve to operate from a boosted
scanning angle it has become necessary to reduce the
length of the scanning coils and to increase the diameter H.T. line of approximately 380 to 400 volts. The
of the neck so as to maintain a
/4 "rectangular
Linearity
reasonable efficiency in the coils yet
control
bring the deflection centre nearer
control
the screen and so prevent shadowing
these
Each
of
corners.
at the
Scanning
changes would normally have the
coils
effect of reducing the size of the
picture, and it becomes necessary,
therefore, to increase very appreciably the scanning power for full
EHT
deflection of the beam so as completely to fill the screen ; in addition,
to obtain a bright picture suitable for
viewing in daylight on a screen
having an appreciably greater area,
the E.H.T. must be increased to
between 12 kV and 14 kV as compared to a figure of 9 kV considered
1

:
tube\

1

rectifier

.

This
satisfactory for 12in. tubes.
means that even more scanning
power is required, since the scanning
amplitude is proportional to the
square

of the anode voltage.

Fortunately, by the use of new
materials
and improved circuit
techniques, it is possible to obtain
the increased scanning power with
only a small increase in the power
fed to the timebases.

Line

transformer
6U4GT
boost diode

High voltage/
smoothing condenser

Details of the modified

-Variable resistor
in place of R 46

" View

Master

"

chassis.
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Separate inductor type linearity
and width controls are incorporated
which together give exceptionally good
linearity with sufficient adjustment of
amplitude.
The E.H.T. available
when operating under the conditions
to give full scan is between 12 and
14 kV, depending on the H.T. feed
to the line timebase, and will give a

brilliant picture under daylight conditions. The E.H.T. rectifier may be a
Brimar R16, or an Osram U37, a
suitable heater winding being avail-

transformer or, if
preferred, two Westinghouse 36 E.H.T.
may
100 rectifiers
be connected in
series, one of these already being used
in the " View Master."
able on the line

Close -up of the line transformer.

efficiency diode used is a Brimar 6U4GT valve which
requires a heater supply voltage of 6.3 at 1.2 amp.
A new line amplifier valve must a so be used, since
it must be capable of an increased peak output. The
valve now specified. was specially developed for line
scanning circuits and is a Brimar 6CD6G ; in operation
it is used in a self-bias circuit and gives ample scan

for

70 deg. tubes.

W3 ...5

Amplitude

1
,uF

contra/

T

*04
FF

.9.

78.7

Scanning
coils

Modifications
From the above description it will
be apparent that so far as the line
only
timebase is concerned, the
changes involved are to the line
amplifier stage, scanning circuit and
E.H.T. supply circuit, the line oscillator
remaining as previously, no changes
being necessary here except for an adjustment to the
drive by varying R46, which is reduced in value to
33 ksz and has a 100 ka variable resistor connected
in series with it.
We can now deal in greater detail with the line timebase
circuitry. The output from the line thyratron is taken
to the grid of the line amplifier valve, with the cathode
of this valve taken direct to chassis, bias being developed
in the grid circuit automatically
so long as a sawtooth input is
HTt
fed to it ; this arrangement
enables the line -amplifier valve
automatically to operate on the
straightest part of its characteristic and a more linear scan
is thereby obtained.
A disadvantage of the arrangement is,
however, that if at any time the
drive to the valve fails, then bias
is removed and the valve can
pass a heavy current with possible damage. In practice, with
the value of screen resistor used,
the current is limited and the
arrangement is reliable and safe.

T
/F

110.4

y7pF

T
E/lT
-

Mfl

00/¡aF

05
NF

/5kv

Heater supply for Line Amplifier B to be taken from separate heater
transformer to give 63v. at 2áA. Line Oscillator as l4'ewmaster "arcuit
Circuit of the line timebase.
Fig.

2.-

35m'

Fig.

1.-Differences

in the

r

.i
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The efficiency diode cathode is connected to terminal
No. 2 on the line transformer and the anode is taken to
H.T.+ via the linearity control which has condensers
of critical value connected to either side of it. The
boosted H.T. supply may be measured from terminal
No. 7 to chassis and can be used to supply the Al
electrode of a tetrode C.R.T.
Amplitude control is by means of a variable inductor
connected across terminals 7 and 8 of the line transformer, the effect being to give minimum amplitude when
its impedance is lovv::st and its shunting effect therefore
greatest, i.e., iron -dust core out of coil. The scanning
coils are taken to terminals 7 and 3 of the line transformer and have aß7 pF ceramic condenser connected
across one coil only (tags 7 -3 of the scanning coil) so
as to reduce the effects of ringing on the left side of the
picture.
The E.H.T. is developed across a normal type of
overwind, the high -potential end of the winding being
taken to a large anti- corona eyelet, with the rectifier
heater winding being taken to two smaller eyelets of
similar design. The rectified D.C. volts when using a
valve rectifier may be taken from either heater terminal,
a lead being taken to the .001 pF 15 kV smoothing
condenser. When Westinghouse metal rectifiers are used
the heater winding will, of course, not be used, and the
negative end of the rectifier must then be taken to the
high potential A.C. terminal, whilst the positive end of
the rectifier is taken direct to the .001 pF condenser.
Frame Timebase
Turning now to the frame timebase, the only changes
involved are to the amplifier stage, with some modification to the intervalve coupling, the same output
valve being used though now it is connected as a pentode
and not a triode ; a new output transformer is, of
course, necessary. From the circuit diagram it will be
seen that a pF condenser is arranged to feed the output
of the frame thyratron to the amplifier valve, a 1 M'!)
variable resistor acting as the amplitude control. Linearity is controlled by means of a negative feedback
circuit, a voltage being fed back from the anode of the
amplifier valve to the grid circuit. Adjustment of the
resistor across which the feedback voltage is developed,
connected in series with the
amplitude control, opens or
closes the bottom
of the
picture (lower values expand
bottom,-higher values compress
bottom), whilst the series
variable control -which adjusts
the degree of feed -hack varies
1

Another view of the converted receiver.

the extreme top of the picture (increase in resistance
opens top). In this way it is possible to adjust
the scan at its extremes and thereby obtain exceptionally
good linearity, yet withal the adjustment is simple and
straightforward ; the value of 330 K S) specified for the
shunt feedback resistor has been found to give best
linearity, though it is possible that individual receivers
may require some slight re- adjustment. The 47 K tt
resistor connected across the primary of the output
transformer introduces some damping and prevents

HTr

blue

6.3

R,56

¡

270KC)

K!d

R55

C

q53

/on)

48

47KC)

1--\ANV"1.C47

Scanning

coils

P58
6.8Kn

/00
Kn

R5

lare

330KC)

À' 63v supply

38m.
38
orma) and wide -angle tubes.

oscillator as standard
* FrameViewmaster"
circuit

Fig.

4.- Circuit

of the frame timebase.

on 'Viewmaster.

transformer
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excessive peaks occurring which might otherwise damage
it, whilst the 4702 resistors connected across each half
of the frame scanning coil prevents coupling with the
line coils and thereby eliminates distortion which might

otherwise occur.
Focusing

With the increase in the diameter of the tube neck
it also, of course, becomes necessary to use a larger
diameter focus magnet and both P.M. and E.M. types
are available. The P.M. focus ring is made by Elac and
Not used

Not used

As the line timebase power will fall at the
supply.
reduced H.T., and thereby reduce the E.H.T., causing
the picture to suffer, it becomes necessary to reduce the
value of the screen resistor by connecting in parallel
with it an additional resistor of 47 kri so raising the
screen voltage to 120.
A smaller .focus current is required when using a
tetrode tube such as the English Electric T901, as compared to triode tubes such as the Brimar and G.E.C.
types, hence the voltage drop across the coil will be
smaller with the tetrode tube.
The P.M. focus ring Type W22 /MKII has sufficient
range of control to enable it to be used with both English
Electric tetrode and G.E.C. triode tubes, though when
using the tetrode tube it is advisable to mount the focus
ring ¡in. farther back from the rear of the scanning coils

HT+ to vision and

H

H
English Electric type 90/
Mul/ard type MW4/-/

Emitron type /4KP4

o

G

C

G

®

sound chassis

C

H
CFC. type 690/A
Brimar type C /4814

Focus coil

H

C /7814

Brimar type

choke and

C54 on
Viewmaster

300fí

C o

"/H
G2

Brimar type 6CD6G

500 fl

chassis

Top cap is anode
G/

H\"

111111111'11

To smoothing

HI 1 H
C:ram U37
Brimar R/6

to'BOOCL 4Watt.

suit variable
resistor and depends
on tube and EHT

Value to

o
o

o

H
Brimar type 6U4G7

Fig. 3. -Valve base connections.
has separate focus and shift controls, whilst the E.M.
focus coil, which is series connected in the timebase
H.T. supply, is manufactured by Allen Components,
and is mounted on three 2 B.A. studs 120 deg. apart,
which also control the picture shift. It may be necessary
to fit an extra support for the focus ring or coil as the
three support studs are intended to be at the rear of the
coil, i.e., with the gap nearest the scanning coils. The
studs will then point towards the tube socket ; alternatively the studs may be reversed and the coil mounted
on the main tube support, care being taken to ensure
that the studs will not come into còntact with the scanning

coil.
An important point to bear in mind when using the
É.M. focus ring is that since it must be series connected,
the voltage drop across it will reduce the available H.T.

Fig.

5.- Details

HT+ to
time bases

b32pF

350 v.

of the electromagnetic focus circuit.

spacers. When using Brimar tubes
Type W25/MK11 focus ring is required.

by means of suitable
Assembly

In modifying the receiver mechanically, certain points

will have to be taken care of by the constructor concerned,

such as the tube mounting, dimensions and shape which
will be controlled by the particular tube used. One
common feature, however, is the fact that the rear tube
mounting support must now have an increased diameter
hole, a convenient size being 43 mm. with separate
felt ring washers and a bakelite or hardboard clamp.
A new support will be required also for the focus ring
or coil. The front support, if for an all -glass tube, will
be relatively easy to construct, particularly for the
rectangular tubes, as this support need only consist of a

TABLE OF VOLTAGES
.

Line Amplifier

H.T. line 280v

/9

260v
240v
240v
228v

Frame Amplifier

H.T. line 280v
228v

Screen volts
130
120
110
120 47k
120

J

Anode
250v
210v

Boost volts measured between
Chassis and Terminal No. 7
on line tran.

2 resistor in parallel
with screen resistor.

E.H.T.

460v
430v
410v
400v
400v

14.5kV
14kV
13.5kV
13.8kV
13.5kV

Screen
240v
195v

Cathode
9.2v
7.5v
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padded platform with a.retaining band made of rubber or
P:Y:C, if a metal tube is to be used however, then
it is essential that the front support should be insulated
to withstand a voltage of 14 kV and for safety purposes
shduld be capable of withstanding a voltage of 20 kV.
A convenient form of construction for this type of support is to form up a piece of aluminium having a lip at
the front end, this being supported on high quality
ceramic insulators or, if available, insulators made of
polythene. If possible a complete polythene envelope
fitting completely over the tube and having a very thick
outer ring may be used, in which case a metal support
may be adopted without the necessity of using insulators.
There will probably, however, be difficulty in obtaining
this type of polythene cover as these are normally only
supplied to manufacturers.
The mounting of the line transformer may cause a little
difficulty in the case of the table model as it is slightly
larger than the old type, but for the console it is relatively
easy by arranging for a small platform to be fitted so
that the transformer ma.yslightty overlap the side of the
chassis. The additional 36 E.H.T. 100 rectifier which
must be connected in series with the one already used
should be mounted in such a way that the junction of
the two rectifiers is supported on an insulator, the ends
of the rectifiers respectively being attached to the E.H.T.
terminal on the line transformer and on the 0.001 hF
T.C.C. 15 kV cathode ray condenser.
The valve efficiency diode which is used can be mounted
-
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immediately below the scanning coils, care being taken
to use a well-insulated valve -holder. A convenient
arrangement is to mount the valve -holder on a piece of
bakelite board, which is then mounted on the chassis,
thereby increasing the spacing between the high potential
points on the valve- holder and chassis. A small transformer giving 6.3 volts at 2.5 amps will also be required
to supply the line amplifier valve ; the efficiency diode
may, however, obtain its heater current from the " View
Master " transformer which will still be kept within its
' rated load since it will
not now have to supply the
heater of the line amplifier valve.
The line amplitude and width controls may be mounted
on the tube support as was done previously with the
width control, the space for the additional linearity
control being available on the removal of the variable
damping resistor not now required. The mounting of
the P.M. focus ring or E.M. focus coil should not cause
difficulty as in both cases they require standard methods
of mounting, the fixing centres being slightly larger than
for focus rings intended for 35 mm. tubes.
Apart from these points which relate mainly to the
physical layout and construction, no difficulty should be
encountered in operating the receiver, but it cannot be
stressed too strongly that all soldered joints which are
made in any of the circuits where high voltages appear,
whether these are at line frequency, or rectified D.C.
must be made with the greatest care to eliminate any
(Concluded on page 236)

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Frame Timebase Oscillator
-Resistor Morgan Type T
*1 47K. u
*1 33K !t
*1 10K !I

*1 270K !t
*1 220 u
*1 6.8K !ì
*1 10K u
*1 .002 pF
*1 .01 pF

*I .25ì.F
*1 6K25

---

.1 47pF Ceramic T.C.C. Type SCTI
*I .005 pF
T.C.C. Type CP32S
*l 01pF
CP33S
*1 6K25

1

-Variable Wire Wound. Colvern

1

T.C.C. Type CP3OS
CP33S
CP48N

1
1

1

11

-Mazda
1

1
1

1

100K

I
1

1

*1

Morgan Variable (linear)

1pF

*1

33 K !)

1K!!
330.0

*1 2.5K u
*1 100K

47pF T.C.C. SCTI
.001 pF
15kV. D.C. T.C.C. Cathode Ray
Type CP56W.O.
6CD6G
Valve Brimar
6U4GT

R16
It
or U37
Osram
or 2 off 36 E.H.T. 100 Rect. Westinghouse
1 Line Transformer.
Allen Components Type

*1 .015 pF

*

Resistor Morgan Type T

22K s±
R
.05 pF
T.C.C. Type CP37S
.04 pF, consisting of :
2 off .02pF Type CP34S in paral!cl
.003 pF
Mica Type M3N

1

T.C.C. Typé 345
CP33N
CP33S
1
.01 pF
*1 250 pF
CE24B
Type CEIODA, specified for the
" View Master," may be used
s1 6P25
Mazda
1 Frame Transformer.
Allen Components Type
F0305
Line Oscillator
*1 22K 1)
Resistor Morgan Type T
*1 2.2K u
1

1

47K !r

330 u
330K !!
6.8K it
.25M !t
1M u

47 !i

l 1M

Frame Amplfier
2 470 !!
-Morgan Type T.
1
1
1

Mazda

Line Amplifier

1
1

Focus

P.M. Focus Ring. Elac. Type W22 /Mk. 1 for
English Electric. and G.E.C. tubes.
P.M. Focus Ring. Elac. Type W25 /Mk. 11, for
Brimar tubes,
or if E.M. focusing is used then Allen Compo-

nents Focus coil Type FC302.
500 !I Variable Resistor 4 watts.; Colvern.
300 -800 u Resistor to suit. See text.
1 32pF/350 v. lÿlectrolytic T.C.C. Type CEI9LE.
Those compoyids marked with an Itsterisk are
already in use iìí The View Master:
1
1

Variable. Colvern
Morgan Variable (linear)

L.O.308
Linearity Control. Allen Components Type
GL16
Width Control.
Allen Components Type
GL18
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An H,

oost Unit

r

i

3

AN INTERESTING IDEA

FOR
By

OBTAINING

R.

SOME time ago, whilst experimenting with higher
than normal E.H.T. on surplus electrostatic tubes
of the VCR97 type, in an endeavour to produce a
brighter picture with improved resolution, the writer
came up against the problem that 350 volts H.T. on
the anodes of a 6SN7GT push -pull line -scan output
stage gave nothing like enough width of scan, without
causing serious non -linearity.
Some means of boosting the H.T. to the line -scan
amplifier was essential, so after recourse to the spares
box this unit was made up as a temporary measure. The
unit was, however, so compact and reliable in operation
that it was retained for permanent use and mounted in
available space in the power pack, where it has been
giving trouble -free service for the past year. The action
of the unit is self-explanatory, consisting merely of a
half-wave rectifier circuit in series with the main H.T.
supply.
The Transformer

J.

INCREASED POWER

Talbot
Connections
The line timebase should be disconnected from the
main H.T. wire and reconnected to the 580 volts tap.
Generally, there should be no need for higher voltage
on the frame timebase.
No detailed constructional data is given because
obviously the choice of components and available space
will govern each individual case, the components probably being mounted piecemeal into any odd corner in
the power pack where space can be found.
In the writer's experience the use of higher E.H.T.
(3.5 kV) on the VCR97 does give very much improved
results. The picture is brighter, the resolution far better,
and any tendency to static charge on the screen disappears.

E.H.T.
There are many simple and reliable circuits including
triplers, R.F. oscillators, etc., previously detailed in these
The writer
pages for providing the required E.H.T.
favours the R.F. oscillator type of supply because of its
inherent safety, case of smoothing, and the ease with
which the output voltage can be varied by tuning the
oscillator anode circuit.
A point which is often overlooked in the E.H.T. supply
circuit, however, is the fitting of a bleeder network in
order to assist in the rapid discharge of the smoothing
condenser which is placed across the output. From
50-100 megohms should be used and the resistors
should be arranged to provide the longest possible

The- transformer used is an ordinary radio output
transformer of the 40 mA type connected as a " step -up "
transformer with its primary connected across the
rectifier heater circuit. The output voltage developed
across the secondary is rectified by a small surplus metal
rectifier MR1 and smoothed by Cl, L2 and C2. Cl
and C2 being 8 pF 350 volts midget tubular electrolytic
condensers and L2 biting a small choke originally used
in the smoothing circuit of an aircraft unit operating
from " high cycle " supply.
Although this method of connecting the transformer leakage path.
is unconventional, it has the advantage that no potential exists between
H.T. Boost Unit
the two windings and, providing the'
MR/
Li
transformer is mounted on a piece of
paxolin to isolate it from the chassis,
no trouble from insulation breakOutput
HT
down should be experienced even if
a component of doubtful vintage is
WAIN

SBO/

C2

The usual precautions
employed.
regarding insulation of bare or open
contacts should, of course, be taken.

Load
On load the primary circuit takes

about .25 a m p from t h e rectifier
heater winding, representing an overload which most rectifier windings
can easily cope with. The available
rectified output will depend upon the
ratio of the transformer, the current
taken, the resistance of L2, etc., but
in the original unit employing an
Elstone MR /T multi -match trans former.at maximum ratio (112 -1), an
output of 230 volts at 9 mA was
obtained which added to the 350
volts H.T. gave the very useful voltage of 580 volts with surprisingly
good regulatiotr.

_,Boost trans fir
Sheet

paxolin

Csunk
screws

Power Pack Chassis

350V
Time Base

H.T

AC
Mains

250V
OReceiver

HT

av
Heater
OH,T.-

The circuit recommended by Mr. Talbot.
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CAN SUPPLY ALL
RECOMMENDED

COMPONENTS

FOR THE

" VIEWMASTER
"
LONDON

-

SUTTON COLDFIELD
HOLME MOSS
KIR& o' SHOTTS
WENVOE
Specified Components by :

T.C.C., W.B., MorgarlSte, Bulgin, Westinghouse,
Belling, Wearite, Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Ferranti. Talton and W.B. Table or Console
Cabinets are also available.

7/6 for the " Viewmaster Envelope," which
gives a complete description of this Televisor, including Assembly Layouts and Component Price List.
Our NEW STOCK LIST is now available (price 9d.)
Brief details are given of the various KITS OF PARTS
we are able to offer for the construction of many types
of Radio Receivers, Battery Chargers, " Alldry " Battery
Eliminators, and " hundreds " of Wireless Components.
Send

STERN

RADIO

LIMITED

109/115 FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Telephone

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE VALVE STOCKS

TEST METERS IN STOCK
AVO VALVE CHARACTERISTIC METER IN
STOCK.
"AVO," "TAYLOR" TEST METERS AND
SIGNAL GENERATORS.
MEGGERS
AVO. No. 8 IN STOCK.
Leak Point One Amplifiers
7
. C28
Leak Pro-amplifiers
9
9
Leak Vari -slope Pre-amp. for Leak Point One 12 12
Leak Tuning Unit
...
...
...
... 38
Chapman Tuning Units
17 65
...
...
Connoisseur Two -Speed Motor
..
... 22 18
Decca Replacement Heads and Pick -ups.
Wright & Weaire Tape Deck
... 3S 0
Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscope {1049
132

10
...
LATEST VALVE MANUALS
MULL ARD OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 4, S/- each.
MAZDA 2/- each. Postage 6d. extra.
TELEVISION SETS, WIRE AND TAPE RECORDERS

ALWAYS IN STOCK
Goods offered subject to price alterations and being
unsold.

atkaEst.

1919

tfirs

ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
PROPS.'

-" -"

TEMph Sar 5833/4 Clod 4765
TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLES
TELEGRAY, LONDON."
.

:

CENtral 5814 and 2280

WIDE ANGLE SCANNING
HIGH
COMPONENTS
and
" ALLEN " can supply the WHOLE range
necessary for this NEW TECHNIQUE.
THE LINE /SCAN TRANSFORMER.
is capable of fully scanning any C.R. Tube,
from gin, up to i7in. (Double D) Scan at
Can only be accomplished by using

EFFICIENCY

x6 kV.

THE DEFLECTOR COILS

are designed to match the above Transformer
and to give a 70 deg. Scan.

- -

FOCUS COILS
FRAME TRANSFORMERS
LINEARITY & WIDTH
CONTROLS
are all immediately available for 16in. C.R.
Tubes.
Circuit Diagram given FREE with every
complete set of components. Circuit Diagram
supplied separately. Please send 9d. and
s.a.e. All details on request. Please send s.a.e.
WHY NOT WRITE FOR THE COMPLETE
RANGE OF QUALITY COMPONENTS
MADE IN OUR "CROWN" WORKS
UNDER EXPERT SUPERVISION.

ALLEN

COMPONENTS LIMITED

(Specialists in the manufacture of L.T. Transformers)

Crown Works,. 597, Lower Richmond
Road, Richmond, ' Surrey.
Telephone : PRO. 9013.
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Pl "F. " 45 M('IS STRIP. Special purchase of M.O.S. Type 3583 Unit. size 15in. x Bin. x 2in. Complete with 95 mcls Pye Strip. 12
Valves, 10 EF50, EB34 and EA50. Volume controls and a host of Resistors and Condensers. Sound and vision can be incorporated
on this chassis with minimum of space. New condition. Price £5 carriage paid. Circuit supplied.
FOUR SECTION CHASSIS adaptable for the " Argus " Television layout, 217- cary. pd.
182A UNIT. Containing VCR517 ein. C.R. Tube. Mu -metal shield. 3 EF50, 5 SP6I, 5Ú4G. 9 WIN Pots. Resistors and Condensers.
Tag boards. Tube guaranteed for TV. (No cut -off.) Or suitable for Scope. Brand New. less relay. In original packing case.
7918, plus 7,6 carriage.
40!- carriage 55CATHODE RAY TUBES. VCR97 Brand New. Guaranteed Full Picture
1'40,VCR517. Brand New. Guaranteed Full Picture
3r25!3BP1. Brand New. Suitable for Scopes
for
9in.
Tube
Price
7/6
each.
Plate
glass
and
Mask
Brown
Bakelite.
Suitable
ESC'UT'CHEON.
9in.

*

*

A COMBINED SIGNAL TRACER AND AUDIO OSCILLATOR
An easy -to -build unit that can be used for I.F. and Audio signal tracing, without any switching or tuning, including variable
output oscillator, for amplifier checking. Highly sensitive, responds to signals picked up from an ordinary receiving aerial. The
circuit is that of a high -gain 2- stage, resistance- coupled audio frequency amplifier, employing 3 miniature 1.4 valves, with a
3 -inch speaker in the output of the Power Amplifier Stage.. An added advantage being that as this Unit is " All -Dry " it can be
used with safety on A.C. or A.C./D.C. mains and Battery sets. The complete Kit with portable cabinet (size 61n. x 71n. x 6in.) and
down to the last nut
battery weighs only 4 lbs. We shall be pleased to supply a complete Kit for the construction of the above, rightConcise
instructions
and bolt, including 2 -IT9 and 1 -IS4 Valves, 3ín. Speaker and Portable case and All -Dry Battery for £41.918.
and circuits supplied. If preferred, circuit and instructions only can be supplied for 1'8. If required this Unit will be assembled
.-ted
cri
for an extra charge of 15' -. This is a highly efficient instrument, and a MUST for every radio man.
are Brand New
N(.I ti. RECTIFIERS. S.T.C. 300 volts 75 m'a., (V- : S.T.C. EX.-GOVT. VALVES. The following
...
...
EF50 Red Sylvanlan, Original Boxes (U.S.A.)
30 o
It 11.2, 150 volt 100 ma., 4'8 G.E.C. 6 volt 1 amp.. 4 - Westing...
,.,
...
EF50 English Types, Original Boxes...
8 6
house 12 volt 2' amp.. 12'6: S.T.C. 12 volt 3i amp.. 17'6: 12 v. at
...
...
...
...
EF50 Ex-Units. Guaranteed ...
8 0
a amps.. 32'6: E.H.T. Pencil Type. 600 volt 1 m'a.. 417: E.H.T.
;Pencil Type. 1,000 volt 1 m'a, 8i -. ma. Meter Rect.. 11'8. 8.000 v. The following at 8'8 each
EF54, CV66, EF8, EF36. EF39, EK32. EL-2. EBC33. 42SPT,
at 1 mla, 14/8: 10,000 v. at 1 ma.. 26: -.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER for VCR97. Input 230 v. Output 6K7GT, 6J7GT, 6L7GT, 6SK7GT, 6SJ7GT, 6B8GT. 6N7GT, 6J5GT,
6C5GT, 6AC7, 6SA7GT, 6SH7GT, 6136. ICI. IN7, 12SA7GT, 12SK7GT,
2500 v., 4 v., 2-0-2, 451 -.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER for 5CP1. Input 230v. Output 3,250v. 125J7GT, 12SQ7GT, 1208. 12SR7GT, 12SH7GT, 12A6GT, 14A7G'r,
I2Q7GT, 7A7GT, 7C7GT. 7H7GT. 7S7GT, 7B6GT, 41MP. 955. 9001,
.6.3v. at 0.6 amp.. 2-0-2v., 45'
6 K.V. STE`4'ART E.H.T. TRANSFORMER. Input 210'230.250 9002. 9003, VR150.30. 281)7, 9132. 15D2, VP41, MS PENS, 6SS7, KTW62,
'
volts. Output 5k V. and 4v. 1 amp. Insulation volts 13.500v. D.C., 79 6. VS70. 7545. 5Z4G, 5YSG, 6X5GT, 1G6GT.
MACKIE- TALKIE TYPE 48. Containing 6 Valves. 2 of VP23, At 10'- GP?. AC8; PEN, MU14, GAMO, 6V6G. 6V6GT. 5Ú4G, 6Q7
25Z6GT,
11L23.DD. QP25, TP25, ATP4, 3 I.F.T.'s 1.6 Mos. Mike and Inter - 6A8G, U52, U19 PXw, CALE 307. EF91. 86. At 11 valve Trans. Aerial Rods. etc. Metal case, size 12ín. x bin. x 9in. 35LBGT, 50L6GT, KT6l. At 12'6: 6A7. 60(8G. 6K8GT, KT33C, 43,
VU111,
In new condition but less transmitting components removed by 6L6G, 1622, 6AG7. 6SL7GT. 6SN7GT, 6K6. 6J6. At 5!At
1)41, 1342. D63, VU133. V U120A, ELIO, 6H6. 401. VR65, SP61, 954.
the M.O.S. Price including carriage, 35' -. Less valves 14' -.
S'T'ROBE UNITS. Brand New, in sealed maker's cartons, these 3'6 EB34, VR92, Dl.
contain SIX EF50's, one 5Z4, five EASO's, one SP61, a host of ALL DRY RATTERS' VALVES. 155. IRS. 1T4, 154, 314, 3V4.
condensers, resistors, transformers, chokes, relays, switches. 1LN5GT, 3Q5GT, at 10 - or 36f- set of four. At 9,6 SP2. VP2,
seven pots and five smoothing condensers. On two easily TDD2A, TP22. VP23, HL23IDD, PEN25. TP25. At 6 -: 215SG. KT2,
HL2. At 776 :
separated chassis they measure 6ín. x 81ín. x 711n. ONLY 67.8, PEN220A. At 4'- Pi (Super Power). AtAt 2!8 6AK5.
1A7GT.
15'HIVAC. XII and XL. At 12,6
plus 5 - caer.
* SEND STAMP-9 FOR 23 PAGE I t EAl.11f: C l! *
TEL : PADDINGTON 1008'9, 0401.
5 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.
:
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Till S VALUABLE
BOOK
which details the wide range of Engineering and Commercial courses of modern
training offered by E.M.I. Institutes
the only Postal College which is part of a world -wide Industrial Organisation.

-

SVCCCSSK!

Courses include

training for

City and Guilds Grouped Certificates in Telecommunications

Brit. I.R.E, Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio

&,

;

A.M.

Television

Servicing Certificates, General Radio and Television Courses, Radar,

CA1tF.F.ßS

Sound Recording, etc. Also Courses in all other branches of Engineering.

I- POST NOW
Please send, Without'obligation, the

HAIINSTI

TUTES

associated with
11ARCONIPHONE

COLUMBIA

&

HM V .
(His Master's Voice)

COURSES
FROM

£l
PER MONTH

FREE book.

E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 138
43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London,W.4
Name
Address
_..
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REVIEW OF THE
By

James N.

and is a State- controlled organisation attached

to-the Ministry of Information.
Programmes are televised in the studios situated in
Cognacq-Jay, Paris. and are carried via cable to the
transmitters and aerial systems located in the Eiffel
Tower. ,Two studios are in regular use with a third
available for repeat transmissions, etc. A special mobile
unit is also attached to the Télévision Françaises service.
The Eiffel Tower was built at the time of the Paris
Exhibition in 1899. At that time, the designers of this
magnificent structure could hardly have known of their
contribution toward the present-day television service
in Paris ! Nevertheless, Eiffel Tower, rising as it does to a
height of 985ft., affords a perfect mounting for the
aerial systems.
The first regular French television transmissions
commenced in 1937, when a temporary transmitter
was installed in the Eiffel Tower, this being replaced by a
permanent installation in 1938. At that time the picture
definition was of 455 lines. (The BBC definition is
lines.)
In common

PRESENT -DAY

Roe, M.I.R.E.,

RADIODIFFUSION and Téhvision Françaises is
responsible for the French television service

405

with our own television service, pro-

ANC E
POSITION

F.R.S.A.

grammes tvcre discontinued during the war years and

regular transmissions commenced again on October
1st, 1944, using the original 455 lines definition.
In 1948 the Ftench authorities decided to transmit
pictures having a much higher definition and in May,
1951, transmissions commenced, having a picture
definition of 819 lines. Such a change called for new television receivers as the new system could not be satisfactorily received with low definition sets. In fairness
to viewers the Government decided-to continue transmitting at the ó1d 455 lines simultaneously with the new
system of 819 lines for a period of ten years. This meant
that viewers already having sets could continue as
before, but those buying new sets would benefit by receiving the higher definition pictures.
In addition to the transmitter installed at the top of
Eiffel Tower, another 819 -line transmitter has been in
operation in Lille since September, 1950.
Exact figures relating to the number of viewers in
France are not available, but a rough estimate given in
1951 puts the number at around 25,000.
The range of the Eiffel Tower transmitter is given as
80 kilometers, but reports have been received on pictures
viewed in England, Belgium and Italy.
For those who are interested in the more technical
aspects of the two French television systems the following
brief details are given.
The low- definition system (changed from 455 to 441
lines in 1949) employs 25 frames per second with a 3 X 4
picture aspect ratio. Order of interlacing 2, positive
picture modulation.
Vision frequency 46 Mc /s, power
30 kW. Sound frequency 42 Mc;s, lower 5 kW., using
amplitude modulation. Aerial system vertically polarised.
The two high- definition transmitter; have similar
characteristics to the low- definition system, but radiate

One of the latest French cameras, and a general view of one of Teks

-

s

on Françaises' studios.
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with

Mc /s,
vision
on
185.25
a
power of 3 kW. and sound
Mc
with
a
power
of 700
/s,
on 174.1
watts.
The aerial systems are
horizontally polarised.
The cameras used in the high definition syttem employ super iconoThose used with the 441 scopes.
standard
have
line
transmitter
iconoscopes.
The average French receiver uses
31 or 36 centimetre cathode -ray tubes.
Attention is now being given to the
manufacture of larger tubes.
From these observations it will be
realised that French television is not
lagging behind. Indeed, the interest
from both technical and programme
stand -points is growing rapidly. The
future co- operation between Télévision
Françaises and the BBC will foster
continued interest in French and
British television programmes and
technicalities.

9apanA

The producer's control desk and monitor screens.

jU

AFTER months of enquiry and consideration, the
Radio Regulatory Commission recently granted a
provisional licence to a private company, the Japan
Television Broadcasting Co.
This was the final act of the Commission before its
dissolution the following day under the Japanese administrative structure reform programme. Applications from
five other private companies and the Japan Broadcasting
Corporation were deferred for future consideration.
Many newspapers express approval that private enterprise was entrusted with the initial start of television in
Japan, rather than allowing it to become a State monopoly of the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.
Following this decision, it was announced that a
regular television service will be in operation by the early
spring of 1953. The Japanese Ministry of International
Trade and Industry has drafted production plans for
assisting manufacturers to produce receiving sets in
preparation for the opening of the service and it is
anticipated that 10,000 will be off the production line by
March next.
The leading firms who will produce television sets will
be Japan Electric, Tokyo Shibaura Electric, Matsushita
Electric and Mitsubishi Electric. Estimated cost of a
12ín. screen receiver is £1S0. whiie a Tin. screen will be
available at £130- prices which will certainly not lead
to very widespread use as they are prohibitive for the
bulk of the population.
There has been lively controversy in the Japanese
Press in recent months as to whether or not the commencement of a television service is premature in view
of the state of the national economy. However, the
weight of opinion Seems to have been in favour of
stimulating the radio industry and there have already
been bold forecasts that Japan will now go ahead to
enter the electronics industry with the declared intention
of becoming one of the world's leading producers of
electronic equipment.
The Japan Television Broadcasting Co. is a £2,000,000
amalgamation of three leading newspapers and three film

ÿnadxikd

companies. Their plans envisage a chain of about 20
relay -transmission stations, radiating from Tokyo and
covering the whole length of the country, each on a
mountain -top and linked by micro -wave beams. As
mountain ranges run through the centre of Japan from
end to end, the country is geographically ideal for such
a system.
Each of the stations will broadcast television from
coast to coast in its own area and at the same time relay
the signals to the next mountain-top relay -transmitter.
The first studios will be established at the Yomiuri Hall,
in the centre of Tokyo, and the powerful originating
transmitter will be on a nearby mountain. It is hoped
to complete the entire system in about two years.
One interesting point about this nationwide chain of
transmitters is that they will also be used for telecommunications -radio telephones and newspaper picture
services. In the past a typhoon or earthquake has disrupted the entire Japanese communications service, but
these interruptions will be completely eliminated when
the proposed dual purpose communications service is in
operation.
Leading sponsors of this proposal claim that the
television service, apart from being of value in the
" democratisation " of Japan, will be a medium for
educational and cultural purposes. Already- representatives of the Buddhist Federation, comprising many
Buddhist sects, are conferring on plans to invest capital
on Buddhist television education.
Commercial programmes on American lines are also planned.
It remains to be seen whether or not the present
ambitious plans mature, but if they do there is every
possibility of Japan entering the electronic field and
making a determined hid for world markets in this
R. F. TÍLTMAN
modern industry.
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forlin. spindles. avallab?r. Cream
or Brown, as follows
" Focus." " Contrast," " Aril liance," " Brightness,' " Brilliance On101f,
Wavechange, '

Each.

SUPPLY CO.
VALVES

'

...
...

...

13 - 7136 ...
6L6 ... 10 6 7B7 ...
61.7 ...
6N7

6N7CT

8 - 7C5 ...
6 7C6 ..

^'8 7F7 ...

6Q7G... 1ÓÌ8 7R7 ...
6R7
8/- 7Y4 ...

in. Dial Drum with chassis
mounting drive ...
..
All Jackson Bros. Products available from stock. Send for illustrated List.
SI5 R.P. Drive
..
...
SL8 Spin Wheel Drive complete
SL5 R.V. Drive
..
complete
Plane
Square
Drive ...
...
...
Full Vision Drive
.
Airplane Drive...
...
...
...

7d.
1/2

27i6
28/6
12'9
13.-

9/9!9/9/9/9/-

H63 ...

9;9i8
9i8

KT

KT81...
KTW61
KTW63
KTZ41

KTZ63

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D.

10/11/6
1018

2
1

I

1

UCH42
UL41...
UY41...
EEB34...

EBC33

EF36...

EK32...

VI I%

SOLOiY.f

1

1

Meg. D.P.S. .
...
..
...
Meg. S P.S. short lin. Spindle ...

11,8

P.I.

11 9 9

LOUDSPEAKERS

loin. Plessey.
2248: 31in. Elan, 13.8: 101n. Rola,
121n.
27/6 5ín. Goodman. 13/9
'rruvox, 57/6
8 /n.
Goodman.
16,- 8in. Rois. 14.8.

6 9

8

:

:

:

;

12.'8

116
106 P.F. SILVER MICA
CONDENSERS
^ 6

4-

3.5, 6.7.5, 8. 9.10. 10K, 15 18,20,
25, 27, 30.33.35,39 41.47.50,58.68.
75. 100, 120, 150, 175, 180. 190. 200,

1, 2,

8-6

7

8-

MAIL ORDER ONLY. Postage 64. under 10! -,
Ist available. Send 3d. in stamps.

245. 300. 370, 375, 470.500, 680, 750.
1,000, 1.200, 1,600 ...
... all at 4: - doz
11-

under

201 -, 116

under

CE'S CHAMBERS, VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS

OR

ESSfiYI/AL

SOLONS

Use

for

the jobs that matter
-this modern pre-

085!

E5.

1.

The new ARMSTRONG
Television Chassis Model T.V.I5
incorporating a 12in. C.R.T.,

is

now available for distribution

cision tool makes
speedier,
soldering
simpler and more re5
models : 65
liable.
watt with oval tapered and
round pencil bit ; 125 watt
with oval tapered and round
pencil bit ; 240 watt with oval
tapered bit ; each with 6 feet
Voltage
3 -core
Henley flexible.
Write
ranges from 100 to 250.
for folder Y.I0.
'

,t
PRICE

53 Guineas
TAX PAID
Available shortly
The new T.V.25 TELEVISION CHASSIS with 15in,
CATHODE RAY TUBE and lOin. P.M. Loudspeaker.
PRICE 60 Guineas Tax Paid.
Comprehensive Maintenance Service available.
W. T. HENLEY'S
TELEGRAPH WORKS
CO. LTD.,
51 -53 Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.1.

Please send for Radiogram and T.V. list, post

free.

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO., LTD.,

FOR /NdU6TR/AL USE

1111111ZEs

5/3/

Sin. Plessey. 12/6 ;

7 9

Full

5!6,

Each.

ohms, I Meg.. Meg.. 1 Meg.
Meg., all with Single Pole Switch 4/3
Meg., 1 Meg., less Switch... 218
Meg., 150K ohms, Midget Type...
1'9

50 K..

MH4...
MS/PEN 4.6

HF34...

.

91-

HL23DD 8/6
13P210
8!KT30 .. 11/-

5Y3GT
KT32...
57.4G... 10/8
5Z4M
9/6 KT61...
35Z4GT 9/6 KT66...

35L6GT 1016SA7GT 916 IR5 ...
7/9 1S4 ...
9/- 501.6GT 10r^'- 155 ...
9!- ACBPF.N '7/9
9/8 1T4 ...
9.'- CC1I35
1411U5 ... 1013 CV188
36
6SL7...
9/6 213.". ...
7/9 CVO ...
2/6SN7GT11/6 2158G
4/- 8D2 ...
4'6SQ7... 9/6 2X2 ... 5/6 954 ... 2/6
U5G
3A4
...
955
9t6
9/5/6V6G
3D6 ...
3-8 EBC41 11/6
9/6V6GT
35
9/- 304 ...
1516V6M
9'9 394 ... 10/9I86 ECECf.80 12/6
6X5GT
8.9 3V4 ... 9/6 EL41... 11/8
62,6
.
8ï - 4D1 ...
41- E1148
26AM6
..
10'6 42
9'- FW4'500 9/9
6AL5
9'-ERt ... 91- G6Z5... 4/6

P:vtTS AND .::,FSt:11I1LIFS 6SG7...
OSR7...
Dial Pointer, single ended. push -on
6SJ7 ...
21

9'- 5U4G...
9'- 5Y3G...

4/6

Morganite

100K

12,6

6K811
6K8)11

each.

... 3/10

.001 MFD. 1.000 v. DC Sprague ...
VOLUME CONTROLS

CARTONS.

8/0
5/-

I"TEI,8164)D" Indoor Aerials for
Holme Moss and Kirk -o- Shotts.
Made by Philips Ronson, Ltd.,
Reduced from 29/6 to 19:11 each.

0001, .5002, .0003 .0055

METAL ..TUBULAR FIXED
CONDENSERS, WIRE ENDS
Doz.
.1 MFD. 35C v. DC Sprague
...
9..01 MFD. C00 v. DC Sprague
...
(Miniature)
...
...
...
7/01 MFD. 1.001 v. DC Sprague
...
7'-

ALL GUARANTEED
MAJORITY IN MAKERS

Doz.
.

DIAL DRUMS
]fin. 1/4
liin. 144
21in. 117
41:n. 1/8
31ín. L1.0
41ín. 2!Eyebolts
..
... 1/6 doe.
Solid dielectric condensers.

ALPHA RADIO

"On /Off, "'Tuning," "Volume."
" S.M.L. Gram," Tom ," "Vol.
On /Off," "Radio-Grim," "Bass."
"Treble," Record- Pla'." Also
Plain Knobs to match ...
... 116
1% AXED TUBUI.-AR CONDENSERS
.002 M F D. 400 v.
...
Dubilier .23 35^ v. ...
Midget .001 3fA v. ...
Mid et .005 350 v.
...
T.C. ..1 MFD. 500 v....
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BUILDING THE " ARGUS" ?

Thousands of enthusiasts are building the Practical Television " Argus " Televisor. Why not YOU ? Full constructional
details with Blue Print sent for only 2/9 post paid. All components available ex stock, as follows
TRANSFORMERS
ELECTROLYTR'S
MAINS TRANSFORMER
...
...
8mfd. 450v.
...
...
216
Manufactured to our specifications
425 -0-425v. 200ma., 6.3v. 4 a.. 6.3v. 4 a.,
...
...
and fully guaranteed.
Normal
...
...
...
8 x 8mfd. 450v. ...
...
4/9
5v. 3a. (postage 1/6)
50'...
...
...
Primaries.
16 x 16mfd. 450v.
E.11.T. TRANSFORMER FOR
7/...
...
200ma.. 6.3v. 6a..
25mfd.
25v.
...
...
425v. -0-425v.
1/6
TUBE
S(.'ItP7
...
...
...
...
50 mfd. 12v .
11 63v. 6a., 5v. 3a., 0-2-4-6.2v. 3a. ONLY 721
2,500v. 5ma., 2 -0-2v. 1.1a., 2 -0-2v. 2e
...
...
... 37 8
TRIMMERS 0 -30pí. ... ...
...
...
70. 350v.-0-350v. 1Gma.. 6.3v. 6a., 6.3v.
(post 1/6) ...
... ONLY 4213
...
...
COIL FORMERS WITH SLUGS
3a., 5v. 3a....
VCR97 TUBE
lin.
...
...
Bd.
250v- -0-250v. 100ma., 63v. 6a., 5v.
screen
for
T.V.
with
tin.
10d.
Tested full
... ONLY 328
...
P.M. SPEAKERS (less trans )
3a. .base (carriage paid) ...
... 45'... Din. Plessey 171
51n. Rola 161
All above are fully shrouded, upCHOKE
right mounting.
(Postage 1/6 per speaker)
5h. 200ma. (postage 1! -)
Universal Mounting 350v.-0-350v.
VALVES
OUTPUT TRANS80m5., 0-4 -63v. 4 a.. and 0 -4 -5v. 2 a.
...
...
66 PENTODE
EF50 (VR91)
...
...
...
...
FORMER
ONLY 18/6
...
...
10 5Ú4G
TV FAULT FINDING. -An 8)5.5kV. E.ILT. with 2 windings of 2v.
...
...
6V6
10'6
publication giving reasons for
...
...
...
ONLY 72'6
...
la. ...
...
...
36 page
EB34 (VR54)
various TV troubles, and how to
Profusely illustrated
cure them.
...ONLY 82/6
...
7 kV. E.H.T. with 4v. la.
...
...
SP61 (VÁ6,5)
46
with photographs taken from a
...
PLEASE ADD 1/6 POSTAGE FOR
RA50 (VR92)
3'6
Televisor Screen. Post paid ONLY 5.'3 EACH TRANSFORMER.
POTENTIOMETERS
R 1355 RECEIVER
...
...
Less switch
3/P I/E 45MC /S. I.F. STRIP
.,,
The very popular unit specified for
With switch
48 A ready made unit for the London
' Inexpensive Television," a copy
VALVEHOLDERS
Vision Channel. Complete with 6
of which is supplied. Complete with
...
...
I.O. or M.O.
6d.
valves EF50 and an EA50, and
8 valves VR65, and 1 each 5Ú4G,
...
...
B9G
10(1.
details of very slight modification
BRAND NEW IN
...
6d.
Diode
required. BRAND NEW. ONLY
70- VU120, VR92.
ONLY 39/6
MAKERS' CASES.
RESISTORS
(Postage, etc., 2'6).
etc., 7;6).
}w ...
(Carriage.
...
...
...
4d,
The 1 RECEIVER
RF UNIT 24
...
...
...
5d.
iw . ...
reviewed
in
the
October
The
unit
6,1
above
receiver,
with
the
For use
...
...
lw. ...
and November issues of this journal
8,1
or for constructing the ACIDC Fre2w. ...
for conversion into a Televisor
et converters
amplifiers
2.5k.
..
2iciving SOUND AND VISION ON
August.
in the July and Au
described to
CONDnNSERS
ONE
CHASSIS.
Complete
THE
journal. With each
issues of
Mica
Mica and Silver
8d
14 valves as follows :5
í3P63,
with
supply full details of mods
unit
Tubularst
and
each
2
P61,
3
required to cover all the TV Stal'- EB3i, of2,
also a
1355.
Lions when used with the R pNI,Y
...
...
Pd
.01 mfd.
(car-DBr.
8t1
reprint of the above review (car
...
.05mfd.
...
5'
-)
...
ONLY
etc.,
riage,
49'8
(postage, etc., 2,' -) OR
9d
.005mfd.
...
R 1355 COMPLETE WITH RF 24MAGNIFYING LENS FOR VC R97
E.5mfd.
ONI.Y 59/6
grade oil filled (post,03mfd. 2.5kv.
.. 2/6 TUBE First
...
...
... ONLY
(carriage, etc., 7/6)
age, 2 -) ...
lmfd. 2.5kv.
4'ß
25/Cash with order, pisase, and pr.n' nams and address clearly.
U.E.I. CORPN., THE RADIO CORNER, 138, Gray's :Inn Road, London, W.C.I (Phone TERminus 7937)
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 minx. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station). 5 mins, by bus from King's Cro.:s.
:

:

'

'

.

.

WEYRAD

THIS

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
Complete I.F. and

R.F. Strips

for each of the Five

Channels.
is

just to let you know that the Radio Mail
Resistance /Capacity Bridge Kit is complete down to the last nut and bolt.

30/-

Line Fly -Back E.H.T. Transformers, providing up
to 14 kV. and capable of fully scanning a I6in. tube.

NO CALIBRATING. An accurate, ready calibrated panel
with each kit.
QUICK ASSEMBLY. Only one hour's work with easily
followed instructions and diagrams.
NEW COMPONENTS. Specially selected for accuracy
SIMPLE TO USE. Components checked in a few second:.

SIX RANGES
5

megohms-50,000 ohms.

100,000 ohms -1,000 ohms.
ohms
1,000 ohms

-10

Delivery within three days.
Cash with order or C.O.D.

RADIO MAIL,

4,

50 mfd.

PRE -SET WIDTH AND
LINEARITY CONTROLS

We are producing these items as Standard Components and full details are given in our Catalogue,

.2 mfd.

mfd.-.0I mfd.
.01 mfd. -.0005 mfd.

Price 6d.

I

(530 pf).

Price 30/- complete,
plus 1/6 part postage.

RALEIGH ST., NOTTINGHAM.

Stamp for list and with all enquiries please.

Technical Data and Circuits are also available at
6d. per set.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MFG., CO., LTD.;
CRESCENT
STREET,
WEYMOUTH.

Sponsored Television Test
IT is reported that x newly formed
1 sponsored television company
plans a mass test of public reaction to
commercial television in this country
next March. It is stated that the
scheme embraces an exhibition in
London, complete with live theatre
and a cinema.
It will be transmitted to 1,000 receivers within
given area, and a daily capacity of
40,000 to 50,000 views rs will be asked
to judge in a ballot.

Ulster Disappointed
increased power of the Kirk
THEo'.'Shotts transmitter failed to
give improved results in the Ulster
area, it is, reported. In one case it is
stated that a viewer who had his
rcceiveç altered to ac.zommodate the
Scottish transmitter obtained better
results from the northern station.
BBC TV Films for the World
Government are to be asked

THEto

finance a three -quarter
million pound scheme for the BBC
lo make films with British players
of international reputation.
The
plan envisages a series of serials,
each in about 13 instalments, to be
made specially for the American
and Canadian markets, but for
showing first to British viewers.
.

V.A.F. Check

THE Variety Artistes' Federation
At their annual conference are
to seek support for a demand that
foreign programmes radiated by
the BBC should only be admitted
on a quota agreed with the unions.
The Federation's resolution " notes'
with concern the intention of the
BBC to televise programmes from the
Continent, without first consulting
the theatrical unions and examining
the effect on the liveghood of British
artistes."
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The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature
suitable for publication in "Practical
Television." Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only.
and should contain the name and
address of the sender.
Whilst the
Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will
be matte to return them
a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed to : The

if

"Practical

Editor,

Television,"

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design

-

of radio apparatus and

to

our efforts
touch with

to keep our readers in
the latest developmems,
we gire no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and . article., published in

Practical Television" is specifically

reserved
signatory
and the

throughout
the
countries
to the Bone Convention
U.S.A.
Reproduc,ions or
imitations of any of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.

Russian TV

IT

is reported that the Soviet are
building stations to radiate three
'programmes simultaneously in all
republican capitals and other large
Soviet cities. Smaller stations are
being built for provincial towns. It is
also repotted from thesame source
that colour television
will start next year
from the new Moscow station.

the experimental stage.
Later a
company would be formed from
local dealers and other interested
parties who would operate it for the
public benefit. It is claimed that the
the transmitter, which is very compact, would provide perfect reception
from Shoreham to Rottingdean.
Norfolk Difficulties
ANOTHER area where reception is
very bad is part of Norfolk,
where a resident recently purchased
a receiver and, on finding results so
bad, stated that she would not have
moved into the area had she known
that reception was so poor. As a
result the parish council of the area
are to ask the BBC for a relay station
as the village is suffering damage as
a result of the poor reception.

Interference
AT Worthing, complaints are being
received that a local taxi service which is fitted with shortwave radio transmitter /receivers is
interfering with television reception.

Brighton Wants
Booster Station

REPRESENTA-

TIONS are 'to
be made, by the M.P.
for the Kemp Town

division of Brighton,
for the granting of
an experimental
licence for a television booster station
adjacent to Brighton
Ocean Study
and Hove.
A well THE Royal research ship Discovery known manufacturer
I/, which recently sailed from has built and tested
Plymouth, will carry out experi- a suitable station
ments with new me=hods of taking which will cost only
saniples of and observing animal £3,000, and has The "cake -walk "
novel condenser- testing machine
life on the ocean bed. Underwater agreed to instal it by T.C.C., which attracted considerable attention at
the Radio Show. (See page 204.)
television equipment will be employed. free of charge in

-a
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Fire Risks
THE latest report of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research on fires points out that
fires caused by television receivers
are decreasing and states that
modern sets have a considerably
lower fire risk than earlier types.
Watch on Sponsored TV
THE Incorporated Society of British
Advertisers Lhas extended the
terms of reference of its radio subcommittee " In order to keep itself
closely informed on all aspects of
commercial television with which it
is likely to be concerned." They state
that " Those directly concerned with
this new medium of publicity will be
no less anxious than the Government to ensure standards to which
no exception can be taken by the
viewing public, and ready co- operabe
most certainly
will
tion
forthcoming in the framing and
administration of acceptable standards

of practice."
Radar Interference
THE interference which was experienced when Wenvoe commenced
its low -power transmissions was
eventually traced to an R.A.F.
The actual interradar beacon.
ference occurred between the beacon
and a radio link between London
and Wenvoe, and was not apparent
when cable link was employed.
To locate the source of the interference the G.P.O. used specially
equipped radio vans, chartered aircraft and took 10 days before it was
located.
Broadcast Receiving Licences
l

1

9

2

777,690

broadcast

October, 1952

using_the equipment which has been A nearby marquee housed the
receiver, and a large crowd watched
supplied by Marconi's.
the ceremony. It is reported that the
camera cost about £20.
Aberdeen Anxious
IT is stated that Aberdeen may press
for the erection of a medium - Welsh Scenes
TWO beauty spots in Wales may
power transmitter in time for the
soon become well known to
Coronation next year. The Lord
Provost's Committee recommended viewers throughout the country.
recently that representations to this Newport Castle and the Old Green
effect should be made to the Scottish Crossing are being shown in the
morning demonstration film. These
Secretary and other Ministers.
scenes, together with one or two
other local spots, were in the newsCar Interference
IN the Leeds area a viewer com- reel shown on the opening night of
plained of interference, which the Wenvoe transmitter.
the G.P.O. eventually tracked down
to a fleet of vans owned by a local Cable in Operation
AS announced by the Postmaster firm. After representations had been
General soon after the Wenvoe
made the owner refused to fit suppressors to the vans, and the viewer transmitter opening, the underground
had to sign a statement that the television cable linking Bristol and
G.P.O. had done all that they could Cardiff is now in operation.
It is not expected to pick up any
in the matter. When will it be made
compulsory for all vehicles to be interference.
fitted with suppressors ?
No Licence for Dover
AFTER potential viewers in Dover
Colour Attachments
had been led to believe that a
TO meet the falling market and
shortage of money a move is licence would be granted to the
afoot in U.S.A. to put on the tnarket Dover Council to permit a company
colour attachments which may be to provide the town with a television
added to any normal black and white relay service, they have learned that
receivers, instead of supplying com- no licence can be granted now unless
the receiving station is situated in
plete colour receivers.
Dover.
Amateur Camera
As Dover is situated in a bad
AT a recent Town Show at Dagen- reception area, however, the station
ham (Essex), the Mayor and would have to be built on the hill
opening ceremony were televised area outside the town and negotiausing a camera made by a local tions appear to be reaching a deadamateur from ex- Service equipment. lock.
-

receiving

licences, including 1,564,253
for television and 151,765 for receivers
fitted in cars, were current in Great
Britain and Northern 'Ireland at the
end of July, 1952.
New viewers are reminded that
they should take out a £2 television
licence (which also includes reception
of sound programmes) as soon as
their television sets have been
installed. When a television licence
is purchased, a current licence to
receive sound programmes only
may be surrendered, and a rebate
claimed on the unexpired portion.
7

Pontop Pike
ARESOLUTION is to be debated
by the Whitley Bay Council
calling for the construction of a
television station for Pontop Pike.
Canadian TV
REGULAR transmissions are to
start in Canada this month,

Delegates from all over the world attending the 11th International
Dental Conference in London saw an operation televised and projected on
a big screen. The illustration shows the Marconi equipment in use.
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Come to CLASSIC for
"THE VIEWMASTER"

Not just "The Television Specialists" but the
"VIEWMASTER SPECIALISTS "
We are the boys, we- have the goods, and. we

U. COHEN
RADIO

supply all Television Areas daily.

- £30

SEND FOR OUR LISTS TODAY ! !

Components for Cash
bought Su.ge by Stage, or on available Hire
Purchase Terms.

VIEWMASTER
Can also

be

VIEWMASTER COMPONENTS
WB/200 Sí V Chassis ...

18 6

Chassis Sup..
6
ports
WB /102 T; B and P
...
18
Chassis
WB1103 Mains Trans... £2
2
former
WB /103A Auto Trans£2 2
former
W13/104 Smoothing
...
.5
Cheke
£1 '2
W13;105 Loudspeaker
WBI300 Pre -Amplifier
...
L7
chassis
WB /106 Frame Trans... £1 5
former
WB /107 Line Trans... £1 12
...
former
Scanning
WB308
... £113
...
Colis ...
Wß1109/1 Focus Mag... £1 2
net
ConWidth
W13/110
...
l0
..
trop
5
Wß1111 Boost Choke...
WB /112 Tube Support
... £1 1
..
121n. ...
...
kit
£1
15
WB Conversion
Wearite Cols, HIM,
... £1 8
K'SHTS. WA?
So "Take it from
WB1101

0
6

TCC Condensers

... £7 7 0
£1 16 3

Morganite Resistors
Morganite Variable
...
Resistances ...
Colvern Pts'(Set 61 ...
Westinghouse Rectifiers 36 /EHT'1IIO ...
Westinghouse Reelifiers 14'A/86 ...
..
Westinghouse Recti..
fiers 14/D.36 ...
Westinghouse Rectitiers WX.3
Westinghouse Rectifiers WX.6
..
Westinghouse Rectifiers 36 /EHT /45
..
Westinghouse Recti...
fiers 36/EHT50
TCC Condenser Type
..
CP55QO
TCC Condenser Type
CP55V0
...
TCC Condenser Metal
...
pack CP97N ...
Wearite R.F.Choke...
Bulgin Parts (core...
plete set)
Belling Lee Conn.
Unit and Fuses ...

£1

9 0
2 0

£1

9 5

£1

0 4
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TELEVISION COMPO\F:VFS

FINE EIIT TRANSFORMER, suitable for Y.T. AC/DC
RECEIVER, 19/6, plus 116 P. and P.
SMOOTHING CHOKE, suitable for above,
250 mA, 50 ohms, 6/6. P. and P. 1' -.
T.V. COILS, wound in Aluminium Can, size

former and iron dust core,

1/ -.

Five Henry
21

x i, with

FRAME OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER, 4/6. P. & P., Id.
B7G VALVEHOLDER with screening can, L'6.

HEATER TRANSFORMER. Pri.

230 -250 0. Sec. 2 v. 21
amp.. 5 /-. Pri. 210 -250 v. Sec. 6 v. 11 amp.. 6/ -. P. & P., 1 / -.
SMOOTHING CHOKE. -150 mA. 2 Henry. 3/6. P. 8e R. 1 / -.
P.M. FOCUS UNIT. -Any 9 /n. or 12ín. Tube, except Mazda 12.
11 6 State Tube. 12/6, with front adjustment. 15 / -. For 121n. Mazda, 15i -.
6
Similar to above, with front adjustment, 17/6. P. & P., 1/6 each.
8
3 9 MAINS TRANSFORMERS
6
18. 20 24 and 30 v. at 2 amps, 13/3 -9 15,
Primary 200 -250 v. P. & P. on each, 1.'6 extra.
6
0-300, 1099 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 25/ -.
£1 2 6 3003504350, 70 mA.. 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 1418.
6
shrouded, drop-through, 280-0-280 80 mA., 4 v. 6 amp.. 4 s.
£1 4 6 Semi2 amp., 1216.
6
120 mA., 4 v. 6 amp., 4 v. 3 amp., drop -through, 21/ -.
4 6 350- 0-350, 100
mA., 4 V. 2 amp., 4 v. 4 amp. Upright or drop -through
350 -0-350,
6
18/ -.
7 6 mounting.
Primary 280-250 v. Secondary 3. 4, 5, 9, 8, 9, 10, 12,
Transformer.
0
Primary 230 v. Secondary 200-0-200 v. 35 mA. 6 v. lamp, 8/5.
3 6 Tube
9
Bracket in 18 gauge cadmium -plated steal, size
2 0 911n. Xsupporting
41in.. with 311n. diameter cut -out complete with 12in. Tube
8
15 3 supporting ciamns, 2/ -.
0
Frame output transformer, 10 Henry matching 10-1, 918.
10 6 Auto- wound, could be used in the Viewmaster, H.T. MO v. 360
0
mA. 4 v. 3 amp.. 4 v. 3 amp., 2 v. 3 amp., 2 v. 3 amp., 10 / -, plus 1/8
Post.
by
return
or
here"
post and packing.
White rubber mask with armour -plate glass, 10/- : 12ín. Cream
THE CLASSIC ELECTRICAL CO. LTD. 9in.
rubber mask with armour -plate glass, 15/' -: 15fn. Rubber mask. 15 / -;
THE HI -FI TELEVISION SPECIALISTS"
12in. Armour -plate glass, 4/- ; 9in. Armour -plate glass, 3/-.
6061/2
852 /384 Lower Addiseombe Rond, Croydon, Surrey. ¡Sua, : Addi.rou,óe
TV CHASSIS.-Size 91 x 91 x 31. 18 gauge steel cadmium plated,
complete with five coil cans, size 111n. x lin., with ironed cored
former. These are wound for television frequency, 8/6. P. 6s P.. 118.
6i in. ENERGISED TELEVISION SPEAKER by Plessey. Field
resistance 68 ohms with Humbucking coil. Will pass up to 380 mA.
These are cheaper than a
/energise.
t

.

0

6

'

VINER
5

3

es

K.Y.

D.C. VOLTMETER
PANEI. MOUNTING

9/6
6SN7

VR91

(EF50)

EB34 ...
VR52
(E1.32)
1T4
...
6K8G

2'6'8

... 16/VU133 ... 3/11L2K ... 2/6bTH7

APT4

,_ 121..- 2;8
....

21-

8/-

.

9/-

91-

... 12'6

1Á5GT ...

SP61
Dl
EL50
1S5

8/6

KT2
6SK7

.-.

VU111
11L41DD
954

...

.

5

838

4;6
5.4/6

.. 7 6

SP41

... 2/6

V RF6

(EF36)

0V6
1R5

.

KT

6AC7
6N7
VU120
5U4G

4/6
... 9/6
...
...

'

9/-

9!ETU

71-

... 6/3
... 3!... 10/-

,

_..11 -3

N5
6X5

MUM

... 8/6
... 8/... 91-

EA53 ...
VR55
(EBC33)
5Z4
...
35L6
6Q7
...
KT66 ...

2
6/8

2amA. to
Require m Á 8
LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMER. 7 Kv. U37 rectifier winding.
Extra winding easily added for Eí"51 (8 turns) or for voltage
doubling up to 14Kv. 19/6. P. & P., 1/6.
EXTENSION SPEAKER CABINET In polished walnut, size
151 x 131 x 71in., complete with ELAC 10in. P.M.. 351- P. di P., 2;6.
This cabinet would accommodate 1155 power pack.
WATERIIOUSE Sin. EXTENSION SPEAKER, complete with
volume control, In gold and green, 2216. P. & P., 1/ -.
WALNUT BAKELITE CABINET, size 171 a 12 s Bin., complete
with 3 -wave band scale, size 81 x 31in., 5 valve superhet chassis
with I.F. valve holder and transformer cut-outs, pointer, drum.
drive spindle, 4 knobs.. 2 scale clips, 3 pulley wheels, two
brackets, scale pan and back. Despatched to England. Only
31f-, post paid.
CONSTRUCTOR'S POLISHED CABINET, size 10 x 6l x Sin,
approx., supplied in flatted form grooved and reads to glue
together. Complete with plastic front. 3 -valve chassis, size 8/ x it
11in., tuning scale, back -plate and back. Two knobs not supplied.
1

101

-.P.& P.,1 /6.

TWIN-GANG and pair of T.R.F. COILS to suit above, 8/6.
1019'- IL T.11.. CRYSTAL DIODE, wire end, 2/3 post paid.
10'6 12 YDS. PUSH -BACK CONNECTING SIRE, 1/6 post paid.
12(6
P.M. SPEAKERS
VR137 ... 4'6
Closed field
2_KZ
.
"'8
with trans.
less trans.
PEN220
..3'15/6
.

523
...
6
FW4/500... 10-... 8 6

1816
1611

3126
60

ECC31 ...

6.'6

Post and packing on each of the above,
CÓ -AXIAL CABLE, SOS/ lin. die., 1041. per yd.
POTENTIOMETERS, ALL VALUES, 2/5 each.
I

It ílí INSULATES) RESISTORS, mixed, 4/- dozen.

I

ON GENSEILS. 13, 15, 25,50.100, 500 pF., 5/6 doz. :.01, .1..02, 7.6 doz.

26, EAST STREET, MIDDLESBROUGH
Tel.:

34 8

MIDDLESBROUGH

12/6
12/8
12/6
15/25/-

1 / -.

TERMS OF BUSINESS

CASH WITH ORDER.
DISPATCH OF GOODS WITHIN 3 DAYS FROM RECEIPT OF
ORDER.
Orders under £2 add 2i-. Under £1 add 1/6 post and packing.

All enquiries and fists, stamped, addressed envelope,

23? HIGA St., ACTON, W.3
(Uxbridge Rd.) Acorn

5901
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

15, WELLINGTON ST., LEEDS, 1.

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (G ULCtÁñTEco)

BRAND NEW VCR97 (Guaranteed free
rrom cut-of), 35/ -, plus Carr., Si.. Holders

M.E. SPEAKERS (2 -3 ohms). Sin. Bola,
Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1'- charged on orders 700
ohm Field, 12'9: 8in. R.A.. 600 ohm
free. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Field,
up to £1 : from £1 to £3 add 1'8 over £3 postplease.
13'9: 10in. R.G.D., 250 ohm Field.
Trade
List.
Full
list,
5d.
5d.
Safs. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with enquiries,
16/9.

Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200. 230-250v. 50 e's Screened.
16'9 :
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH 0 -9 -15 v. 1.5 a., 13'9: 0 -9 -15 v. I a..
260-0-260 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a.. 5 v. 2 a. ... 14/11 0-9 -15 v. 6 a., 22'9: 0- 4- 9-15 -24 v."3 a., 22'9
SMOOTHING CHOKES
260-0-260 v. 80 ma., 6.3 v. 2a., 5 v. 2 a. ...15'9
... 181
...
250 ma. 8 -] 0 h. 50 ohms ...
350-0-350 v.80 ma., 62v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a. ... 17/6

for above. 2'6.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
20, 23, 30, 35, 55,

340. 400, 470, 500, 1,000 (.001

... 8/9
...
...
250 ma. 3 h. 50 ohms
350-0-350 v. 90 ma.. 8.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a. ... 21/9
23/11 200 ma. 5 h. 200 o hms
... 7, 6
...
...
250-0 -250 v.100 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
... 7,6
...
...
100 ma. 10 h. 300 ohms
3500 -350 v. 100 ma.. 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T.
... 23/11 90 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms
..
...
...
...
... 5/9
0-4.5 v. 3 a....
8/8
..
...
...
350-0 350 v.124 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 V. 3 a.... 28!11 80 ma. 10 h. 350 ohms
29'11
4
a.,
5
v.
3
a....
5.3
v.
Oro
...
...
... 4'9
ohms
60 ma. 30 h.
360-0-350 v. 150 ma.,
...
-.
-. 3/9
40 ma. 5 h. 150 ohms
350-0-350 v. 150 ma.. 6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v.
...29/11 ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
...
...
...
2 a., 5 v. 3 a.
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 c /s. 120 v. 40 ma. 7,11
CLAMPED UPRIGHT MOUNTING
. . . 12 9
1333 -0-120 v. 30 ma.. 4 v. 1 a
250-0 -250 v. 80 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. .. 184
253-0 -250 v. 100 ma., 8.3 v. 6 a., 5 v.. 3 a.,
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
... 28/9
..
..
for 1355 conversion
Standard Pentode, 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4'9
a....
23'9
3
a.,
5
v..3
to
3
ohms
4.'9
ma.,
6.3
v.
6,000
350 -0-350 v. 100
Standard Pentode,
Push -Pull 10 -12 watts 4V6 to 3 or 15
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
...
'
...
...
...
ohms
253-0-250 v. 60 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a.. 5 v. 2 a.
...1718 Push -Pull 10-12 watts to match 6L0.
Midget type 21-3 -Sin.
16'9
PX4, 6V6, etc., to 3-5 -8 or 15 ohms
250 -9-250 v. 100 ma., 0 -4 -6.3 v. 4 a.,
6L5,
Push -Pull 15 watts to match
... 25/9
..
...
0-4-5 v. 3 a.
... 22,9
etc.. to 3 or 15 ohm Speaker ...
300-0 -300 v. 100 ma., 0-4-6.3 v. 3 a.,
.

.

. . .

5, 10, 13,

CO, 100. 120, 150, 130, 500. 300,
mid.), 2,000 (.002
mfd.), 5d. each, 3'9 doz. 1 type.
VOI.. CONTROLS (standard spindles). All
values, less switch, 2/9 ; with S.P. switch,
311 ; with D.P. switch. 4/8.

:

NEW VALVES (Ex- Govt.)
Earh
Each
CVGG
98 EA50
9'8
EF36
9'11 OV6Met. 9 6
EF30
GX5GT 8 9
9'6

IT4
1S4

IS3
IRS

,

9.'11

S4
10,'8
Y-3G (U50)

9'6
10'6

5U4G
5V4G

11/6
9/6

f4G
BJ5GT

.

5 9

6J5Met. 6'11

'

71)8

6 9

10 11

D2

11

9132

2 11

954

1

12Q7GT

104

11

laK7CT 108
12K8GT 10:6

Fach

2/9
8'9
9/6
EF80 12i9
EF91 11/9
EB91 10/6
ECL80 12/9
ELM
9/11
KT65 11/6
MUD 9/6
OZ4
6,'11
QP21
8/9
MS, PEN 5/9
RK34
1/11
UCH42 10/11
UF42 10/11
UL41 10'6
UY41 10/8
VU120A 2/11
X78
12'9

6J7G
6.11 125K7 6/11
Push -Pull 20 watt 6L6, KT66, etc.,
12SC7
6K70
8111
6/11
to 15 ohms. High Quality, Sec...
...51/9 6K7Met. 7'11 12,SQ7 7/9
tonally wound ...
5/3
12'9 15D2
BATTERY SET ('ONVEItTER KIT 6K8GT
9'11 25LGGT 9'0
All parts for converting any typa of Battery 507G
12'9 35L6GT 9/6
Receiver to A.C. Mains 200 -250 v. 50 c's. 6SN7GT
25Z4GT
6SI,7GT
10'6
Fully
119
m.a.
Supplies 120 v., 90 v. or 60 v. at 40
1/3
6SK7
811 01
..
_..
87/6
smoothed, and fully smoothed L.T. of 2 v. 6SG7
Eng. Televisor ..
6'9
or 1.4 v. at 1 a. Price, including circuit, 45.9.
4Wí-0-425 v. 200 ma. 6.3 v. 4 a., C.T.
6.3 v. 4 a., C.T., 5 v. 3 a., suitable
Mains Trans., Midget ELF.CTROIh TICS. Tubular 8 mfd., 350 v.,
OFFERS.
SPECIAL
... 51/Argus Televisor, etc.
type. 21- 3-21in. Primary 2202"0 v., Sees 1/9 8 mid., 450 v. 111 Can 16 mfd. 450 v.,
250-0 -250 v. 60 m.a., 6.3 v. 2.5 a., 10/9: Small 211 8-8 mfd. 450 v., 3'11 8-16 mfd. 450 v.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
6.3 v. fil. trans. 220-240 v. input, 5.3 v. 1.5 a. outpm, 4.'8: 12-12 mfd. 350 V. 3 3 16-16 mfd. 450 v.
All with 200-250 v. 50 c/s Primaries
12 v. 1 a., 7/11
5'9 .0305 mfd. 2 gang, 4'9. Vol. controls. 14'11 32 mfd. 350 v., 3/11 : 32 mfd. 450 v., 411
2 a.., 7/8 : 0-45.3 v. 2 a.. 7/9
v., 8/9
6.3 v. 3 a.,10.'11 : 6.3 v. 6 a., 17/9 :0-2-1-5-6.3 v. 100 k. with D.P. switch, lin- spindle, 2/11. 32-32 mfd. 350 v., 6/8 32,32 mfd.
... 174
4 a., 17/9:12 v. 3 a., or 21 v.1.5 a.
P.M- SPEAK ERS. All 2 -3 ohms. 5in. 32-32 mfd. 350 v. plus 25 mfd. . 25 v.. 54
350
Goodmens, 13/9 : 6l in. F.W., 16'9: 8in.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
4,d 8 81(x32 mfd 350 v., 4/8.
25mfd 12
All with 200- 230 -250 v. 50 c/s Primaries ' Plessey. 18/9 ; 8in. Rola, 18/9.

0-45 v.

3

...

...

a.

25/9

350-0-350 v.70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a. ...18'9
350-0-350 v. 100 ma., 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a.,
... 25'9
..
..
0-4-5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 150 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.... 33/9
350-0-350 v.250 ma.. 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v.8 a ,
0-2-6 v. 2 a., 4 v. 3 a., for Electronic
.

,

;

;

;

I

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

CLYIIESDALE
Bargains

in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

R.F. UNIT TYPE 24
Frequencies covered. 30 -20 me /s (10 -15 metres). Switched tuning,
5 pre -tuned spot freq., 2 VR65 (SP61). Output approx. 7-8 me /s
in metal case. 91 x 74 x Olin.
IN ORIGINAL CARTON
ASK FOR NO. 0'11850
30/- EACH POST PAID
in

St)..dD/I1851(on
19/6 EACH POST PAID
R.F. UNIT TYPE 25
Frequencies covered 40- 50mc's (5.7.5 metres). Otherwise as Type 24.
IN ORIGINAL CARTON
ASK FOR NO. 0/11847
30/- r:AClf POST PAID
Also in fair used condition
ASK FOR N(1. D/E772

/6 EACH POST PAID
B.F. UNIT TYPE. 26
Frequencies covered, 65-50 me/s (5-6
metres). Variable tuning 2/VRl36
(EF54), VR137 (EC52). Output approx. 7 -3 mars. In metal case. 9I x 71
x 41ír..
Uncartoned but good
condition.
NÓ.13//Hí943 67/6 EACH PAID

R,F. UNIT TYPE 27
Frequencies covered 85 -55 mc's
(3.5 -5 metres) otherwise as type 26.
ASK FOR 63 _EACH POST
PAID
NO. D'E771
CIRCUIT AVAILABLE AT 1/3 POST PAID
NEW LIST OF EX- SERVICE ITEMS No. 8C NOSY READY.

/

PRICE 1/6.

Price credited on purchase of 10/- value or over.
Order direct from

:

CLYDESDALE S PPL

2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.S.
'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England' and N. Ireland.

SALVAGE ItADlO-GIt AM CHASSIS. Price 69/17/6.
5 Valve S'flet. 1952 Models. Made to sell at three times this
price. Latest pin-type Midget Valves (BRA series). Can be
built into your own cabinet in combination with one of our
salvage auto -change units to makc a first -class radio -gram
and :lave po,m,i. All units guaranteed and tested before
SALVAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Price 12/8 each.
280- 0-260, 6.3 V., 3 A. All tested
and guaranteed for 3 mths.
Postage a-.
O P. Transformers for TRF and
Personal sets. Will match all
r
normal O.P. valves to 3 ohm
speech coil. Price 3'9 each.
Postage l' -.
EX'T'ENSION
SPEAKERS.
Price 25 9 Tax Paid. Latest
baffle type with gold -sprayed
metal fret. 5in. P.M.
Speaker. Postage 1/9.
VALVES. Salvaged
-

i

51'51, ECL80, 6AB8, 11/9. W142,
UF41, EF36, EB91, Z77, 6F6. ILC6, 6V6, 77. PP225",
12557. 0F7, ECC31, 37, 6Q7, IT4, IRS, 8 /9. 024. Pen220A,
V PT210, 81)2, 9102. 15D2, SP2. KT32C, Per.383, VP133, 6/9,
U142

are London's largest stockists. Stamp for complete list
TELEVISION COLOUR FILTERS. For 10ín. screens, 6/6.
For 12ír. screens, 8/3. For 15ín. screens, 10/9.
TELEVISION LENSES. Magnifies the picture li times.
Best quality.mamtfacture. For Bin. and 9in. screens, 55/- ea.
For loin. and 12ía. screens, 75/ -. Tinted a pale blue for Daylight and Anti -glare viewing, 5/- extra. Post and pack., 2/6.
SOLDER. Ersln, multi -core, 12/6 per lb. reel, or 4d. yard,
STAMP FOR 1952 LIST,
C.W.O.
Money
821. Romford Roacl,
Iundon. E.í2.
o
Back
C.O.D. DUKE'S
Y (Orangewood 6677)
Guarantee.
We
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affillEMM

UNDERNEATH

THE DIPOLE

THE BRITISH
KINEMATOGRAPH SOCIETY
TRADE interests naturally tend
1 to keep television and films
apart. Theatre and cinema managements realise that only the very best
productions are good enough to
By iconos
beat the competition of television
in the home. They fear the introduction of sponsored television as yet And, talking about long plays, the
another form of competition, especi- TV play that is long has to be good
ally as it is likely to keep the BBC and well acted to hold the attention.
TV well up to scratch. But the
technicians and engineers in both
fields have much in common. This
has been recognised in America by
changing the name of the long established Society of Motion Picture
Engineers into the Society of Motion
Piçtitre and Television Engineers.
Its " opposite number " in Britain,
the British Kinematograph Society,
has not yet changed its title, but has
organised a special Television Division. This will cater for al! technicians
professionally engaged in the operation and design of television studios
and transmission equipment.
A
good many BBC engineers have
already joined this society, and
papers on TV subjects have been
read by Philip Dorts, T. C.
Macnamara, W. D. Kemp, D.C.
Birkenshaw and others. The B.K.S.
Television Division will not compete
with the Television Society in the
specialised field of television receiver
design and circuitry, but will concentrate on the many facets of pro-

Arrow to the Heart, a TV play based
upon the German war novel Unquiet
Night, was a long play with several
very moving sequences. Esmond

Knight, Robert Harris, Martin
Starkie and a fine cast did full
justice to a fine piece of play- writing.
The production was a joint venture
of Douglas Moodie, the BBC
producer, and Rudolf Cartier, the
film director.

the home of the first sponsored
television programmes to be made
in England.
Following American
practice, picture and sound will be
recorded on film, but the new High Definition. Films electronic system
will be utilised and television technique will be used.
Meanwhile,
rather significantly, the smaller Mary lebone Studio had been purchased by
J. Weiner and Co., Advertising
Contractors, who stated they intended to use it for sound recording
purposes. And -unconfirmed =came
news of the acquisition of a West -end
theatre by a third advertising intelest
and also the acquisition of Denham
Studios by E.M.I., for purposes
unspecified.
It rather looks as though there
is going to be quite a rush by would be TV sponsors to stake claims on
disused film studios -of which there
are quite a few. There is every
reason why it should all be done in
a hurry. Sponsors hope to establish
competitive television as quickly as
possible, even with low -powered
stations, so that viewers can judge
for themselves whether they want
competitive television programmes or
not. If their reaction is favourable,
no Government would dare to withdraw the licences for sponsored
television.

HOW LONG

SPONSORED TV.
DURING the past few weeks,
many stories have been circulating in radio, television and film
circles-some fantastic, some pessimistic, but most of them highly
coloured by the opinions of their
tellers -and they all concerned sponsored television.
My inclination
has been to distrust these fantasies
of the " grapevine telegraph " and
to await some positive confirmation
of developments. First came the
news that the Associated Broadcasting Development Company had
been formed, with Norman Collins
on its board of directors. This was
followed by inside information that
High -Definition Films; of which
Norman Collins is managing director, was endeavouring to acquire a
film studio, and the names of Den -

OPINIONS differ on the ideal
length a television play should
be. These opinions I feel are based
largely upon the other interests or
duties of the viewer. The small
farmer with animals to attend to
can scarcely be expected to suspend
all work for a couple of hours in the
early evening, but he is not averse
to 30 or 40 minutes respite from his
labours. I think there is a great deal
of merit in the plan of starting long
plays rather on the late side-say
nine o'clock.
This enables the
gardeners, smallholders and poultry ItpeperS; to. make use of the.last 'daylight without missing a long play.

Records. Two studios were used :
a small, moderately reverberant
studio for dance bands and the
bigger (and rather echoey) hall for
STAKING CLAIMS
large orchestras and choirs.
In
THERE is no doubt whatever that about 1934 the premises were
more than one interested party acquired by a film company, who
was surveying disused film studios soundproofed the two recording
both in and out of town. Later, studios, making useful stages with
it was known that the Highbury dimensions of 113ft. a 60ft. and
Studio had been acquired by High - 60ft. x 30ft. respectively. In addition,
Definition Films and that the local the usualtlighting and electrical plant,
authorities hail withdrawn previous cutting rooms, theatre, workshops
objections to its use for television and dressing -rooms were' fitted up
or film purposes. And so, the,
Power for studio lighting was drawn
mid- Victorjah building át 96*, High
High- front the lslingtón, Borough Council
bury New Park is likely ter- beeorne- -supply-mains and converted to In

duction and transmission. Already,
a joint consultative panel has been
formed to advise the British Standards
Institution, and work has commenced
on a glossary of definitions.

.

`1,

ham, Marylebone and Highbury
Studios were mentioned as " possibles."

THE HIGHBURY STUDIO
THERE is no doubt that the
acquisition of the Highbury
plant puts the Norman Collins
companies in a very favourable
position for an early start to serious
production.
Originally built as a
Conservatoire of Music, it was
converted in 1927 into the recording
studios of Metropole and Piccadilly
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with motor generator
sets, with an output of 600 kW.
During the power cuts, diesel=
A
electric generators were used.
large number of films were made
here, principally comedies, and latterly-until a few months ago
has been used by the Rank Organisation for making a series of inexpensive second feature films for the
training and grooming of a number
of Rank " starlets." Highbury is
very conveniently located compared
with most studios, which are usually
some distance from London.

volts D.C.

-it

UNOFFICIAL VIEWS
THE reaction in BBC circles to
all this activity has been interesting. Officially, the very thought of
sponsored television seems to produce
no reaction whatever -just a " dead
pan," as the comics say. But,
unofficially, it is having a remarkable
spurring effect upon everyone, from
executives to rank and file. The
BBC Staff Association's magazine
breaks the ice by airing views which
are unwelcoming or even antagonistic
to sponsored TV. On a recent visit
to the Alexandra Palace, I was amused
by the unanimity of the views of
about nine members of the engineering staff. Looking around and
metaphorically checking that they
weren't observed, they rubbed their
hands and said either, " Wait until
their sponsored TV starts -theré ll
he some good jobs going " or,
the
" Wait until
alternatively,
sponsors get going-we'll show 'em
what we can really do " The
!

!

D.C.

views differed, maybe, but all welcomed the possibility of a competitive
system.
The outlook, therefore,
seems healthy to me. And if the
BBC seek to delay progress by
refusing transmission facilities to
sponsors during the " dead " periods

between their own programmes, for
radiating films or studio productions
from the sponsors' own studios,
then the Associated Broadcasting
Development Company (A.B.D.C.)
have stated that they can put up
low -powered transmitters to cover
the larger cities, without interfering
with the rearmament programme.
I haven't heard the answer to this
But I would hazard a
one yet
guess that the BBC service charge
for such facilities would be so high
as to be tantamount to a definite
refusal.
!

PROVINCIAL " O.T's "
THE opening out of provincial
TV transmission centres has
brought with it a number of remarkably good outside television broadcasts-" O.T's " being the equivalent
of " O.B's " on sound. Technically
they have reached a very high
standard. Thomas Hardy's " Tess
of the D'Urbervilles" from the
Theatre Royal, Bristol, was a far
better technical presentation than
it was a play. The quality and
definition of close -ups, obtained with
very long -focus lenses, was quite
remarkable. But the play -never
as good as the book -creaked and
dragged on, in spite of excellent
performances by the players. There

Equipment

THE introduction of special valves has greatly simplified
the design of D.C. receivers and also, in some
respects,' those of standard A.C. design. In the normal
A.C. receiver a mains transformer is used to feed the
receiver, and it is customary to make this with a step -up
ratio so that upwards of 300 volts are used for the main
H.T. rail. This permits of adequate decoupling values
whilst not starving the valves of H.T., and in many
cases they may be used at their maximum H.T. rating
with a suitable high value resistor for decoupling.
Therefore with the normal type of valve this arrangement is desirable, and although a D.C. receiver may be
constructed with series -fed heaters, so that the filament
transformer may be suitably dispensed with, there is
the question of the H.T. voltage when low-voltage mains
are used.
200 Volt Supplies
If the mains are 220 volts upwards, the majority of
circuits may be made up with very little loss in the H.T.
feeds. As soon as we come to mains of only 200 volts,
however, there is little to spare for the decoupling,
and standard types of valve will prove in most cases
inefficient. Where, however, the set is to be used on
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was one technical blemish, however :
the interlude music between the
acts. This music, from a gramophone
record or tape, was of poor quality
and was played over a machine
subject to speed variation. The
wows and tremors on the music
were excrutiatingly painful to hear.

BACKGROUND NOISES
are not very often produced
PLAYS
in the Alexandra Palace Studios
these days. They used to be notable
for the extraordinary background
noises of footsteps, rustling of papers,
coughing and hammer- droppingnot to mention the humming of fans
and the creaks of the camera dolly.
All these noises seem to be far less
from Lime Grove. But the backgrounds of music and effects necessary
in the dramatic action are frequently
badly handled. Musical backgrounds
arc often far too loud and seem to be
manipulated on the control panels
Ham
Handed Henry (or
by
Henrietta !). And when an open air effect is desired, the tweet of
birds sometimes acquires the impact
of a well -filled cage of parakeets.
Sound effects require discreet handling, excepting when the dramatic
situation calls for something bold
and shattering. On such occasions,
precision is essential and important
lines of dialogue should not be
drowned. This is all the more
important lately, since so many actors
have acquired the silly habit of
mumbling or " throwing away "
their lines in a so-called " naturalistic " manner.

A.C. supplies it is possible to cut down the initial expense
by using the auto -transformer technique, and this
permits of a step -up in voltage without the bulkiness
and consequent expense of the standard transformer,
and the core may thus be reduced in size and one winding
dispensed with. Of course, with D.C. mains even this
arrangement is barred and, therefore, with mains below
200 volts it is almost essential to use special types of
valve if maximum performance is desired. The Mullard
80 range includes most of the types of valve required in a
modern television receiver, and the H.T. ratings are
quite low for some of these. For instance, the ECL80
is a triode pentode which may be used in a timebase
with the triode section functioning as a blocking
oscillator and the pentode as the amplifier, and the H.T.
may be as low as 170 on the pentode section. A further
advantage of these valves is that they are of the miniature
type with B9A bases and thus the overall physical size
of the receiver may be kept down, and it is thus possible
for the D.C. mains user to make up a really efficient
receiver of quite compact size even when the mains are
down to 200 volts.
There is, of course, the fact that at the low voltage
mentioned any fluctuations on the mains below 200;
will result in inefficiency, and there is little latitude
available, but it is no longer necessary for the reader
on 200 volt D.C. mains to regard his position as hopeless.
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ffirPAYS TO
14ODEST RANGE

.SOLDER

T

NICE

?'O

Wolf

SU /T EVERY NEED
FAST AT FAR LESS COS

SOLDERING IRONS

SOLDERGUNS

rtif9vQi-Feed

¡ái'.

TYPE 21

Ty pe 61

Type

31

Troe

41

Type 71

HEAT

Type 42

S

MAINTAINS CORRECT
PURPOSE
M;OELS FOR EVERY

For

indispensable to
modern assembly.

reasons,

straight prefer the conventional regards
type handle. Identical as
Wolf Solder elements and bits to
hard wooden
round
with
guns, but
skirt.
-deflecting
heat
handle with

The Wolf Type 51
its
Soldergun with
trigger -feed action is

*
WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.,

' all whg, for special

TYPE 51

-

CONSUMPTION

TYPE 22

s[dL
Type 32

HANDLE
STRAIGHT EASY GRIP
QUICKER HEAT CONTROL
PERFECT
LOW CURRENT
LOCALISED HEAT
UP

OFF

'

all

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL HIGH -CLASS STOCKISTS AND

PIONEER WORKS, HANGER LANE, LONDON, W.5.

IRONMONGERS

TEL. PERI VALE 5631.4

"
5
wa
e
TELEVISION RECEIVER
A 21 VaRe bin. C.R. Tube Unit-built Televisor

for the Amateur
We can supply valves, tube, all the parts
for £20.10.0d., H.P. terms are available,
deposit being £7.0.0d., balance 12
.monthly payments of £1.6.0d. each.
Carriage and packing I0 /- extra.
Although this televisor costs only about A reprint of the data which originally
£20, it does not involve the conversion of appeared in " Practical Television "
ex- Government units, and has been de- together with some additional diagrams
signed for construction by the novice. and notes produced by our Television
The circuits have been kept straightforward engineers are available as a conand devoid of " frills though nothing has structors Envelope. Price 5/ -, post free.
been sacrificed which would assist in its
efficient and stable operation.
The chassis is divided into five separate
29/6
TV GENERATOR
units, which makes für ease of construcYou
can
build
an
excellent
mains tion ; the units are vision receiver ; sound
operated fault -finding instrument
receiver ; time base ; E.H.T. Supply and
which will give a pattern on the tube
C.R.T. network ; and power unit. Each unit
as well as sound. Kit of Parts 29/6.
.
is complete on its wn chassis,
RO
Data available separately. Price 2/6.
all units bolt together to form
o
W
n the complete televisor.

ti

THE ARGUS

ARRANGED AS
A

CONSOLE

WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX
and at

152 -153,

FLEET STREET, E.C.4
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WENVOE
CONVERSION
Type AC14 Convertor unit for use
with Sutton Coldfield receivers.
Optimum picture detail and Sound

reception without retuning or
Incorporates power
alterations.
supply unit, R.F. stage and highly
successful double mixer stage ensuring freedom from noise and
correct reception of the new single
side-band transmitters. Also available for Holme Moss on London
Price, complete
type receivers.
with 5 valves, etc., IS gns. C.O.D.
if desired, or by arrangement with
your own Dealer.
The AC /3 neutralized triode PREAMPLIFIER. A well designed and
proved unit giving the best possible
results for ' Fringe ' and long
distance viewers. Our confidence
in the unit is revealed by our 7 days'
Price complete,
approval offer.
C.O.D. if desired, or by
10 gns.
arrangement through your Dealer.
Illustrated leaflets and details, etc.,
available on request.

"VIEWMASTER"
SPECIFIED COMPONENTS

SEND FOR STAGE I NOW
price E3 -2-3 post free.
Complete Kits, Stage -by-Stage
and Single Components Supplied.

COMPLETE SET OF GUARANTEED
VALVES FOR "VIEWMASTER"
£8.15.0

Television Erplaineeby W. E. Miller, 5/ -.
61n. CRT Magnifier Lens. 228.
Belling 72 -ohm Twin Feeder, 7lL yard.
Electrolytics. Tubular, 8 mfd. 450v.,
2/3 16 -16 mfd. 450v.. 8'9.
Miniature Output Transformars, 4/9.
Speakers P.M., lin., 1318: Mn.. 14/8 :
1

81n., 14/6.
EF39, EBC33, 6557, 8510, 65,17, 8/8.
Heater Transformera, 6.3v. 1.5A., 7/8.
T.R.F. Coils, Dual Range, 7/6 pair.
Smoothing Chokes. 10H 100 mA.. 8/3
15H 60

For Attention -Advice- Service tnrrte

CITY & RURAL RADIO
101, HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA, GLAM.

ASHWORTH

H.

mA., 5'11.

Extensive Stocks New et Surplus
Components Valves

amps., 5 v. 2 amps. Framed. 3119.
The above have inputs of 200 -250 v.
C.W.O. (ADD 1!3 in £ for carriage.)

676, Great Ilorton Road, Bradford.
Bradford 71916.
"I el.
Yorks.

Gt. Yurnuuth 3009.

-

'VIEWMASTER" ENVELOPES, 7/8.

7

Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth
:

Ifnmediate delivery
from stock.

32/6.
FSI5OX. 350 -0 -350 v. 150 mA. 6.3 v.
2 amps. C.T. 6.3 v. 2 amps. C.T.
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 34/9.
F30X. 300 -0 -300 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v.

SPENCER WEST
TelrDhon^

CITY & RURAL

Pre-Amplifier Transformer. Prim.
200/250 v., Sec. 230 v. at 30 mA.,
6.3 v. at 1.5/2 amps., 23/-.
HSI50. ,350 -0 -350 at 150 mA.
6.3 v. 3 amps. C.T. 5 v. 3 amps.
Half-shrouded, 30/9.
FS43. 425 -0 -425 at 200 mA., 6.3 v.
4 amps. C.T., 6.3 v. 4 amps. C.T.,
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 51/ -.
F35X. 350 -0 -350 v. at 250 mA.,
6.3 v. 6 amps., 4 v. 8 amps., 4 v. 3
amps., 0 -2 -6.3 v. 2 amps. Fully
shrouded, 71/6.
FS160X. 350 -0 -350 v. 160 mA.,
6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v. 3 amps., 5 v. 3
amps. Fully shrouded, 47/6.
FS43X. 425 -0 -425 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v.
6 amps., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 5 v. 3 amps.
Fully shrouded, 69/ -.
FS50. 450 -0 -450 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v.
4 amps. C.T. 6.3 v. 2 amps. C.T.
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 75/ -.
F36. 250-0 -250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. C.T.
6 amps. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded,

l

r phonz

: Cwansea 4677

VIEW MASTER
SPECIAL OFFER

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS
" TELEVISION CIRCUITS "

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
View Master instruction books for all Models are
available at7/10, post free. A fully detailed list of View
Master Components is available upon request.

WATTS

Fourth Edition, 96 pages. 3/6

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.,

Complete set of res,stors. Every resistor packeted and labelled
with the value and position in the set.
All other modes, 24/9.
London, 26/ -.

Telephone

sex.field,

ADCOLA "
Regd. Trade Mark

VALVES

or

VALUE,

:

Weybridge 2542

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS
FOR WIRELESS AND
TELEVISION ASSEMBLY

Regd. Design

No. 860302

QUALITY AND

EXPRESS SERVICE FROM

RADIO
COVENTRY
SPECIALIST SINCE
COMPONENT
189,

LTD.

COMPONENTS?

*

1

(WEYRRIDGE)

RADIO

8 Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey.

QueeMddÌ

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON,
Phone : LUTON 2677

1925

BEDS.

(British, U.S. and Foreign Patents.)
Simplify your construction with the aid of Adcola Soldering
Instruments.
to
v,
SUPPLIES FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 617 v.
.,. 2230/250
...
3116ín. dia. Bit. Standard Model
Sole

APPLY
Manufacturers

ADCOLA PRODUCTS

:

LIMITED

SALES OFFICES AND WORKS :

Cranmer Court, Clapham High Street, London, S.W.4
(MACaulay 4272)
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the
Dame and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication):

MAINTENANCE COSTS

SIR, -Re commercial service sheets. I fully agree with
L. R., of S.E.23, and wish to add that, in my own
case, I could borrow a comprehensive service sheet for
mÿ set for 10s. per month, and pay £1, I believe, if I lost
it, which may be one way of procuring one. But I also
note that in my case my dealer is not an agent of, the
makers, and he also has to beg or borrow a service sheet.
Will these manufacturers come into the open and take
off the gloves ? In my case the sensitivity control was
U /S, and the cost, I believe, was 6s., but the dealer
wouldn't sell it to me so I had no option but let him put
it in and the bill jumped to 19s. 9d.! Thirteen shillings

andninepcnce to undo two screws, unsolder and make

two solder joints ; surely no more than 15 minutes'
work
In the bargain l had to reset all the controls.
But in fairness to the set, I must state that it is three
years old and has the original tube and valves and has
cost so far :
s. d.
Sensitivity control
19 9
2 condensers and
resistor
25 0
!

1

1

condenser

...

15

0

59

9

I must admit everyone I know who has a similar model
has had less trouble than my £3 in three years. Whereas
an in -law with another makehas had three tubes in two
years, and more valves than I care to remember, and
without doubt the set has been 75 per cent. back for
repairs in two years. I also know of another make of
set six years old and working every day and never seen a
radio or TV engineer.-Jottx H. BtxLEY (Dartford).

Q111,-Being only

INTERLACING
16 I have not before felt moved to

write to your excellent magazine, but the inference
in your August issue, that a correct interlace on flyback
gives a correct interlace on scan, has prompted me to
do so. This popular idea is in the majority of cases
untrue. The best way to ascertain whether the picture
is interlacing correctly is to open up the height till the
lines may be more clearly seen and the interlace inspected. Another method is to distort the picture with
a magnet held near the neck of the tube (not near the
focus ring) so that the picture is opened out. -DAVID
GASKILL (Hale).
(Whilst the suggestion is good, it is not reliable, and
in some circuit arrangements will not ,linfction. Have
.

any other readers alternative suggestions

for

checking

reliably the interlace? -EDITOR.)

AERIAL PRE - MPLIFIER
SIR, -Your correspondent, B. L. Morley, of Bristol,
in his letter in the August issue, headed " An Aerial

Pre -amplifier," appears to overlook the most important
factor in pre -amplifier design. I refer to the " noise "
generated in the amplifier itself. This effect is present
at all times and sets a limit to the sensitivity that can be
Mr.' Morley's reasons for mounting the pre-

ilia
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amplifier on the aerial are sound when considering
external interference. Amplifier noise will be the same
for either position and, in my. experience in this area,
just as objectionable as the passing vehicle.
The most effective method I have found is to balance
the feeder to aerial connection, which provides considerable protection against currents included in the
feeder itself. The first stage of pre -amplification is
best effected with a neutralized triode, because of its
low noise factor.
At 78 miles from Alexandra Palace the reception on
a slot aerial in my loft is very satisfactory using the
above methods.
Triode connected pentodes are satisfactory, but the
best results are obtained with the EC52 or 6L18 valves ;
the latter would be a suitable neutralized triode for
Mr. Morley's aerial amplifier, although the former
valve will give a slightly higher gain. -RONALD B.
MILES (Lydd).

VCR517C DATA WANTED
SIR,-Could any reader give me the network for the

R.A.F. VCR517C cathode -ray tube? I have tried
several, but the tube only comes near the focus point at
the extreme end of the pot.. and I should like to ascertain
whether or not the tube is soft.
Also, I would like some gen on converting the RF25
for the Wenvoe frequencies (66 Me /s vision). All letters
will be answered. -B. GILBERT (14, Elmes Road, Moor down, Bournemouth, Hants).
LINEARITY FAULT-CONDENSER CAUSE
SIR, -While I have never seen this cause mentioned
in print t have repeatedly found line fold -over, as
described by H. Wilkes (August issue), to be due to a

C42- particularly if of the old type with soldering eyes pinched on to AI wire stubs. In such case it
may he found that fractionally rolling the defective condenser between finger and thumb causes the fold (and
bright line) to appear and disappear.
The remedy is to replace with either the new type
(wire ended) condenser or, since the use of a miniature
component has here no advantage, with a more robust
condenser of conventional size.
D. STUART (Horn defective

church).

-L.

USING ELECTROSTATIC TUBES
SIR, -There have been many designs published in
PRACTICAL TELEVISION for televisors using the VCR97

or similar electrostatic tubes.
All these have had somewhat elaborate resistance coupled push -pull output time bases.
It seems possible that a great simplification would
result from the use of normal (electromagnetic) time
bases with transformer coupling to the deflector plates.
In this connection it may be mentioned that some of the
later Services display units used this type of coupling.
1 have had to construct some special purpose oscilloscopes at various times and there has been no difficulty
in this connection.
The only precaution is to shunt the secondary of the
transformer with a finite resistance in order to be able to
match the output valve accurately as the plates alone
represent open circuit conditions.
This resistor must, of course, he of the high wattage
type.
No attempt was made to obtain E.H.T. from this
circuit as the 2.5 kV or so for a VCR97 is easily and

cheaply obtained by other means.

Whilst this is the bare outline of the idea 1 think that
it would be an interesting field for experiment.
The frame transformer can be about 1/1 with 10Kí?
across the secondary for an output valve of the 807
class.

A small mains transformer will provide a good output
rectifier anode winding is used for the output.
The line transformer can be quite small as long as the
core is of good quality iron.
The resistor may modify the output waveform but this
can be corrected in the time base itself.
I should be glad to hear if anyone else has tried
this circuit. -S. L. HUDSON (Paignton).

if half the

-In

STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION

July and August copies comments have
been made re the possibilities of Stereo TV. Many
readers have seen the South Bank Tele Stereo Cinema,
and as a 16 mm. amateur cine fan I wish to point
out that this system I believe used twin 35 mm. B.T.H.

SIR,

projectors, both, of course, synchronised to show on the
screen at the same time a particular scene.
Now at the present moment there is an improvement
which enables one projector (16 mm.) to handle a normal
film which has two pictures side by side, and after
passing through the normal gate and lens is then taken
through prisms and reflected on to the screen, and, of
course, the use of special spectacles is still required. I
am led to believe through a good source that this system
is to be brought into operation in several cinemas this
coming winter. The beauty of it is, of course, the only
extra attachments required arc a set of special prisms
to be attached immediately in front of the lens.
As I am only a dabbler in TV. and as yet have not
made a home -built set, surely such a system could be
utilised whereby two images could be superimposed
on the screen together. I have noticed on my set what I
thought was a third dimension but on closer examination
and re- focusing and use of the line hold this illusion
disappears.
But I should think it could be achieved, especially with
There would be no need
the projection TV. models
for the BBC to adjust their transmitter so those viewers
who prefer. flat pictures could still do so. -JOHN H.
!

BIXLEY
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(Kent).

AERIAL PRE -AMPLIFIERS
SIR, -May I take space once more to explain to Mr.
S. V. Fleck why he obtains a result from his hypothetical example which leads him to suppose that I was
in error in my original statements ?
It is not clear why Mr. Fleck employs the term aerial
loss. I made no mention of this in my original statements
because it is reasonable to assume that a feeder is approxithink he
mately matched to the aerial in all cases.
Feeder loss is, of course,
really means feeder loss.
expressed as a ratio. This ratio is a function of the length
of the feeder ; for example, if the feeder's length is
doubled, the loss is also doubled. It is neee sary to assure
Mr. Fleck that if a feeder has an attenuation (i._.. a lass)
ratio of 2 : I, then in the case of his 100-volt signal at the
input to the feeder only 50 volts will l e available at the
Mr. Fleck gives the follovvin2, example in his
output.
letter : " Assuming that there is a 1-volt loss in the
aerial lead -in, the pre -amplifier would be better placed
1
volt
at the aerial, as illustrated by the following
input at the aerial, amplified 10 times, and allowing
1-volt loss, would give 91 volts at the set. Otherwise;
with the pre -amp. at the set, we would have
volt
at the aerial, and allowing 1-volt loss the amplification
1

:

1

would be 10 x 1-volt, giving 5 volts, a difference of
41 volts."
I think that the most useful manner in which to show
Mr. Fleck his error is to work out the correct answer
for this example. The input to the feeder is given as10'
volts (i.e., I volt of signal x an amplifier gain of 10),
and the output as 91 volts. From these figures it is seen
that the attenuation ratio of the feeder is 9.5/141 that is
.95. When the amplifier is fitted at the output end of the
volt. This t volt
feeder the input to the feeder is
is reduced by the attenuation ratio of the feeder, which'
we have seen is .95, to .95 x I, that is to .95 volts. Now
connecting the amplifier with its gain of 10 x gives an
output voltage of .95 x IO that is 9.5 volts, which, as I
thought I had made clear in my original criticisms, is
exactly the sanie signal voltage as is obtained with thé
amplifier fitted at the input (i.e., the aerial end) of the
feeder. -S. WFSr (Gt. Yarmouth).
1

THE " VIEW MASTER"
(Concluded from page 219)
sharp points ; if this is not done, then brushing occurs,
which causes ozone to be released and leads to eventual
breakdown of insulating materials. The same will, of
course, apply to the cathode -ray tube support for metal
tubes, since it too will be at a high potential and care is
essential to ensure that tbere are no sharp edges or
points on the assembly.

Operating Notes
For correct adjustment of scanning amplitude and
linearity it is advisable that all adjustments should be
carried out during the transmission of the BBC Test
Card " C."
Before switching on check all connections and adjust
the line thyratron anode resistor for minimum drive
(variable resistor fully in circuit) so as to keep the E.H.T
at its lowest value when first switching on ; this will
probably be around 10 kV. Then, with brightness control
turned down, switch on.
Turn brightness up, focus, adjust locking of timebases
and frame amplitude, then increase drive to line amplifier.
Line amplitude will increase in width, and the E.H.T.
will rise until a point is reached when distortion will
occur in the forni of bright vertical bands at the centre
of the picture. The drive should be reduced until there
is no sign of these bands, after which the focus, line
linearity and amplitude controls may be adjusted.
With the line satisfactory the frame may now be
adjusted, the height control being set, then the vertical
linearity control adjusted. It may possibly be found
that there is some very slight non-linearity about 1 in.
from the top of the frame. If this should occur then
a slight adjustment to the frame amplifier cathode
resistor will be required, but once set this need not again
be touched.
The following cathode ray tubes have been used and
found satisfactory
English Electric, 16ín. Type T901. Tetrode with ion
trap.
G.E.C., 16in. Type 6901A. Triode.
Brimar, 14in. Rect. Type C14BM. Triode.
Information has also been received which indicates
that the following tubes could also be used :
Mullard, 16in. Type MW41 -1. Tetrode with ion trap.
Brimar, 17in. Rect. Type CI7BM. Triode.
Emitron, 14in. Rect. Type 14KP4. Tetrode with ion
trap.
In all cases the ion trap magnet used is Elac. Type IT9.
:
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HANNEY OF BATH offers the follow-

from stock: -Viewmaster complete kits of parts, any channel, less
valves, £31; Kit of 12 BVA Valves
inc. tax, £12/10/4. Constructors' Envelopes, state channel, 7/6, post free;
or supplied in Stages as follows:
Stage 1, 61/ -; Stage 2, 42/9; Stage 3,
ing

-

£5/1/8: Stage
£10/41; Stage

4,

£9/10/ -; Stage

-

Manager,
Practical Teiesislon,"
Tower flouse, Southampton St.,
Strand. London, W.&'.2.

5,

6, £71519; Stage 7,
WB200/101/102/103/104/105,
packed din one carton, £8/13/;
WB200
and V Chassis, 18/6;
WH101 Support, 6/
WB102 Power
Chassis, 18/6; WB104 Choke, 15/6;
WB103 Trans., 42/ -; WB103A Trans.,
52/8; WB105 Speaker, 32/6; WB106
Frame Trans., 25/6; WB107 Line
Trans., 32/6; WB108 Scan Coils,
33/3; WB110 Width, 10 / -; WB111,
Boost, 6/9; WB112 9in., 21/ -; WB112
12in., 21/6; WB300 Chassis, 17/8;
WB Consol Converdion Kit. 35/;
Wearite Coils:- L'don, 22/ -; Wen voe, 28 / -; B'ham, H. Moss and K.o'
Shotts, 30/ -; B -Lee L707, 8/9; G.E.C.
Neons, 3/6; Bulgin Kit, 13/6; Morganite Resistors, 35/3; Morganite
Resistors, Type T, 6d., Type R, 8d.

53/ -,

RA'I'ES : 4/- per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Iton No. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must In prepaid
and addressed to Ad, er t isement

WINW00D FOR VALUE. -6V6G, in
orig. cartons, 7/9; EB91. 6/9; EF91,
7/9; 5Z4, 6X5, U50, 5Y3. U14, 8/8
each; 1T4, 154, 155, IRS, 351, 3V4,
8/3 each. Limake 0005 3 -gang, 6/6.
Stnd. 465kcs I.Fs., 10/6 pair. L /make
Spkrs., 3/tin. 14/6, 5in. 12/6, 8m.
13/9, 10in. 23/6. Soiled 6U7 (61(701),
3 for
10/6. " Viewmaster " Valves,
complete set. £6/2/6.
Condensers.
450vw, 8 mfd 2/3, 16 3/3, 8 x 8. 3/9,
16 x 16 4/6, 32 x 32 5/9; 500vw,
8 mfd 2/9, 16 3/9.
Bias, 25/25v 1/6,
50/50 2/9, 0.1 -350vw 7/- doz. Stamp
list.
WIN WOOD,
12,
Carnarvon
Road, Leyton, E.10. Mail only.
.

Televisions always
for sale; famous makes. TOMLINS,
127,
Brockley
Rise,
Forest Hill, S.E.23.
110 per cent. 2d. each extra); TOC
Condensers, £7/7/ -, any Condenser (For. 5497.)
supplied separately. Pre -amp Coils, PRACTICAL T.V., Nos. I -25; offers.
4/- pair; .001 CP55QO. 4/6; CP55VO, MAY, "Sherbourne," Glendene Ave..
7/6; TCC .5 Metalpack, 3) -; 36EHT50, E. Horsley. Surrey.
24/10; 36EHT45, 22/6; 36EHT100, 29/5; VISION (London), 10 valves, Limiter;
14D36, 11/7; 14A86, 20/4; WX3 and
40,
ALFORD
GROVE,
WX6, 3/9 each.
Long and Hambly £4/10/ -.
Masks, cream, 9in., 11/ -, 12in., 22/6. Snrowston, Norwich.
Coils, Resistors, Condensers, etc., PRACTICAL TV new S'het. cometc., also available for W.W., E.E., plete Coilset, 50/-; other TV Coils
and P.T. TV Receivers. Send 6d. stocked. BEL. 10, Marlborough Yd.,
stamp for our comprehensive lists N.19. (ARC 5078.)
now; all goods post free over £2.
L F. HANNEY, 77, Lower Bristol Rd., BARGAINS. -Pre-amps 6048, 17/6; less
valves, 8/6; I -valve type, 11 / -; I,F.
Bath. iTelenhona: 3811.1
amp. (16.5mes). with 7 /SP61, 1 /EA50,
AT LAST
Minicost " Multiele- 32/8; R1355. new, 55/ -; R3132 -113
ment Aerial; tubing unnecessary; all valves). 72/6; either chassis only.
stations; construct under pound. 22/6 (carr. included) R1124, with
Blueprint and instructions, 2/6. /13v valves, 25/ -; R1125, 2 valves.
J. GRAY, 80, Stirling Avenue, 611/6.
CRTs., 5CP, 22/6, 3BP1 25'6.
Gregagh, Belfast.
Aladdin Formers, cored,
or f, 9d.;
IF YOU REPAIR T/V SETS, send 4d.
poly., 9d.; Pax.. tin. x tin. dia..
stamps for our Spares Manual. 4 for 1/3. IFTs, canned, new, 10/
DIRECT
T.
REPLACEMENTS. 13mcs or 7mcs (R1355), 1/6;. lOmcs
Dept. P.W., 134 -136, Lewisham Way, for wideband couplers. 2/8. Resistors.
New Cross, S.E.14.
(TIDeway 3696.1 1w 4d., 1w 5d., Iw 6d., 2w 9d., over
1/.. Condensers, fixed, mostly 64.;
WALNUT 12ín. T.V. Console cabinet: 2w
types 1/9, smoothing 2/6 to 7/6.
unused; £515/ -. MAY, "Sherbourne," bias
Lists available, containing 100s of
Glendene Ave. E. Horsley. Surrey.
bargains in components and valves
PROJECTION TV., Philips 600A, S.A.E. for list or enquiries; c.w.o.;
excellent condition, £55; Pye, B.18T., immediate delivery. Everything for
reliable little set. £30: both London the Radio /TV constructor. W. A
channel. HUMPHRIES, Town Green BENSON, 308, Rathbone Rd., LiverRd.. Orwell. Royston, Herts.
pool. 13.
SALE. -E.E. Television and cabinet; ARGUS.-Vision cond. Kits, 12/6;
tube and few parts wanted, £16. 20, Resistor Kits (all values marked).
Carlton Avenue. Southgate. N.14.
Vision 8/6, Sound 6/9; T.B., 12/6;
(less 2w), 7/6; Pot's, 3k,
VIEWMASTER (Sutton Coldfield), in CRT:-EHT
100k, 500k, 2M. 2/9; 25k, w /w, 3/ -,
working order, complete in cabinet Holders,
EF50
EA50, 5P81, I.O.
with 12in. C.R.T. and pre -amp.; £30, (pax 1, 5d. I.O.,9d.;amp),
8d.; Choke,
or nearest offer.
L. N. GARNER, 20U ma. 5H. 8/6; Cond. .001,
.01, .1,
Mill House. Sutton Bridge. Lincs.
05 6d.; .005, .5, 9d.; 25 x 25, 1 /6;
x
x
50
12,
1/3;
8
450,
3/ -; 84-8, 4/6;
VIEWMASTER Televisor and Short
Wave Radio Components. Service 16 +16, 516; Grommets, 1'6 doz.;
Aids, Valves. Speakers, etc.
Send Nuts or Screws, 6d. doz.; Twin Fuse tor, free list. RADIO EQUIPMENT holder, 1/3; Fuses, 6d.; 5in. Speaker,
COMPANY (P.T. Dept.), Castor Rd., 13/6; Punched Chassis and Supports,
65/ -; Coaxial, 1/- yd.; 0/P Trans.
Brixham. Devon.
)6V6), 4/9; Mains Trans., 52/ -; EHT
new, guaranteed; Trans.,
RADIOS,
CAR
42/8; Valves. EF50 7;6, SP61
ideal for resale; £10 ea. GERRY, 4/ -, EA50 2/9, EB34 3/3, EF39 8/6,
TV and Radio Specialist, 22, Birkbeck 6V6 10 /6, 5114 12/6, 2X2 6/9.
All
Rd., Sidcup.
goods new: guaranteed; s.a.e. lists.
Viewmaster parts; most parts for
" VIEWMASTER " VALVES, complete All
/DC Televisor.
R. E. HOPE, 6.
set, Intl, bases, £6/9/8, incl. post, AC
registration and tax; complete set Grange Rd.. Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Coils and R.F. choke, London 1316,
Wenvoe 15/6; new boxed Valves,
EB91. 6/6; EF91, 7/6; 6V6. 8/6;
Express Postal Service. All available
ECL80. KT61. EBC33, 12K8. 12K7,
types by Mullard, Osram, Brimar, erc.
12Q7, 35L6, 50L6, 35Z4, 616, 6F6, U50,
List Prices B.V.A. guarantee. C.W O.
5Y3, ,U14, 9/3 each, incl, post; nonor C.O.D.
magnetic 8in. Spkrs., 13/9 each;
semi- midget V /cntrls., all values,
G L Y N D O N RADIO SERVICE
L¡spindle, 3/3; sp /sw., 4/6; dp /, 5/6;
68 Weilington St., Woolwich,
Stamp list
Crystal Diodes, 2/9.
UNLIMITED,
Elm
Road,
RADIO
S.E.18. Woo. 2749
London, E.1?.
1

50 SECONDHAND

'

r,

I

VALVES....
;
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HIGH -GAIN AERIALS and L owNoise Pre-Amps. will make all the
difference to fringe area reception.
Constructional data for special 4 or
5
element F -Match Folded Dipole
Aerials (giving higher gain and wider
bandwidth than any other type with
the same number of elements), only
2/6. Circuit and data for Special
Neutralised Push -Pull Triode Pre Amps. (giving lower noise level than
any other type), only 1/9. Kits of
Parts available: Single Stage, 351 -;
Two Stage, 85/., complete
with
valves, chassis, etc.; Power Supply
Kit, 30/ -; Pattern Generator Kits,
and " Syncrolock " (automatic frequency control) Time Base Kits, now
available. S.A.E. for details. Valve
Bargains. -ECH 35, 12/6; 6J6, 12AT7,
6L6M, 11/6; EF80, ECL80, 10/0; 6K8,
6F33, EF91, 1R5, 6L6G, 10/ -; 6V6G,
9/ -; 3Q4, VR105 /30, VR150/30, EL91,
8/6; EB9I. 6F6, 6SF5, 6N7, 7/8; 1L4,
3A4, 6K7G, 9002, EF50, 6/8; 955, 9001,
9003. 5 /
6116, EB34, 2/6; EA50, 1/0;
S.A.E. for full list.
ELECTRAD
RADIO. 69. High St., Belfast, N.I.
" VIEWMASTER
Valves, exact to
specification, guaranteed new and
boxed, comprising 5 EF50, 1 KT61,

-

'

1
6P25, 1 EBC33, 1 EB91, 2 '6125,
6P28. set of 12 £812/8. iPost and
insurance 2; -.)
PL38, PZ30, 17/6;
1

6P25, ECH35. ECH21, 13/6; EY5I,
EF80, 6F15, 6C9. 1722, DK32, 12/8;
ECL80, UCH42, ECH42, ÚL41, UBC41,
10P9, IOLD11, 1001, 6K8GT, 11/;
2525, 25Z6GT, UF41, ÚY41, QU9.
U281, DF33, DL33, DAC32, DL35, 10/;
KT61,
12K8GT. 9/6; EF91, 6F12,
6AM6. 277, 6V6GT, 35L6GT, 50L6GT,
35Z4GT, AZ31, X78, 10P13, U404. 9/; -EB91, 6V6G, 5240, EBC33, 8/6; 155.
1R5. )T4. 3V4. 154, 8/3; 354, 9/ -;
EF39, EF8, EF50, 7Y4, 705, 706, 7B7,
7117, 757, HVR2A, 7/6; 6K7G, 6/3;
All new and boxed; postage 4d. per

valve extra. READERS RADIO, 24,
Colberg Place, Stamford Hill, London.
N.16.

WANTED
WANTED,

quantities,

Valves,

small

or

large

500, 8 6Q7, 1218,
12K8, 80 ? VÚ39.
EBC33. 3S4. etc., etc. Prompt cash.
155.W F

WM.

Leeds,

4

CARVIS,

103,

7.

North

Street,

WANTED, 12in.
Holme
Moss.

Television, suitable
Particulars, price.
please. 943, Manchester Rd., Linthwaite_nr. Huddersfield.
EX -GOVT. TV. or Parts, any condition.
Phone after 6.15 p.m., WILLIAMS (SHE. 7409) .

EDUCATIONAL
FREE!
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Television, and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the hobby enthusiast or for those aiming at the
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Telecommunications. R.T.E.B., and
other
Professional
examinations.
Train with the College operated by

Britain's largest Electronic organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to
E.M.I. INSTITUTES. Postal Division,
Dept. PT28. 43, Grove Park Rd..
London,
W.4.
(Associated with
Data for constructing TV
Aerial -strength Meter, 7/6; 5,500
Alignment Peaks for superhets. 519;
sample copy "Practical Radio Engineer." 2/ -. Membership-examination
particulars. 1 / -. Syllabus of seven
postal courses free and post free.
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Rd.. London. N.8.
MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio.
Day, Evening and " Radiocerts "
Postal.
Instruction.
Apply THE
RADIO OFFICER.
The Wireless
School, 21. Manor Gardens, Holloway,
I.P.R.E.

11.7.

(ARC 3694.)
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-THE

G.E.C. & B.T.H.

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE 5/16ín. x 3116in.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN
THERMO -SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
416 each, postage

Repair.. edited
postage

SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

4d.

Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.

Wiring instructions for

a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER

INSTRUMENT

WIRE

ENAMELLED, TINNED. LITZ,
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.

Most gauges available.
SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES,
ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.
B.A.

CRYSTAL SET

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjusted Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION

GUARANTEED
151 -, post

II-

The

" Not

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
have a
remember
, you
choice of 3,000 stock sizes of

TUBE, ROD, BAR, SHEET, STRIP,
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE
at

WORKS
36, ROSEBERY AVE.,

:

LONDON, E.C.I.

Branches at
LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, BIRM-

INGHAM.

"

No Quantity too Small

"

4/6 : 6H6,
EB34. 3/6 : SP6I, NGTI.
I2H6, 6J5GT, 6J5gt, 6J5G, 6K7g, 12SH7.
1625,
Pen220A,
I2J5gt,
6K7gt,
6)5,
S/- :
6SS7,
6AC7,
VS70,
6C5gt,
6SH7,
6SK7gt, 12SK7. 6/6 : KL35, 6C4, 7R7,
7/- : IA5gt, 6B8, 6B8G,
EC52, 6U5G.

6X5gt,

EF54,

EF36,

OZ4,

12SL7,

bound."

!"

that FLUXITE is always by you
the house- garage- workshopwherever speedy soldering is needed.
in (iovernUsed for over 40 yea
ntent works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all ironnwngers
-intins, from 1/- upwards.

F LU X I T E
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on
Soldering and for

tilt Art

or

Lea gets

"

on

SOFT "
CASE-

HARDENINt. STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS loit.h FLUXITI'. Price 11d. each.

rt.uxurc

Ltd.,
Bermondsey' Street, London.

2

55, UNION STREET

ARTHUR HOILE

MAIDSTONE, KENT
'Phone : 2812

,7.

Television Engineering, by D.
72i8. postage

Fink,

G.

1 / -.

Magnetic Recording, by

S.

J. Begun,

25. -. postage 9d.

Radio Valve Data. compiled by ' Wire-

less World,' &8, postage 3d.
N. Bradley,

A Portable Televisor, by F.
31 -,

postage 3d.

We have

the finest selection of British

and American books in the Country.
Complete list on application.

19 -23,

PRAED STREET,

(Dept. P.10) LONDÓN, W.2
PADdington

4185

VOL. CONTROLS
COAX CABLE
Standard tin. diem. M i d g e t Ediswan
Type. All Values.
Long
spindle. Guar.
8O ohm.
Less Sw. 31 -.
yr.
Polythene Insulated.
D.P. Sw. 4/9.
Not ex -Gov. led. yd.
NEW BOXED VALVES AND GUAR.
1

1R5

1T4

9/8
8/-

91-

3S1

91-

6J7
8lSP6I 8/8

9/- 16U5

5114

9/8

651,7 9/-

6BE610/8

MU14 910

EF911016
EY5I12B

VR92 21- EB91 8/6
BRAND NEW U.S.A. VALVES 154 9/EF50 Red Syl. 10/8. ex. new equip 8r8. etc.
32/811 Special
1R5. 114. 1S5, 3S4
(in original boxes) comprising
Price
40/6K8, 6K7. 6Q7. 6V6, 5Z4
EFP1 for Pract. T/V Set 85!- Per Set
Ten
High Voltage

of

VW!!

1

Et.E('TROLYTICS. New.

Rectifiers.
2 of RK34 V.H.F. Low Power

Transmitters.
of 954 V.H.F. Acorn Pentodes.

the

12/6

six

post paid Great Brutale

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES
46 Stafford Street, Wolverhampton

EK32,

50L6gt, " 42," " 43," " 80," EF22, KT44,
836,
Z77,
EL50,
PT25H,
U78 =6X4,
PTI5. 9/6 : 5Z4G, 6B4G, 6V6, '6A7g,
6SL7, 6SN7, 807, 8012. 10/6: 6K8g, X61.

Camm, 25/ -. Postage 6d.
Reoelver Practice, by
Roy Holland, 5/ -, postage 4d.
Amplifiers. by G. A. Briggs and H. H.
Garner, 1593. postage 3d.
Time Bases. by O. S. Panicle, 32/ -.
postage 9d.
Cathode -Ray Osciliographs, by J. H.
Reyner, 15' -. postage 6d.
by F.

iss

1616,

6AG5, I2A6, 3A4, 6J7G, 6N7gt,
VRI50 /30, 801, DF92. 7/6 : IG6gt, KT61,
6U7G, 7H7, 7Y4, W77, VY2, DH77, 6L7,
IRS, IS5, IS4,
8/6 :
EF8, KT8I, 1619.
1T4, NIB, 6AB7, 6C6, 6D6, 6)7, 6K6gt,
6N6G, 6V6gt, 6L6G, 25L6gt, 35L6gt,

The Radio Amateur's Handbook,
by A. R. R. L.. 30/ -, postage 11 -.
Introduction to Television, by A.
Folwell, 0 /8, postage 6d.
Television Principles and Practice.

S.F:.1

AMAZING
VALVE OFFER
6

"tricot
12/8,

by R. Nor

d.

i

Television

-in

2

RADIO G200 OFFERS
VALVES. -I/9: DI, EA5O, RK34 -2C34,
CV6, 3D6/1299, ILN5. 2/6: 954, 956

be

See

H. ROLLET& CO. LTD.
S.W.I

I'll

Cried 01 " Yes quite,
But we can't put it right,
While this wind blows our aerial round

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London. EA

When you are planning to use

" Fluxite Quint " at Work
a sight on TV -not a sound,

FLUXITE'S the need

Polished wood cabinet,
A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON,
Phone : SLOane 3463

Television and

Radio.

21-d.

316 each, postage

MODERN BOOK CO.--

7'V Fault Finilln:c. complied by ' Radio
Constructor.' 5 -, postage 3d.
Television Servicing. by S. Heller and
I. Shulman. 55/8. post 1 /.
The Oscilloscope book, by E. N. Bradley, 5' -, postage 3d.

VIEWMASTER
Exact specified parts at Shopping List
prices by return post. H.M., Wenvoe
Also valves and tubes.
and Scottish.

H.G. RADIO

ELECTRICAL CO.

1350, Stratford Rd., Birmingham, 28.
'Phone : Springfield 2369. Estb. 25 years

makes.
best
2/6 18+81450v., B.E.C.., 4/315 4 +56 /450v.. B.E.C., 5!16-161450v.B.E.C.,5'8 25/23 v. B.E.C., 1!9
RESISTORS.-1 w., 4d.. 1 w 8d., 1 w.. Bd.,
2 w., 11 -. 5 w.. 1/9, 10 w., 2'8. 15 w., 219.
All items P. and P. 6d. extra. £1 orders post free
8/450 v. B.E.C.,
16,'.50 v. T:C.C.,

R.S+

71,

MEADVALE ROAD.

EAST CROYDON.
Callers; 307, WHITEHORSE RD.. WEST
THO 1665.
CROYDON.

TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
FOR THE

Practical Television
Receiver
THE VIEWMASTER
AND E. E. TELEVISORS
IN STOCK
Price lists available on request

Prompt Postal Service

J. T. FILMER
MAYPOLE ESTATE, BEXLEY,
TEL. Bexleyheath 7267

KENT
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Wei /st we are always pleased to assist readers with
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surlffus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles whir/i appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p.24)
must be attached to all Queries, and
a postal r:ply is
required a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

Milt

-

if

INSUFFICIENT WIDTH
I wonder if you could give me the benefit of your advice.
I have built a Viewmaster with a 12in. tube and although
I can obtain a very good picture I cannot get the width
across the tube. There is a lin. space on either side. I
have had the 6P28 tested and this is working correctly.
I am also unable to obtain the picture and the sound
together althóugh I can, by adjusting the coils, obtain
either separately. Perhaps you will be kind enough to
let me have your views. Obviously, I am a beginner.G. Wellpid (N.W.3).
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would overcome this trouble would you be good enough to
give a sketch showing principal dimensions of such an
array (preferably so dimensioned as to have an impedance
near enough to 80 ohms to eliminate the use of special
matching stubs). It may then be possible for me to utilise
the existing components of my J Beam aerial to construct
an aerial of this type. -A. Driver (Torquay).
The effect you notice when you trim the oscillator of
your Pye receiver is quite normal, and is the result of
the set being made for single sideband reception. When
the sound is correctly tuned, the vision signal is ate -half
full gain, and this is as it should be. You should always
tune the set for maximum souhd, the vision pass band
will then be correctly placed with respect to the received
carrier. When you go over to Wenvoe, no doubt the
receiver will function normally, so that both sound and
vision can be received.
Your J Beam aerial has adequate bandwidth for normal
purposes and does not account for the above difficulty.

SYNC FAULT -TIME FACTOR
I have a magnetic televisor constructed from a kit.
I had no previous knowledge of television but after surmounting several initial difficulties I finally got the set
working fairly well. It has now been going for about
12 months with one or two faults which so far I have been
able to remedy.
It has now developed a fault which has me baffled,
Insufficient line scan amplitude may be due to any of perhaps because of my acute lack of test equipment of
several faults in the line timebase. We would, in the any sort. The fault is that the picture appears on the
first place, suggest checking voltages in the V9 and VIO screen in two parts. On the test card you see about
stages and, particularly, the boost voltage appearing
five- sixths of the picture towards the left -hand side of the
across C42, and noting whether this agrees with the screen then a border, a thick black area, the other border
specified values given in the Viewmaster booklet.
It and then the other sixth of the picture on the right -hand
is possible that R46 could be reduced in value thereby
side of the screen.
increasing the drive to VIO ; R46 may be reduced until
I have assumed that the fault is somewhere id the
a point is reached when distortion occurs on the left side
line timebase and have substituted the valves and all the
of the picture ; R50 may also be reduced very slightly resistors and condensers in this area but with no success.
though not to such a value that will cause VIO screen The one thing I have not substituted is the line hold and
to glow. Insufficient amplitude may also occur if either this is very critical. I can occasionally get the proper
the line transformer or line scanning coils are an unspeci- picture by juggling with the line hold and getting it set a
tied type or unsuitable for the particular application.
fraction off minimum resistance but it only stays normal
for a short time and then reverts to the two parts. I have
TUNING EFFECTS
also noticed that if I keep it on test for, say, 15 minutes
As a complete novice in television technology I wonder or so the very top of the picture slips and no adjustment
if you will be good enough to assist me in the following of the line hold will remedy it. -E. W. Allen (N.19).
query ?
The fault is in the sync separator stage or in the
I have a Pye F.V.1 receiver which I am using.with a coupling to the line oscillator. A value has changed
J Beam 4 aerial on extreme fringe reception of Sutton in some component and a long time delay is occurring
Coldfield (200 miles). When the fine tuner (which I in the sync pulse feed to the oscillator, thus causing the
assume is the oscillator trimmer) is tuned on maximum line timebase to trigger at the wrong point. The most
sound, the picture practically disappears and, con - likely cause is a high resistance, although the sync valves
tersely, if trimmed for best picture the sound is corn - themselves should be checked, and condensers investipletely lost. This has not concerned me up till now as gated for leakage.
after all at this distance reception is just a novelty, but
The critical line hold control points to a poor sync
With the near opening of Wenvoe I am concerned to get
pulse in any case, and so it will be necessary to check the
the best possible results in the way of genuine entertainment. whole of the sync circuit for the fault.
It occurs to me that in view of this distinct selectivity
of the aerial and receiver as regards sound and picture, MAINS VARIATIONS
if I set the tuner for maximum sound as per instructions
My set was built three or four years ago. A curious
the picture will still fall a long way short of optimum fault has developed in that the picture intermittently
and presumably be lacking in bandwidth, despite the decreases in size in both vertical and horizontal directions.
greatly increased signal I expect to receive from Wenvoe. At the sante time as it shrinks the brightness reduces so
It has been suggested that the above type of aerial is that the picture almost vanishes. When it increases in
too selective and that the advantage of considerable gain size again it becomes over -bright. At the sama time as
is nullified by lack of bandwidth. Before I go to the these happenings occur the focus varies. In an endeavour
additional expense of converting my aerial to Wenvoe to locate the fault I have disconnected the video and
;frequency I would appreciate your views on this, and if sound power supplies individually and together, but the
you consider that a 3 or 4 element folded -dipole array fault persists. I have also removed the frama and line
.
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oscillator valves and the spot or trace left varies in size
and sometimes disappears altogether. This leads me to
suspect E.H.T. capacitor, which I have replaced, but the
same conditions prevail. I recently had a condenser
short in the video section which damaged the H. f. rectifier,
and this was replaced and the set worked all right
afterwards. I have noted a pin -head size blue glow in
this rectifier valve now but it seems to be working correctly.
When disconnecting the power supply to the sound
chassis the background hum increased slightly and I noticed
that this varied in pitch or strength slightly. I shall be
most grateful for your guidance in tracing this trouble
and rectifying it. -W. J. S. Humphries (Brockworth).
From your description it is evident that there is a
variation in the A.C. supply voltage to your receiver,
since not only is the D.C. supply feeding the time bases
reduced, thereby giving a smaller picture, but also the
E.H.T. supply is reduced, thereby reducing the brightness,
and furthermore the focusing alters, either as a result of
the E.H.T. itself falling or, what is more likely, by the
D.C. supply falling. We suggest connecting a meter across

the A.C. input to your receiver and noting whether there
are changes in voltage at such times as the picture
varies, or if these are not apparent, then connecting the
meter to the output of the transformer and noting if
there is a variation at this point ; a variation on tli
output of the transformer but not in the input would
indicate that the transformer itself was faulty, whilst no
variation on the output transformer but a variation on
the D.C. output would indicate that either the rectifier
or one of the smoothing condensers was faulty.
INCREASING FRAME SCAN
I wonder if you could help me once more. My set, a
" Viewmaster," is now operating well, apart from one
small fault which annoys me a little.
My picture does not fill the screen ; there is a black
space of din. at the top and one of á in. at the bottom. My
friends say it is because I am only using 6.3 kV. on my
Mazda 12in. tube but, I may be wrong, I feel if I could
just turn down the variable resistances R64. R65, the
picture height and picture linearity, all would be well,
as increasing, i.e., turning them clockwise, my picture
can Ue closed to lin. On turning anti-clockwise picture
opens up nicely till I come to full anti -clock, leaving space
at top and bottom. Is it possible to put a resistor in series
or parallel to get that little extra lin. of picture ? Also,
I notice at long-distance shots the people's legs seem very
short for their bodies. I may add I can get a full raster all
over tube, but have to open my focus magnet up to the full
and cant same a little to one side. -John Barnes (Gourock).
So long as there is no actual fault in your receiver it
should not be difficult to increase the frame height,
and we suggest you reduce the value of R56 slightly
until you obtain correct amplitude with good linearity.

SMEARING
My Viewmaster table model which I made up to a
console type by lengthening necessary leads, has the
following fault : both blacks and white trail off instead
of stopping " dead "
a white object, say, a girl's dress,
appears in front of a dark object, say, a stair case, the
stairs appear to go right through the girl's dress.
I've spent many hours adjusting the coils in all manner
of ways over a period of six months or more, changed
over V9 and VII, interchanged all EF50's, checked wiring

-if
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and even renewed aerial feeder wire but the fault remains.
Can you please help me
I'm a subscriber to PRACTICAL TELEVISION but haven't
come across this fault in any of the issues except when sets
are incorrectly aligned
have no test gear except an
Avo 7, but after so many evenings of adjusting the coils
I do not see that this can possibly be my fault now. -B. S.
Dengate (Tonbridge).
The fault you describe may be due to atment,
though a similar effect may be obtained due to ¡he spot
suppressor circuit. If this is so then it may be overcome
by connecting a .IpF. condenser from the slider of R69

-I

to chassis.

USING RDFI
I have recently purchased one of the RDFI units as
advertised in the columns of your periodical.
Owing to the fact that I am a newcomer to " television."
I am not quite sure of the method of winding the coils.
Arò they wound with bare 22 s.w.g., with turns spaced,
or closely wound with insulated wire ?
With regard to the sound receiver could you please
tell me the size of the formers, as in my conversion data it
merely states Aladdin formers should be used. -S.
Woodcock (Gillingham).
The coils are not critical in the conversion you mention,
and 22 s.w.g. wire, bare or enamelled, with slight turns
spacing will be suitable. The insulated type is preferred
as there is then no danger of shorting turns.
The Aladdin formers referred to are the 'in. diameter.
pattern with dust -iron tuning slugs.
A suitable tube layout circuit is that used in the Argus
described recently, or another is given on page 346,
of the January, 1952, issue.
The exact coupling to the tube will depend on your
video
but the main bleeder chain values and
E.H.T. circuits of the above will be suitable.
LINE OSCILLATOR FAULT
I have a fault in my set which I should like you to help
me with.
After the set has been on for a minute, thin black lines
run across the picture, which are not sound lines, also
the picture comes out of focus and thick white lines run
across ; after a time it will all clear off and the picture
is clear but only for a very short time, about two minutes.
I have tried to locate the fault, the only thing I can put
it down to is the line transformer, as 1 can hear a sound like
an arc inside, but I cannot open it up.
Mannering

-J.

(Dagenham).
The line transformer could be responsible, but if this
was so, other symptoms such as severe non -linearity
and loss of width would be apparent. The sound that
appears to come from the line transformer and which
you think is arcing, is no doubt disturbing pulses from
an earlier part of the time base ; similar noises can be
heard when car interference, etc., upsets synchronism
slightly.
You should inspect the line oscillator valve
and its associated components, and also the feed from
the sync.separator to the oscillator, as it would appear
that the fault is in this part of the circuit.

Ì

QUER.IES COUPON
This Coupon is available until October 21st, 1952, and
must accompany all Queries.
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PREPARE NOW

for Winter T.V.

VISION
BASES

T

I

M

and

Even small screens give you a BIG PICTURE when you use a Magnavista lens.
That's why wise buyers see the
Magnavista first -then save money on

E

POWER
PACK on ONE 1355
Chassis. ONLY 3/- per co Dy
BRAND NEW 1355's in or iginal makers' cases.

ONLY 45/

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
14,

aea4I

ISN'T IT

The NEW 1355 Conversion, still available,
enables
u to build
the
C
PLETE TV
receiver
O U N D,

-

their

sets

!

Remember, it's optically correct, and
the inside filter allows daylight viewing
with a normal brilliance setting and
saves overworking the tube.

ST. MARY'S STREET, BEDFORD

TELEVISION
CABINETS

PRICES
There is a Magnavista for every

ALL HOME BUILT RECEIVERS. ANY
SCREEN UP TO 17 ". FITTED WITH
FULL LENGTH DOORS AND BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED. ALSO RADIOGRAM & L.S.
FOR
SIZE

- from

set

E5. 5. 0.

upwards.

CABINETS.

WRITE

OR

PHONE

LEAFLET

FOR

PRODUCT

A

OF

H. ASHDOWN, 98, Hertford Rd., Edmonton, N.9.
Tel

:

TOT 2621

42a

DENMARK

HILL,
/.111
1t

OPPORTUNITIES IN

NORMAN H. FIELD
68,

HURST ST., BIRMINGHAM,

5

Mail Order Department,
64-65, CHURCH LANE,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

144

SPECIAL OFFER

E.ILT. TRANSFORMERS. 2,500v. 5 m/a.
v. 2 Atrip3. 0.2.4 v. at 4 Amps. 210-250 v.
cycles. Completely Wax Impregnated.
42!6
TRANSFORMERS, MAINS. Inputt 230 v.
A.C. Output 18 v. 26 v. 44 v. at 2 Amps. 12.'A1368 BATTERY AMPLIFIERS. Complete with VR 5 and VR21 valves. For use
as intercom or with slight alteration as
Gram. Amplifier in metal case. 7 in. x
91 in. x41 In
15;With carrying case 1,6 extra. Circuit 1/extra.
CHOKES. SMOOTHING. 20 H. 80 m/a 8 /8
CHOKES. Shrouded. 10 H. 60 m/a
2/6
CHOKES. L.T. Smoothing 5 ohms
2/6
METERS. 200 milliamps Thermo Coupled
23ín. Scale suitable for L.P. Aerial Current,
10/9METERS. Marked air /oil, Moving Coil
basic. 200 micro-amps. Very sensitive.
211n. square
7/6
LOOP AERIALS. 1155. D.F
8/6
CRYSTALS. 500 Ke/s
7/ROTARY CONVERTORS. Approx. 6 v.
"nput. 7.10 v. at 80 m/a output
12/8
SWITCHES. 3 pole 4 way with knobs
ex- units)
2/TWIN SCREENED CAELF
1/- yard
CRYSTAL MONITORS. (Less Valves
and Crystal)
7/8
Ideal for Ham use. Can be easily modified to Mains use with our simple circuit: 11- extra.

pages

et

Pre- Amplifiers. Ultra S.W. uses EF54
with Coax Input and output sockets,
also plug and socket nor power supply.
Broad Band slug tuned for use on T.V.
frequencies or 10 metres. 5/ -.
(Valves to suit available.)

.14

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for

-1

50

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television,
Television
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection,
R ad i o
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our 144 -page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-

ments Dept.

We Guarantee

PASS -NO FEE"
If you are earning less than

"NO

£14 a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send for your copy NOW-FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!
IBritish Institute of Engineering Technology
237

ace,
9,

tratford

London. W.I.

BIET

METROPEX

LONDON,

V

o41s9.

ITD.
S.E.5.

VALVES
C

All Valves Guarentecd. 24 (sours' eervlce.
411111.
,. 5/- 6,11
4TSP ,,,
... 41- MSPEN (7 -pin) 4/3
45114
...
... 4/- VR66
SV215A ...
... 3/6 SP41
26
DJi,4 ...
... 4.8 KT44
...
51
4/52SPT
...
- EF50 (VR91) ... 5/

..

4D2

D2

...

902

41-

...'466Q7 7

...

5,9 6 V6
1/6 6SH7
..
KT24
.. 4/- VR37
KTZ41 (VP4B)
4¡- E0L6GT ...
5U4G
,. 9/- APV4
AR6(2v:Triode) 4/9 5Z9G
. -EK84 (2v.. Pen).. 4/9
..

EF91

.

-.

.,. 10/6

A50

1R5

..

...

1ÓÌ

-I

1Ä6.

4/-

... 8!8
... 10 /.,. 10/-

4/6

.. 9/6
TELEVISION. -Mark 17 Set.
2 -valve
Battery Transmitter and Receiver. Will
receive TV. sound without modification.
Instruction Book and Circuit -Free. 29/8.
BRAND NEW PANELS.-Complete with
18 Cond. 22 3 watt Resistors, 3 Westectors.
807

W

9/6 FW4 /500.;.

..

x 6, W x

419.

ADHESIVE TAPE. -fin., llb.. 2/6.
YA %LEY SWITCH.-3 p. 6 w., 118.
G.E.C. NEON TUNING INDICATOR
with Base.
YSTO NE 25PP. TUNING CON119.
l'W(1 -GANG
G CONDENSER.-.0005 with
Drive, 818.
PHILIPS REPLACEMENT POT.-1 meg.,
i meg. L /S.. 5 /6.
JACK SOCKET for Standard Plug, 1/6.
G.P.O. PUSH -SWITCH. 108/408, 1/6.
COLVERN W.W POTS -Boxed 1 k D,
2 k 9, 5 k S1, 1Q k O. 25 k A, 50 k i?, 2/6.
24- hours' service.
Terms of business :
Mail Order only. Postage over £2 free.
Below 10 / -, 9d. £1, U -; £2. 1 /6. Catalogue
;

send stamp.

REX RADIO
37, LOUIS' ST., CHAPELTOWN RO.,

LEEDS,

7
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The 'Tele- king', the

`Magnaview' and other
home constructors' circuits

are designed around the

'English Electric' metal
CR. tube

To get the best results fit the ` ENGLISH ELECTRIC ' T901 Metal C.R.T.- the
tube chosen by the designer of the ' Tele -king' and the ' Magnavicw'.

*
*
*
*
*

*

Magnetic focus and deflection (70' angle)
Almost flat face plate.
Wide viewing angle and picture focusing over the whole screen area.

Fitted with Ion trap.
Robust yet lightweight construction.
Overall length 17;=;;'.

.For full information on the T901, including scanning, write to :
The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., Television Department, Queen's House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

MUSH

ELECTIì1C.

Metal C.R. Tube

